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USE AND EFFECT OF UNILATERAL TRADE
SANCTIONS

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 23, 1997

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON TRADE,
Washington, DC.

The Subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 11:12 a.m., in
room 1100, Longworth House Office Building, Hon. Philip M. Crane
(Chairman of the Subcommittee) presiding.

[The advisories announcing the hearing follow:]
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ADVISORY
FROM THE COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS

SUBCOMMITTEE ON TRADE

CONTACT: (202) 225–1721FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
September 9, 1997
No. TR–15

Crane Announces Hearing on the
Use and Effect of Unilateral Trade Sanctions

Congressman Philip M. Crane (R–IL), Chairman, Subcommittee on Trade of the
Committee on Ways and Means, today announced that the Subcommittee will hold
a hearing on the use and effect of unilateral trade sanctions. The hearing will take
place on Tuesday, September 23, 1997, in the main Committee hearing room, 1100
Longworth House Office Building, beginning at 10:00 a.m.

BACKGROUND:

A number of U.S. laws and executive actions authorize unilateral economic or
trade sanctions on other countries or entities for a variety of purposes, including
human rights, anti-terrorism, nuclear non-proliferation, political stability, anti-
narcotics, worker rights, and environmental protection. Some examples of Presi-
dential authorities to impose such sanctions include the International Emergency
Economic Powers Act (IEEPA), the Narcotics Control Act, and the International Se-
curity and Development Cooperation Act of 1985.

During the 104th Congress, several unilateral trade sanctions or measures that
limit the ability of a company to trade with a particular country were enacted. For
example, the Iran and Libya Sanctions Act of 1996 mandates sanctions against for-
eign investment in the petroleum sectors of Iran and Libya as well as exports of
weapons, oil equipment, and aviation equipment to Libya. These sanctions include
a prohibition on government procurement, denial of Export-Import bank loans, de-
nial of export licenses, and import sanctions under IEEPA. In addition, the Cuban
Liberty and Democratic Solidarity Act (Helms-Burton or the Libertad Act) strength-
ened U.S. trade sanctions against Cuba. In the 105th Congress, pending legislation
includes H.R. 2431, the ‘‘Freedom from Religious Persecution Act of 1997.’’

A recent study by the National Association of Manufacturers (NAM) estimates
that from 1993 through 1996, 61 U.S. laws and executive actions were enacted au-
thorizing unilateral economic sanctions for foreign policy purposes, specifically tar-
geting 35 countries. The sanctioned countries, NAM reports, represent 2.3 billion po-
tential customers (42 percent of the world’s population) and $790 billion worth of
export markets (19 percent of the world’s total).

In announcing the hearing, Chairman Crane stated: ‘‘I have long been concerned
about the growing tendency to resort to unilateral trade sanctions to enforce foreign
policy or other non-trade goals. Before we impose sanctions, we should think long
and hard about the effect of such sanctions on the U.S. economy and our businesses,
workers, and consumers. There is little evidence that these sanctions have changed
the behavior of the targeted government. Instead, the use of sanctions has trans-
lated into billions of dollars of lost opportunities here. I believe that the better policy
is to pursue our goals with our trading partners through multilateral efforts in an
attempt to achieve consensus.’’
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FOCUS OF THE HEARING:

The focus of the hearing is to examine the use of unilateral trade sanctions by
the United States, including both legislative and executive action. The Subcommit-
tee will also assess the impact of such sanctions on the U.S. economy, businesses,
workers, and consumers, as well as whether recent trade sanctions have achieved
their original goals. Finally, the Subcommittee will examine what strategy should
govern the resort to economic sanctions to ensure that they actually advance U.S.
interests.

DETAILS FOR SUBMISSIONS OF REQUESTS TO BE HEARD:

Requests to be heard at the hearing must be made by telephone to Traci Altman
or Bradley Schreiber at (202) 225–1721 no later than the close of business, Monday,
September 15, 1997. The telephone request should be followed by a formal written
request to A.L. Singleton, Chief of Staff, Committee on Ways and Means, U.S.
House of Representatives, 1102 Longworth House Office Building, Washington, D.C.
20515. The staff of the Subcommittee on Trade will notify by telephone those sched-
uled to appear as soon as possible after the filing deadline. Any questions concern-
ing a scheduled appearance should be directed to the Subcommittee on Trade staff
at (202) 225–6649.

In view of the limited time available to hear witnesses, the Subcommittee may
not be able to accommodate all requests to be heard. Those persons and organiza-
tions not scheduled for an oral appearance are encouraged to submit written state-
ments for the record of the hearing. All persons requesting to be heard, whether
they are scheduled for oral testimony or not, will be notified as soon as possible
after the filing deadline.

Witnesses scheduled to present oral testimony are required to summarize briefly
their written statements in no more than five minutes. THE FIVE-MINUTE RULE
WILL BE STRICTLY ENFORCED. The full written statement of each witness will
be included in the printed record, in accordance with House Rules.

In order to assure the most productive use of the limited amount of time available
to question witnesses, all witnesses scheduled to appear before the Subcommittee
are required to submit 200 copies of their prepared statement and an IBM compat-
ible 3.5-inch diskette in ASCII DOS Text or WordPerfect 5.1 format, for review by
Members prior to the hearing. Testimony should arrive at the Subcommittee on
Trade office, room 1104 Longworth House Office Building, no later than Friday,
September 19, 1997. Failure to do so may result in the witness being denied the
opportunity to testify in person.

WRITTEN STATEMENTS IN LIEU OF PERSONAL APPEARANCE:

Any person or organization wishing to submit a written statement for the printed
record of the hearing should submit at least six (6) single-space legal-size copies of
their statement, along with an IBM compatible 3.5-inch diskette in ASCII DOS Text
or WordPerfect 5.1 format only, with their name, address, and hearing date noted
on a label, by the close of business, Tuesday, October 6, 1997, to A.L. Singleton,
Chief of Staff, Committee on Ways and Means, U.S. House of Representatives, 1102
Longworth House Office Building, Washington, D.C. 20515. If those filing written
statements wish to have their statements distributed to the press and interested
public at the hearing, they may deliver 200 additional copies for this purpose to the
Subcommittee on Trade office, room 1104 Longworth House Office Building, at least
one hour before the hearing begins.

FORMATTING REQUIREMENTS:

Each statement presented for printing to the Committee by a witness, any written statement
or exhibit submitted for the printed record or any written comments in response to a request
for written comments must conform to the guidelines listed below. Any statement or exhibit not
in compliance with these guidelines will not be printed, but will be maintained in the Committee
files for review and use by the Committee.
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1. All statements and any accompanying exhibits for printing must be typed in single space
on legal-size paper and may not exceed a total of 10 pages including attachments. At the same
time written statements are submitted to the Committee, witnesses are now requested to submit
their statements on an IBM compatible 3.5-inch diskette in ASCII DOS or WordPerfect 5.1 for-
mat. Witnesses are advised that the Committee will rely on electronic submissions for printing
the official hearing record.

2. Copies of whole documents submitted as exhibit material will not be accepted for printing.
Instead, exhibit material should be referenced and quoted or paraphrased. All exhibit material
not meeting these specifications will be maintained in the Committee files for review and use
by the Committee.

3. A witness appearing at a public hearing, or submitting a statement for the record of a pub-
lic hearing, or submitting written comments in response to a published request for comments
by the Committee, must include on his statement or submission a list of all clients, persons,
or organizations on whose behalf the witness appears.

4. A supplemental sheet must accompany each statement listing the name, full address, a
telephone number where the witness or the designated representative may be reached and a
topical outline or summary of the comments and recommendations in the full statement. This
supplemental sheet will not be included in the printed record.

The above restrictions and limitations apply only to material being submitted for printing.
Statements and exhibits or supplementary material submitted solely for distribution to the
Members, the press and the public during the course of a public hearing may be submitted in
other forms.

Note: All Committee advisories and news releases are available on the World
Wide Web at ‘HTTP://WWW.HOUSE.GOV/WAYSlMEANS/’.

The Committee seeks to make its facilities accessible to persons with disabilities.
If you are in need of special accommodations, please call 202–225–1721 or 202–226–
3411 TTD/TTY in advance of the event (four business days notice is requested).
Questions with regard to special accommodation needs in general (including avail-
ability of Committee materials in alternative formats) may be directed to the Com-
mittee as noted above.

f
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ADVISORY
FROM THE COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS

SUBCOMMITTEE ON TRADE

CONTACT: (202) 225–6649FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
September 22, 1997
No. TR–15-Revised

Change in Date for Subcommittee Hearing on
the Use and Effect of Unilateral Trade Sanctions

Tuesday, September 23, 1997

Congressman Philip M. Crane (R–IL), Chairman of the Subcommittee on Trade
of the Committee on Ways and Means, today announced that the Subcommittee
hearing on the use and effect of unilateral trade sanctions, previously scheduled for
Tuesday, September 23, 1997, at 10:00 a.m., in the main Committee hearing room,
1100 Longworth House Office Building, will now be held on Tuesday, October 21,
1997.

WRITTEN STATEMENTS IN LIEU OF PERSONAL APPEARANCE:

Any person or organization wishing to submit a written statement for the printed
record of the hearing should submit at least six (6) single-space legal-size copies of
their statement, along with an IBM compatible 3.5-inch diskette in ASCII DOS Text
or WordPerfect 5.1 format only, with their name, address, and hearing date noted
on a label, by the close of business, Tuesday, October 6, 1997, to A.L. Singleton,
Chief of Staff, Committee on Ways and Means, U.S. House of Representatives, 1102
Longworth House Office Building, Washington, D.C. 20515. If those filing written
statements wish to have their statements distributed to the press and interested
public at the hearing, they may deliver 200 additional copies for this purpose to the
Subcommittee on Trade office, room 1104 Longworth House Office Building, at least
one hour before the hearing begins.

All other details for the hearing remain the same. See Subcommittee press release
No. TR–15, dated September 9, 1997.)

f
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ADVISORY
FROM THE COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS

SUBCOMMITTEE ON TRADE

CONTACT: (202) 225–6649FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
October 14, 1997
No. TR–15-Revised-2

Change in Date and Time for
Subcommittee Hearing on the Use and

Effect of Unilateral Trade Sanctions
Tuesday, October 21, 1997

Congressman Philip M. Crane (R–IL), Chairman of the Subcommittee on Trade
of the Committee on Ways and Means, today announced that the Subcommittee
hearing on the use and effect of unilateral trade sanctions, previously scheduled for
Tuesday, October 21, 1997, at 10:00 a.m., in the main Committee hearing room,
1100 Longworth House Office Building, will now be held on Thursday, October 23,
1997, at 11:00 a.m.

Witnesses scheduled to present oral testimony are required to deliver their state-
ments to the Subcommittee on Trade Office, 1104 Longworth House Office Building,
no later than 12:00 noon on Tuesday, October 21, 1997.

WRITTEN STATEMENTS IN LIEU OF PERSONAL APPEARANCE:

Any person or organization wishing to submit a written statement for the printed
record of the hearing should submit at least six (6) single-space legal-size copies of
their statement, along with an IBM compatible 3.5-inch diskette in ASCII DOS Text
or WordPerfect 5.1 format only, with their name, address, and hearing date noted
on a label, by the close of business, Thursday, November 6, 1997, to A.L. Singleton,
Chief of Staff, Committee on Ways and Means, U.S. House of Representatives, 1102
Longworth House Office Building, Washington, D.C. 20515. If those filing written
statements wish to have their statements distributed to the press and interested
public at the hearing, they may deliver 200 additional copies for this purpose to the
Subcommittee on Trade office, room 1104 Longworth House Office Building, at least
one hour before the hearing begins.

All other details for the hearing remain the same. (See Subcommittee press re-
lease TR–15, dated September 9, 1997, and No. TR–15-Revised, dated September
22, 1997.)

f

Chairman CRANE [presiding]. Good morning, and welcome to this
hearing of the Ways and Means Subcommittee on Trade. The focus
of our hearing today is to examine the use of unilateral trade sanc-
tions by the United States, including both legislative and executive
action. We will assess the impact of such sanctions on the U.S.
economy, businesses, workers and consumers, as well as whether
recent trade sanctions have achieved their original goals. Finally,
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we will examine what strategy should govern the use of economic
sanctions to ensure that they actually advance U.S. interests.

I have long been concerned about the growing resort to unilateral
trade sanctions to enforce foreign policy or other nontrade goals.
Before we impose sanctions, we should think long and hard about
the effect of such sanctions on the U.S. economy and our busi-
nesses, workers, and consumers. There is little evidence that these
sanctions have changed the behavior of the targeted government.
Instead, the use of sanctions has translated into billions of dollars
of lost opportunities here.

I believe that the better policy is to pursue our goals with our
trading partners through multilateral fora in an attempt to achieve
consensus. Accordingly, today together with my colleague Congress-
man Hamilton, I have introduced legislation that would provide a
framework for consideration of unilateral trade sanctions by the
legislative and executive branches. The bill would not prohibit the
imposition of trade sanctions, but it would establish a more delib-
erative and disciplined approach to U.S. sanctions policy.

Specifically, the bill would establish consultations between Con-
gress and the executive branch, as well as consideration of alter-
natives to the use of sanctions. In addition, the bill would ensure
that Congress and the administration have adequate information
about the likely effectiveness and economic and humanitarian costs
of a proposed sanction. The bill would provide for a detailed analy-
sis of whether the proposed sanction is the best tool for achieving
U.S. objectives. Finally, the bill would impose regular reporting
and sunset requirements. I believe that such a framework would
allow us to pause and examine the impact the sanctions would
have before we rush into what may be a counterproductive effort.

I now recognize our distinguished Ranking Minority Member,
Mr. Matsui for any statement he would like to make.

Mr. MATSUI. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, for holding
today’s hearings on the use and effect of unilateral trade sanctions.
This is a subject that deserves a thorough public airing. We need
to take steps and evaluate objectively the results, both positive and
negative, of our various past legislative and administrative actions
that have resulted in the imposition of unilateral U.S. sanctions.

It seems too often in recent years we have pursued unilateral
sanction policies that have both failed to achieve the original goals
sought by these policies, and have resulted in burdensome eco-
nomic costs for U.S. business and workers. Indeed, a recent eco-
nomic analysis has estimated that some $15 to $19 billion in an-
nual sales of U.S. exports have been lost because of unilateral sanc-
tions currently in place in the United States. This has in turn re-
sulted in the loss of some 250,000 export jobs in this country.

Perhaps the most important economic impact for unilateral sanc-
tions, however, is the damage done to its reputation of the United
States and to companies as reliable suppliers and the image of the
United States as an evenhanded trading partner. Moreover, as we
have seen in recent months, our unilateral sanction actions have
created enormous tension and friction with some of our major trad-
ing partners.

Having said this, however, let me be quick to acknowledge that
there are many circumstances when it is entirely appropriate to
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pursue unilateral sanction strategies. A key for public policy mak-
ers, whether they be legislators or the President and his Cabinet,
is to identify where circumstances warrant the use of such sanc-
tions and what the costs to the U.S. interest is, and how best to
structure such sanctions so as to minimize frictions with third
countries.

I look forward to hearing the testimony from today’s witnesses
of this important subject. At this point, I would like to yield to the
Ranking Member of the Subcommittee, Mr. Rangel, who has some
observations he would like to make.

Mr. RANGEL. Thank you, Mr. Matsui.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I cannot talk against sanctions, having been one of the House

leaders in organizing the sanctions against South Africa and hav-
ing seen them succeed. The difference there of course was that we
had multinational support against South Africa. The question real-
ly comes is whether or not sanctions by the United States unilater-
ally, without the support of trading countries, makes any sense at
all.

But when it gets to the point of Cuba and Helms-Burton, the ar-
rogance displayed by the United States against a free trade world
in violation of every moral but certainly international code that you
can think of, has brought the wrath of trading nations down on us
in a way that even our most sophisticated diplomats cannot ex-
plain. But it would seem to me that beyond the arrogance and the
embarrassment, the question is, how can we get rid of that dictator
that we have in Cuba. Every economic failure that they have, they
blame on the embargo. Every time they have a storm, they blame
it on the embargo. Every crisis, every epidemic, they blame on the
embargo. The truth of the matter is, that I think that Fidel Castro
is in office because they believe it’s the embargo and not his lack
of leadership or lack of sensitivity that is causing the pain and dis-
tress there.

The Cuban people are our friends. The embargo has caused sick-
ness, illness, death, malnutrition, and unemployment. That’s on the
people of Cuba. It would seem to me that we ought to think seri-
ously about really getting rid of the dictatorship because the big-
gest threat to dictators, and the biggest support of democracy is
free trade. Let our businessmen get in there. Sell them cars, beans,
rice, chicken, agricultural products, dairy products. Let our stu-
dents be able to go there and show what a great America we have.
Let our reporters go there and exchange information. Let television
be there to show what we’re doing here and what they are doing
there.

If we think this type of thing can work where you have 1 billion
Chinese in China, if we think we can work at North Korea, North
Vietnam, why in God’s name can it not work on this small island
90 miles from our shore? Sanctions, in order to get small political
pleasures in small geographic districts to determine who is going
to get the electoral college votes, is not worth the price we’re pay-
ing for it, not just in money and trade, but in the integrity of the
trade policy of the United States of America.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The opening statement follows:]
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Opening Statement of Hon. Charles B. Rangel, a Representative in
Congress from the State of New York

Mr. Chairman, I thank you for holding today’s hearing on this important topic.
As you know, I have long been interested in the effectiveness, or lack thereof, of

using unilateral trade sanctions. I believe that there are probably some limited in-
stances where unilateral trade sanctions are warranted.

The imposition of unilateral sanctions in South Africa is a prime example of when
it is appropriate to use such tools.... In that case, we and the rest of the world held
fast to the belief that such sanctions were morally and universally needed to over-
come the evils of apartheid. Unilateral sanctions were widely used by many coun-
tries as a way of removing the very linchpins of apartheid. Moral and humanitarian
issues were at stake. World powers came together to enforce humanitarian and
moral rights by using a single effective tool....trade embargo.

Trade sanctions are sometimes useful and necessary in very limited situations.
When used in appropriate circumstances, they can be most effective in reaching in-
tended results. However, in the vast majority of instances where unilateral trade
sanctions are applied, I believe that the intended objectives sought by the imposition
of sanctions is both ambiguous and ineffective. Cuba, is a prime example of an in-
stance where sanctions are simply not accomplishing the intended results.

The application of trade sanctions in Cuba was originally intended to topple the
communist government. It was never intended to harm women, children or the el-
derly. Unfortunately, the stated objective has not been met. Fidel Castro is alive
and well and still in power, notwithstanding our best efforts to implement sanctions.
What the unilateral sanctions have done is to harm the weakest and most vulner-
able members of Cuba’s society. Women, children and the elderly are the ones that
are suffering from our trade sanction policies, not Fidel Castro.

As a result of our trade embargo, the American Association for World Health Ex-
ecutive Summary entitled The Impact of the US Embargo on Health & Nutrition
in Cuba, concluded that the embargo had seriously impacted the availability of
proper nutrition, public water treatment supply systems, and the dissemination of
medical information, medicines and equipment. Clearly, the unilateral trade policies
of the US Government should not be continued where the evidence demonstrates
that the most vulnerable members of society, rather than the communist govern-
ment, are being impacted. Yet we persist in using this ineffective tool.

I believe that there is a better way of bringing about political change in Cuba.
Engagement, rather than utilization of an ineffective unilateral trade sanction, is
the better approach. The use of economic sanctions in Cuba has many drawbacks.
It is counterproductive and has resulted in the needless backlash of anti-American
sentiment. Utilization of economic sanctions in Cuba has impaired our relationships
with our allies, particularly when we threaten to boycott allies companies, which fail
to honor our trade sanctions against Cuba. American corporate competitiveness has
been diminished as a result of our insistence on economic sanctions.

The negative fallout from the use of economic sanctions is quite lengthy. It begs
the question, why would anyone use such measures when its clear that they are not
working? We are hurting our corporate interests. We are risking anti-American sen-
timent and encouraging the wrath of our allies when we impose trade sanctions.
Why in gods name do we persist?

Let’s all take a good dose of common sense and try a different approach. I would
like to offer my legislation, HR 1951, as a reasonable solution and alternative ap-
proach.

This important legislation would relax restrictions on the shipment and sale to
Cuba of food, medicine, medical supplies and equipment. My legislation is aimed at
helping the most vulnerable members of Cuba. For once Mr. Chairman, let us be
guilty of doing the right thing at the right time. I hope you will consider hold an-
other hearing on Cuba later this year. I would be honored to work closely with you
in this endeavor.

f

Chairman CRANE. Thank you. Our first witnesses now will be
three of our colleagues, Congressman Lee Hamilton of Indiana,
Congressman Jim Kolbe of Arizona, and Congresswoman Ileana
Ros-Lehtinen of Florida. I would like to ask that you try and keep
your oral presentations to 5 minutes, but any written statements
will be made a part of the permanent record.
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You may proceed in that order.

STATEMENT OF HON. LEE H. HAMILTON, A REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF INDIANA

Mr. HAMILTON. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I, along
with you, am introducing today this bill with respect to unilateral
sanctions. Most of my testimony will be on that point.

Let me just indicate that I think my concern here about unilat-
eral sanctions has developed in the past few years for several rea-
sons. We’re imposing these sanctions much more frequently. The
President’s Export Council noted that more than 75 countries are
now subject to or threatened by unilateral sanctions. We’re using
a wider variety of unilateral measures to target a wider range of
foreign conduct. The Council counted 21 specific sanctions covering
27 different target behaviors. We have adopted unilateral sanctions
in the last 2 years that are extraterritorial in scope. So this is a
tool that we’re turning to more and more frequently as a policy, as
a part of our tool kit, as it were, in the conduct of American foreign
policy.

I have a lot of concerns about these unilateral sanctions. I think
they often cost us exports. They cost us jobs. They cost us profits.
They cost us investment opportunities. I don’t think we have en-
tered into these sanction laws with a full understanding of the im-
pact they will have on the wide range of American policy interests,
both public and private.

Unilateral sanctions might be worth their price in terms of ex-
ports and jobs and profits and all the rest if they succeeded in
achieving their aims. But unilateral sanctions usually do not
achieve their aims. I think the distinction Mr. Rangel drew is an
important one, between multilateral sanctions on the one hand,
and unilateral on the other.

The most alarming aspect of U.S. sanctions policy to me is the
very weak information base upon which these unilateral sanction
decisions are typically made. We have dozens of laws today that
give the President the power to impose unilateral sanctions. We
don’t give him any guidelines. We don’t tell him to follow any prin-
ciples. He can just apply them whenever he wants to, in effect. I’m
not talking now about trade sanctions. I am talking about unilat-
eral sanctions designed to achieve certain foreign policy interests.

So the question is what do you do about it? What should be done
about the increasing frequency and scope of the unilateral sanc-
tions? A lot of things have to be done about it. We have to reinvigo-
rate multilateral diplomacy. We have got to be sometimes more pa-
tient with our diplomats to see that they can accomplish their
aims. We have to exercise I think greater discipline in the initia-
tives we take legislatively. But what I want to emphasize here
today is that I think we need to improve the decisionmaking proc-
ess on sanctions. Before the President acts, before the Congress
acts, we ought to have inhand better information about the poten-
tial costs and benefits that these sanctions will involve.

So Chairman Crane, Mr. Kolbe, and I, and others have intro-
duced a bill to put into place a process which will ensure that we
have the best information before we impose these sanctions. The
bill would reform the process by which both Congress and the
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President adopt unilateral sanctions. We have in the bill a number
of guidelines that apply both to the Congress and to the President.
Those guidelines include, for example, a 2-year sunset, a waiver
authority for the President, protecting the sanctity of existing con-
tracts, making sure you target sanctions as narrowly as possible,
and minimizing any interference with humanitarian efforts by non-
governmental organizations.

We provide a procedure to be followed in this bill that requires
a committee of primary jurisdiction to include a report on a sanc-
tions bill, an analysis by the President of the bill’s likely impact on
U.S. policy interests, U.S. economic interests, and U.S. humani-
tarian interests. We require the President of course to make a re-
port before he puts sanctions into place. I won’t go into further de-
tail on that.

It is important for me to say before I conclude that there are a
lot of things this bill does not do. It does not prevent the Congress
or the President from imposing unilateral sanctions. It does not im-
pact any sanctions that are currently in place. We’re not trying to
change existing law here at all. The bill imposes no limitations on
the foreign countries or the conduct that can be targeted. The bill
would have no impact on sanctions imposed under any multilateral
agreement. It does not have an impact on restrictions or controls
on the export of munitions. It doesn’t impact Jackson-Vanik, reso-
lutions of disapproval, after a presidential decision, for example, to
maintain MFN, most-favored-nation, trade for China or any other
country. The measure does not impact regulations or laws imple-
menting trade agreements. We’re not talking here about trade
sanctions in any way. That’s a whole separate set of very complex
laws that you know a great deal about in this Subcommittee. So
we don’t impact all of these things.

In sum, then, what you have here is a bill that seeks not a red
light for sanctions, but rather a yellow light, a cautionary light that
says in effect that before you take this step of putting unilateral
sanctions into place, whether you’re the President or the Congress,
there are some things you ought to do. You ought to stop, you
ought to be careful, you ought to look around, you ought to proceed
with caution. You ought to have more information.

I really don’t see how people would oppose this bill, to be very
blunt about it. Because to oppose it is to say that the Congress and
the President cannot use and should not have additional informa-
tion about sanctions. I think that’s a position that neither we in the
Congress nor the President should take.

I urge your Subcommittee to consider this bill, Mr. Chairman. I
thank you for the fact that you are cosponsoring it with me. I look
forward to working with you toward the enactment of the bill.
Thank you for permitting me to testify.

[The prepared statement follows:]
Statement of Hon. Lee H. Hamilton, a Representative in Congress from the

State of Indiana
Mr. Chairman, thank you for inviting me to testify today. I appreciate the oppor-

tunity to participate in your deliberations on this important issue.
For many years now, the Ways and Means Committee has had to take up con-

troversial foreign policy sanctions that originated in the International Relations
Committee. I knew it was only a matter of time before you called one of us in for
questioning!
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Today, I want to highlight several concerns on unilateral sanctions that I believe
merit attention by this subcommittee and by the Congress. I will then offer a couple
of suggestions on how we can improve our policies.

In that regard, Mr. Chairman, I will make a few remarks about the bill you and
I plan to introduce later today.

CHANGING CHARACTER OF SANCTIONS

The United States needs economic sanctions in its foreign policy toolkit.
We need to respond to many international problems. Economic sanctions can be

an attractive policy option when military action is not warranted, and diplomacy
seems to have failed. In some circumstances, the conduct of a particular country
may be sufficiently abhorrent or dangerous that we will feel compelled to respond,
regardless of whether other countries join us.

Prior to 1980, several major laws authorized the imposition of economic sanctions
for foreign policy purposes. Those laws tended to give the President considerable
flexibility to decide when and how to impose sanctions. They also tended to target
foreign conduct, rather than specific countries.

During the past two decades, however, and especially since 1990, U.S. sanctions
policies have evolved substantially.

First, we impose unilateral sanctions more frequently. In a report prepared earlier
this year, the President’s Export Council noted that more than 75 countries are now
subject to, or threatened by, one or more unilateral U.S. sanctions.

Second, we use a wider variety of unilateral measures to target a wider range of
foreign conduct. The Export Council counted 21 specific sanctions covering 27 dif-
ferent target behaviors. We have also given the President less latitude in imple-
menting sanctions.

Third, during the past two years we have adopted unilateral sanctions that are
extraterritorial in scope. In 1996, we departed from our longstanding policy of op-
posing secondary boycotts by enacting two laws that penalize foreign firms for ac-
tivities in Cuba, Iran, and Libya. Meanwhile, roughly twenty states and localities
have adopted laws prohibiting government commercial dealings with U.S. or foreign
companies that do business with countries that have poor human rights records.

Fourth, over the pahold in existing sanction statutes. None of these measures has
made it to the President’s desk. If any do, however, they will raise difficult ques-
tions about the roles of Congress and the President in the conduct of foreign policy.

CONCERNS ON UNILATERAL SANCTIONS

I have several concerns about the increasing frequency and scope of unilateral
sanctions.

First, unilateral measures often cost U.S. exports. The Institute for International
Economics estimated earlier this year that restrictions imposed for foreign policy
purposes are costing $15–19 billion in export sales annually.

Perhaps the two most widely-cited examples of the costliness of unilateral sanc-
tions are the 1979 decision to embargo grain sales to the former Soviet Union after
its invasion of Afghanistan and the ban on U.S. participation in the construction of
a Soviet gas pipeline to Europe in the early 1980s:

—Despite our embargo, the Soviets were able to buy all the grain they needed
from other countries, and they stayed in Afghanistan. The total cost to the United
States? Four billion dollars—$2 billion in federal crop payments and $2 billion in
lost foreign grain sales.

—When U.S. firms were barred from the pipeline project, European contractors
stepped in. U.S. firms lost hundreds of millions of dollars in sales and a big share
of the European turbine market. Thousands of potential jobs were lost. Yet the pipe-
line was built anyway.

Another example of the cost of unilateral sanctions recently came to my attention.
I understand that the five countries currently under total U.S. trade embargoes—
Iran, Iraq, Libya, Cuba, and North Korea—together account for roughly 11% of the
world’s wheat export market. This means that 11% of the world wheat market is
off-limits to U.S. farmers. But it doesn’t mean those countries can’t get wheat. If
they have the cash, there are plenty of other countries willing to do business with
them.

My second concern is that our reputation for unilateral sanctions is costing poten-
tial export sales and foreign investment opportunities. Many executives I have spo-
ken with over the past couple of years have told me that foreign firms and govern-
ments are increasingly steering clear of U.S. companies when making procurement
decisions. They are concerned that deals with U.S. firms could be jeopardized by
subsequent sanctions. I also understand that some European companies have begun
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to tell prospective customers that U.S. competitors can’t be counted on because of
U.S. sanctions policies.

Third, exports lost to unilateral sanctions mean lost jobs. Fifteen to twenty billion
dollars in export sales would support tens of thousands of American jobs.

Fourth, unilateral sanctions, especially third-party measures like the Helms-
Burton and Iran-Libya statutes, can harm important U.S. foreign policy interests.

Both of these laws appear to have deterred some investment in their target coun-
tries, but at great cost:

—Both laws have damaged relations with some of our closest friends, countries
whose support we count on for many important foreign policy and trade initiatives.

—The U.S.–EU dispute over Helms-Burton continues to pose a threat to the
World Trade Organization. If ongoing U.S.–EU talks on an ‘‘out of court settlement’’
fail, the case may return to the WTO, where just about every scenario points to a
weakening of the rules-based international trading system.

—U.S. sanctions on the firms investing in the Iranian energy development project
would also probably send us back to the WTO, and retaliation against U.S. exports
or investment seems likely.

—U.S. leadership on trade issues has also been weakened. Some of our closest
friends have been talking about the need to rein-in U.S. policies. In OECD talks on
the Multilateral Agreement on Investment, for example, the EU and Canada have
pressed for provisions that would prohibit measures like Helms-Burton and the
Iran-Libya Sanctions Act.

Fifth, in addition to antagonizing foreign governments, some of our state and local
sanctions are raising difficult questions concerning the constitutional authority to
conduct U.S. trade and foreign policy.

All of us in Congress want to respect the legitimate moral concerns that are moti-
vating state and local sanctions. We want to support local initiative and public in-
volvement in foreign affairs.

But it is one thing for state and local governments to express concern about for-
eign policy matters. It is quite another for them to take foreign policy actions that
impact U.S. national interests, but that are not authorized by the one institution
that is responsible for safeguarding and promoting those national interests: the fed-
eral government. U.S. national interests are not likely to be served by the emer-
gence of distinct foreign and trade policies at the state and local level.

INEFFECTIVENESS OF UNILATERAL SANCTIONS

Unilateral sanctions might be worth their price in exports, jobs, and foreign policy
interests if they succeeded in achieving their aims. They rarely do. In fact, they are
sometimes counterproductive and harmful to the very people we are trying to help.

A number of studies have concluded that sanctions, both unilateral and multilat-
eral, have worked less than half the time since the early 1970s. One of the most
thorough and credible of these studies, from the Institute for International Econom-
ics, found that unilateral and multilateral sanctions together have succeeded less
than 20% of the time since 1990.

Unilateral measures have been especially ineffective. Consider three prominent
examples:

—The U.S. trade embargo has failed to bring about a change of government in
Cuba in more than 35 years.

—U.S. non-proliferation sanctions did little to stop Pakistan’s nuclear program.
—After two years, a total U.S. trade embargo has had no apparent impact on the

policies of Iran.
Unilateral sanctions rarely work because the world economy has become too inter-

dependent. When we deny a country access to our products or our markets, it has
plenty of alternatives.

Multilateral sanctions are a different story. They can be an effective foreign policy
tool in certain circumstances. When we impose sanctions with other countries, the
results can sometimes be impressive:

—Multilateral sanctions hastened the end of apartheid in South Africa.
—UN sanctions against Libya have sharply limited the Qadaffi government’s mili-

tary adventurism and terrorism.
—Multilateral sanctions on Iraq have not toppled Saddam Hussein, but they have

kept him and his military in a tight box.
—UN sanctions helped restore democracy to Haiti and motivated Belgrade to

pressure the Bosnian Serbs.
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Weak Information Base
One of the most alarming aspects of U.S. sanctions policy, in my view, is the weak

information base upon which most unilateral sanction decisions are typically made.
Several dozen U.S. laws authorize the President to impose sanctions of one kind

or another. Few of these laws require the President to assess the foreign policy, hu-
manitarian, or domestic economic impact of a proposed sanction—before or after it
is imposed. There are few, if any, opportunities for public comment. This stands in
marked contrast to our trade sanction and trade remedy laws, which often require
an economic impact assessment and public comment before the President imposes
any measures.

Congress does not usually have before it a detailed assessment of new sanctions
bills when it takes them up. We hold hearings and we debate proposals in mark-
ups. But our review of sanctions is rarely systematic or comprehensive.

PROPOSALS

What should be done about the increasing frequency and scope of unilateral sanc-
tions?

First, we need to reinvigorate multilateral diplomacy. Many unilateral sanctions
have been devised by members of Congress exasperated by the slow pace of diplo-
matic efforts to curb terrorism, human rights abuses, or proliferation. Our Presi-
dents need to be more aggressive and creative in their diplomatic approaches to
these problems.

Second, Congress needs to be patient with diplomacy, and it needs to exercise
greater discipline in its legislative initiatives. We have become very fond of sanc-
tions. It is relatively easy for us to pass bills authorizing sanctions, but these bills
often hand the President extremely difficult decisions on when to impose measures.
We are taking the easy way out. A more constructive approach for Congress would
be to work with the President to develop policy alternatives to unilateral sanctions
and inducements for multilateral cooperation.

Third, we need to take a close look at state and local sanctions. This Committee
has considerable expertise here, and I would urge you to give this matter some at-
tention. I recognize, however, that this issue may ultimately need to be addressed
by the courts.

SANCTIONS REFORM BILL

Finally, we need to improve our decision-making on sanctions. Before they act,
Congress and the President should both have in hand better information on the po-
tential costs and benefits of unilateral sanctions proposals. And they should both
proceed in a more deliberative and disciplined manner.

As Chairman Crane noted in his opening statement, he and I have drafted a bill
that seeks to accomplish these objectives. The bill would reform the process by
which both Congress and the Executive Branch consider unilateral sanctions propos-
als. We plan to introduce this bill later today. Let me say a few words about what
it would do.

The bill defines a unilateral sanction as any restriction or condition on foreign eco-
nomic activity that is imposed solely by the United States for reasons of foreign pol-
icy or national security.

For both Congress and the Executive Branch, the bill sets out guidelines for fu-
ture sanctions proposals and procedures for their consideration and implementation.

The guidelines would be largely similar for both branches. We propose that sanc-
tions bills approved by Congress and sanctions measures imposed by the President:

—Contain a two-year sunset;
—Provide waiver authority for the President;
—Protect the sanctity of existing contracts;
—Be targeted as narrowly as possible on those responsible for sanctionable con-

duct;
—Minimize any interference with humanitarian work performed by non-

governmental organizations; and
—Include measures to address any costs incurred by U.S. agricultural interests,

which are especially vulnerable to foreign retaliation.
With the exception of this agriculture provision, all of the guidelines would be

mandatory for the Executive Branch. But the President could waive several of them
in the event of a national emergency.

The bill’s procedural reforms for Congress would require a committee of primary
jurisdiction to include in its report on a sanctions bill an analysis by the President
of the bill’s likely impact on a range of U.S. foreign policy, economic, and humani-
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tarian interests. The committee would also need to explain in its report why it did
not adhere to any of the sanctions content guidelines.

By invoking the Unfunded Federal Mandates Act of 1995, the bill would also re-
quire a report by the Congressional Budget Office on a sanctions bill’s likely eco-
nomic impact on the U.S. private sector. Under the terms of the Unfunded Man-
dates Act, the bill could not be considered on the House or Senate floor until the
CBO analysis was completed and made public.

With respect to the Executive Branch, the bill would require the President to re-
port to Congress prior to implementation on the likely impact of a proposed measure
on U.S. foreign policy, economic, and humanitarian interests. The President would
also be required to consult with Congress and to provide opportunities for public
comment. To provide time for this consultation, public comment, and reporting, a
sanction could not be imposed—except in the event of a national emergency—until
60 days after the President had announced his intention to do so.

It is also important to understand what our bill would not do:
—The bill would not prevent Congress or the President from imposing unilateral

sanctions.
—The bill would not impact any sanctions currently in effect.
—The bill’s Executive Branch guidelines and procedural requirements would

apply, however, to future sanctions imposed by the President pursuant to existing
laws.

—The bill would impose no limitations on the foreign countries or conduct that
could be targeted by sanctions.

—The bill would have no impact on any of the following kinds of measures—now
or in the future:

• Sanctions imposed under any multilateral agreement to address a foreign policy
or national security matter—including proliferation, human rights, and terrorism.

• Restrictions or controls on the export of munitions.
• Resolutions disapproving a presidential decision to maintain MFN trade privi-

leges for China or any other country.
• Measures imposed under U.S. laws and regulations implementing trade agree-

ments, combating unfair foreign trade practices, and safeguarding the domestic
market.

• Import restrictions designed to protect food safety or to prevent disruption of
domestic agricultural markets.

• Measures to implement international environmental agreements.
• Import restrictions designed to protect public health and safety.
This bill is not a red light for sanctions. It is a flashing yellow light. Its message

is to take a careful look around and proceed with caution.
I hope that members who have supported sanctions in the past—as I have—would

be able to support this bill. To oppose a measure like this is to say that Congress
and the President can’t use and shouldn’t have better information about sanctions.
That is a position neither we nor the President should take. We need not fear infor-
mation.

This bill would require those who propose sanctions to work harder to justify their
proposals. It would ensure that elected officials and the public are better informed
about the potential consequences of a proposed measure. Sanctions that receive the
kind of careful scrutiny this bill will require are bound to be more effective in
achieving their aims and to cause less collateral damage to humanitarian and eco-
nomic interests. And if they are less costly to the U.S. economy, they will be more
likely to retain public support.

Chairman Crane and I will welcome your thoughts on our bill in the coming
weeks. We will also be grateful for your co-sponsorship.

Thank you.

f

Chairman CRANE. Thank you, Mr. Hamilton.
Mr. Kolbe.
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STATEMENT OF HON. JIM KOLBE, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF ARIZONA

Mr. KOLBE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, for this oppor-
tunity to testify once again before this Subcommittee. I seem to
have become a regular here. I want to commend you and Rep-
resentative Hamilton for the work on this extraordinarily impor-
tant issue.

Mr. Chairman, over the past several years, we’ve seen what I
think is a disturbing trend in the foreign policy of the United
States. It’s the explosive growth of unilateral sanctions. In recent
years, the U.S. Congress and the administration have seemed to be
far more willing to employ unilateral economic sanctions to achieve
rather nebulous foreign policy goals. In just this year in Congress,
we have seen a number of bills or amendments introduced which
are designed to unilaterally sanction specific countries. Mr. Rangel
was right when he talked about the difference between South Afri-
ca and some of these others, where in South Africa, it was multilat-
eral. I am talking here about the unilateral sanctions that are only
supported by the United States.

The kind of bills I am talking about that are in Congress now,
would sanction Nigeria, Turkey, and Indonesia for human rights
abuses. You have another one which would withdraw foreign as-
sistance from Mexico and Colombia for failure to cooperate in inter-
national antinarcotics efforts, and another bill which would sanc-
tion a number of countries ranging from China to Vietnam to Saudi
Arabia, for failure to stop religious persecution.

Now I’m not saying these are not legitimate foreign policy issues
or legitimate goals for us to pursue. I am questioning the efficacy
of the method that is being used. Foreign policy 101 tells us that
one-sized solutions doesn’t fit everyone. These are complex issues
that we’re dealing with. They require careful forethought before ac-
tion, not knee-jerk unilateralism.

Nor am I saying that economic sanctions should never be im-
posed. They can be an effective tool of foreign policy, particularly
in international trade policy when applied selectively and multilat-
erally, and I would underscore the word multilaterally. But we
must remember they are just a tool. They are not the ultimate so-
lution. They should be used judiciously with due consideration
given to their long-term impact.

Let me just give you one example, the drug certification exercise
that we go through every year. Each year under the Foreign Assist-
ance Act, the President is required to submit a list of drug produc-
ing and transit countries which he has certified as fully cooperative
with the United States in helping to control narcotic interdiction.
If the President fails to certify that a country is cooperative, then
the country is deemed decertified, and it becomes ineligible for U.S.
aid and other benefits. But it also tends to do something else to the
decertified country. It paints it as a pariah state, hopefully with an
eye toward embarrassing the government into being more coopera-
tive with the United States. If Congress disagrees with the Presi-
dent’s certification of a particular country, a resolution of dis-
approval can be introduced which if passed, overturns the Presi-
dent’s decision.
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The whole purpose of the statute is to encourage countries to co-
operate with us in stopping narcotics trafficking. Does it work? No.
It hasn’t come even close to working. Countries subject to the re-
view resent the judgmental and unilateral nature of our certifi-
cation process. Rather than increasing cooperation, it creates a po-
litical backlash against the United States, a backlash which often
hampers the prospects for progress in other areas.

When we threaten to impose unilateral sanctions on friendly
countries such as Mexico, one with which we have a good relation-
ship in other areas, we are jeopardizing cooperation on all of those
other issues. We share a 2,000 mile border with Mexico. It’s our
third largest trading partner. Because of these realities, the United
States needs Mexican cooperation on a number of issues, from ille-
gal immigration to cross-border pollution. Decertification of Mexico
is not likely to help solve the drug problem. But one thing is cer-
tain, it certainly is going to poison our bilateral relations and ham-
per cooperation on a number of important bilateral issues.

So the problem is real, and it’s growing. Unilateral sanctions are
becoming an increasingly popular tool of foreign policy, despite
their limited utility. I think it’s time that we in Congress applied
the brakes. In this session of Congress, I introduced legislation to
establish a bipartisan commission to take a hard look at our certifi-
cation process to see if it’s meeting our intended objectives. Now
today, I am pleased to be an original cosponsor of this legislation
which you, Mr. Chairman and Mr. Hamilton, are introducing, along
with Senator Lugar over in the other body.

The bill requires, as Mr. Hamilton has pointed out, that Con-
gress take into account the economic costs of the proposed sanction,
and weigh it against its potential effectiveness before the sanction
is imposed. It’s just a common sense approach to it. Only if there
is a good possibility the sanctions would succeed should it become
law.

So, Mr. Chairman, I think it’s clear the United States can’t re-
treat from the world stage or the world economy or our leadership
role there. I also think it’s becoming increasingly obvious that uni-
lateral sanctions are a poor tool of foreign policy. There needs to
be a recognition in Congress that unilateralism has limits and that
we need to give greater deference to multilateral approaches. For
in the end, world engagement and multilateralism do not reduce
America’s influence, but extend it. They do not reduce the respect
for America’s power, they enhance it. Thank you.

[The prepared statement follows:]
Statement of Hon. Jim Kolbe, a Representative in Congress from the State

of Arizona
Thank you very much for the opportunity to testify today. I would like to com-

mend Chairman Crane and Representative Hamilton for their work on this very im-
portant issue.

A GROWING PROBLEM

Mr. Chairman, over the past several years we’ve witnessed a disturbing trend in
our foreign policy. And that is the explosive growth of unilateral sanctions. In recent
years the U.S. Congress seems to be far more willing to employ unilateral economic
sanctions to achieve rather nebulous foreign policy goals. Just this year we’ve seen
a number of bills or amendments introduced which are designed to unilaterally
sanction specific countries.
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These include bills which would sanction Nigeria, Turkey, and Indonesia for
human rights abuses, which would withdraw foreign assistance from Mexico and
Colombia for failure to cooperate in international anti-narcotics efforts, and one bill
which would sanction any number of countries from China, to Vietnam, to Saudi
Arabia for failure to stop religious persecution.

Now, I am not saying that these are not legitimate foreign policy issues. I am just
questioning the efficacy of the methods. Foreign policy 101 tells us that one size so-
lutions do not fit all. These are complex issues we are dealing with. They require
careful forethought before action, not knee-jerk unilateralism.

Nor am I saying that economic sanctions should never be imposed. They can be
an effective tool of foreign policy, particularly in international trade policy and when
applied selectively and multilaterally. But we must remember they are just a tool,
not the ultimate solution. They should be used judiciously with due consideration
given to their long-term impact.

AN EXAMPLE

Let’s just take one example—our annual drug certification exercise. Each year,
under the Foreign Assistance Act, the President is required to submit a list of drug
producing and transit countries that he has certified as fully cooperative with the
United States in controlling drugs. If the President fails to certify that a country
is cooperative, then that country is ‘‘decertified’’ and it becomes ineligible for U.S.
foreign aid and other economic and trade benefits. It also tends to paint the ‘‘decerti-
fied country’’ as something of a pariah state, hopefully, embarrassing the govern-
ment into being more cooperative with the United States. If Congress disagrees with
the President’s certification of a particular country, a resolution of disapproval can
be introduced which, if passed, overturns the President’s decision.

The whole purpose of this statute is to encourage countries to cooperate with the
United States in stopping narcotics trafficking. Does it work? No! Not even close.
Countries subject to review resent the judgmental, unilateral nature of our certifi-
cation process. Rather than increasing cooperation, it creates a political backlash
against the United States, a backlash which often hampers the prospects for
progress.

When we threaten to impose unilateral sanctions on friendly countries such as
Mexico we are jeopardizing cooperation on a large number of issues. We share a
2,000 mile border with Mexico. Mexico is our third largest trading partner. Because
of these realities, the United States needs Mexican cooperation on a number of
issues from illegal immigration to cross-border pollution. Decertification of Mexico
is not likely to help solve the drug problem. But one thing is certain: it would defi-
nitely poison our bilateral relations and hamper cooperation on a number of impor-
tant bilateral issues.

A SUGGESTED SOLUTION

The problem is real and growing. Unilateral sanctions are becoming an increas-
ingly popular tool of foreign policy despite their limited utility. I think it is time
we in Congress applied the brakes. This Congress, I introduced legislation to estab-
lish a high level bipartisan commission to take a hard look at our certification proc-
ess to see if it is meeting our intended objectives. I am also pleased to be an original
cosponsor of bipartisan legislation which will be introduced later today by myself,
Representative Crane, Representative Hamilton and Senator Lugar. This bill will
require Congress to take into account the economic cost of the proposed sanction
and weigh it against its potential effectiveness before sanctions are imposed. Only
if there is a good possibility that the sanctions would succeed should it become law.

CONCLUSION

I think it is clear that the United States cannot retreat from the world stage or
the world economy. I also think it is becoming increasingly obvious that unilateral
sanctions are a poor tool of foreign policy. There needs to be a recognition in Con-
gress that unilateralism has limits and that we need to give greater deference to
multilateral approaches. For in the end, world engagement and multilateralism do
not reduce America’s influence; but extend it. They do not reduce respect for Ameri-
ca’s power. They enhance it.

Thank you.
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Chairman CRANE. Thank you, Mr. Kolbe.
Ileana.

STATEMENT OF HON. ILEANA ROS-LEHTINEN, A REPRESENTA-
TIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF FLORIDA

Ms. ROS-LEHTINEN. Thank you so much, Chairman Crane and
the Members of your Subcommittee for the opportunity to address
this important issue. I will first address the general issue of the
sanctions, and then focus on the case of Cuba and the Helms-
Burton law.

The people of the target countries do benefit from sanctions be-
cause these sanctions help free them from enslavement and oppres-
sion. The global community benefits as well, as sanctions reaffirm
our international norms. The American people benefit as sanctions
are used to protect them from security threats. U.S. businesses do
benefit in the present, as their interests are protected. U.S. busi-
nesses are also gaining for the future as sanctions help change con-
ditions in these countries and help to create an environment that
is more conducive for their investment.

Attaching an economic cost to bad behavior acts as a disincen-
tive. The economic costs of sanctions can directly improve the prob-
lem of dangerous behavior by a foreign government by limiting that
government’s capacity to engage in those offending practices. Such
was the logic behind President Teddy Roosevelt’s decision to dis-
continue the sale of American scrap metals and fuel oil to Japan.
Since Japan was heavily dependent on imported fuel and metals,
Roosevelt thought that an embargo of these goods could halt the
Japanese war effort.

Sanctions express commitment to norms of international conduct,
to human rights, to nonaggression. Sanctions reinforce such norms
by holding the aggressors accountable. Sanctions go beyond rhet-
oric and promises, converting policy into action. A 1992 GAO, Gen-
eral Accounting Office, report strengthens this argument citing
that such sanctions are effective by punishing violators and by de-
terring future violations by the threat of subsequent penalties.

Sanctions also offer a more acceptable alternative to armed con-
flict or military invasion. As Woodrow Wilson once said, sanctions
are ‘‘an economic, peaceful, silent, and deadly tool.’’ In the post-cold
war era, as leaders are more focused on technological and economic
successes, sanctions have the potential for even greater impact. Be-
cause of the trend toward economic integration and globalization of
trade, sanctions are now an even more powerful tool. That is the
reality understood not just by us in the United States, but by other
countries such as Canada, which has used unilateral sanctions
against the Abacha regime in Nigeria and has been working on a
similar approach to Burma.

Those who contend that engagement would be more successful
than economic isolation in bringing about a positive change in
these pariah states, they fail to see what the truth of the engage-
ment has been: That there must be an openness that will allow
benefits to flow broadly to the general population. As we know, this
is not the case with the countries that the United States has im-
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posed sanctions on. This is certainly not the case in Cuba under
the Castro regime, which brings me to the Libertad Act or the
Helms-Burton Act, which coincides with many of the principles of
free trade and takes into account many of the factors that investors
look at.

Investors tend to be motivated by three things: That capital flows
naturally to those places where conditions are most favorable; that
transactions have a certain degree of protection and security; and
third, the search for quick returns. In the absence of the first two,
the last one becomes a moot point. For this reason, Euromoney
ranks Cuba last on its list of the world’s investment risks. Institu-
tional Investor’s 1996 Credit Ratings ranks Cuba among the last
out of 135 countries.

By contrast, the Libertad Act in working toward a transition to
democracy in Cuba, toward respect for human rights, toward a free
and independent judiciary, toward a market-driven economy, and
because it establishes a framework for strict guidelines, would lead
to the creation of a future environment conducive to free trade and
economic growth, an environment where U.S. businesses will be
able to prosper.

Focusing on this last point, free trade does not work without pri-
vate property. Yet private property rights and a separate private
sector do not even exist in Cuba today. By contrast, the Libertad
Act does protect private property rights.

Another pivotal point linking free trade, United States business
interests, and the Helms-Burton bill is that countries which are en-
gaged in trade with the Castro regime in the absence of fundamen-
tal, concrete, verifiable economic and political change in Cuba sac-
rifice their image with the Cuban people for relatively little gain.
For those present here and other United States entrepreneurs and
members of the business community, I would like to underscore
that the United States is benefiting by staying out of Cuba now.
The statement that other countries are going to monopolize the
Cuban market and that there will be no room for us when a transi-
tion comes is a myth.

The Libertad Act, according to U.S. Interest Section officials is
actually being used by foreign investors as an excuse to withdraw
from bad business ventures. So it has been successful. It has al-
ready begun to bear fruit as companies are withdrawing from Cuba
and deals involving United States confiscated property such as the
Grupo Domos deal, are falling through. We would love to have our
U.S. allies join with us in our efforts and have our sanctions be
multilateral. But we can not sit idly by waiting for them to come
around. The people of Cuba need our support. The United States
is the only country that has stood up to the ruthless Cuban dic-
tator, and has sent a clear message to the world that it considers
the freedom of the Cuban people a higher priority. The United
States must assume its leadership role, and sanctions are a power-
ful tool for precisely that purpose. They make sense from a moral,
ethical, political, and commercial standpoint. Thank you so much.

[The prepared statement follows:]
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Statement of Hon. Ileana Ros-Lehtinen, a Representative in Congress from
the State of Florida

I would like to thank Chairman Crane and the Members of the Subcommittee on
Trade of the Committee on Ways and Means for the opportunity to testify before
you on the use and effect of trade sanctions. My statement will first, briefly address
some of the general questions relating to the use of sanctions and will then focus
on the case of Cuba and the Cuban Liberty and Democratic Solidarity Act.

In a nutshell, the people of the target countries are gaining, as sanctions help free
them from enslavement and oppression. The global community benefits as sanctions
reaffirm international norms. The American people are gaining as sanctions are
used to protect them from security threats. U.S. businesses are gaining in the
present as their interests are protected. U.S. businesses are also gaining for the fu-
ture as sanctions help change conditions in these countries and create an environ-
ment conducive to investment.

Attaching an economic cost to bad behavior acts as a disincentive. The economic
cost of sanctions can directly improve the problem of dangerous behavior by a for-
eign government, by limiting that government’s capacity to engage in the offending
practices. Such was the logic behind President Teddy Roosevelt’s decision to dis-
continue the sale of American scrap metals and fuel oil to Japan. Since Japan was
heavily dependent on imported fuel and metals, Roosevelt thought an embargo of
those goods could halt the Japanese war effort.

Sanctions express commitment to norms of international conduct, human rights,
and nonaggression. Sanctions reinforce such norms by holding the aggressors ac-
countable. Sanctions go beyond rhetoric and promises, and converts policy into ac-
tion. A 1992 GAO report strengthens this argument citing that such sanctions are
effective by punishing violators or by deterring potential violations by the threat of
subsequent penalties.

Sanctions also offer a more acceptable alternative to armed conflict or military
intervention. As Woodrow Wilson once said: sanctions are ‘‘an economic, peaceful, si-
lent, and deadly tool.’’

In the post-Cold War era, as leaders are more focused on technological and eco-
nomic success, sanctions have the potential for even greater impact. Because of the
trend toward economic integration and globalization of trade, sanctions are now an
even more powerful tool.

This is a reality understood, not just by the U.S., but by other countries such as
Canada who has used unilateral sanctions against the Abacha regime in Nigeria
and has been working on a similar approach to Burma.

There are those who contend that ‘‘engagement’’ would be more successful than
economic isolation in bringing about positive change in pariah states. However, the
primary criterion that must be met to use ‘‘engagement’’ is: there must be openness
that will allow benefits to flow broadly to the general population. As we all know,
this is not the case with the country’s the U.S. has imposed sanctions on.

This is certainly not the case in Cuba under the Castro regime... which brings me
to the Libertad Act.

The Libertad Act coincides with many of the principles of free trade and takes
into account many of the factors investors look at. Investors tend to be motivated
by three things: (1) capital knows no boundaries and flows naturally to those places
where conditions are most favorable; (2) transactions concluded with sovereign gov-
ernments have a certain degree of protection and security, as they are normally rec-
ognized by successor governments; and (3) the search for quick returns.

In the absence of the first two, the last one becomes a moot point. For this reason,
Euromoney magazine ranks Cuba last on its list of the world’s investment risks. In-
stitutional Investor’s 1996 Credit Ratings ranked Cuba among the last out of 135
countries.

By contrast, the Libertad Act, in working toward a transition to democracy in
Cuba; toward respect for human rights; toward a free and independent judiciary; to-
ward a market-driven economy; and because it establishes a framework of strict
guidelines, would lead to the creation of a future environment conducive to free
trade and economic growth; an environment where U.S. businesses will be able to
prosper.

Focusing on this last point, free trade does not work without private property. Yet,
property rights and a separate private sector do not exist in Cuba today.

By contrast, the Libertad Act protects property rights. It re-establishes the expecta-
tion of recovery or indemnification which is virtually lost when Europeans and oth-
ers traffick in property confiscated from U.S. citizens. In doing so, the Libertad Act
serves to counter the lawless exploitation of property which serves to poison the well
for future trade and investment.
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Another pivotal point linking free trade, U.S. business interests, and the Libertad
Act is that countries who are engaged in trade with the Castro regime—in the ab-
sence of fundamental, concrete, verifiable economic and political change in Cuba—
sacrifice their image with the Cuban people for relatively little gain. They are resus-
citating a regime that is not only brutal, ranked by the U.S. State Department as
one of the worst human rights violators, but is also is the most powerful obstacle
to market reform on the island.

For those present here and for other U.S. entrepreneurs and members of the busi-
ness community, I would like to underscore that: the U.S. is gaining by staying out
of Cuba. The statement that other countries are going to monopolize the Cuban
market and there will be no room for the U.S. when a transition comes is a myth.

During discussions with U.S. Interest Section officials earlier this year, it was
said that when a transition does take place, the Cuban people will hold a significant
level of resentment toward those who helped prolong their oppression. Statements
made to these U.S. officials in Cuba clearly indicate that American businesses enjoy
the respect of much of the Cuban people, because American corporations are not
perceived as capitalizing on the suffering and subjugation of the island’s population.
USINT officials have further said that: ‘‘the Libertad Act is actually being used by
foreign investors as an excuse to withdraw from bad business ventures.’’

In essence, the Libertad Act has already begun to bear fruit as companies are
withdrawing from Cuba and deals involving confiscated U.S. property, such as the
Grupo Domos deal, are falling through. It has forced the issue of property rights,
generating multilateral negotiations on global investment disciplines, with an agree-
ment expected by the U.S.–EU summit in December. In addition, the Libertad Act
and its predecessor, the Cuban Democracy Act, are credited with the growth of dis-
sident and human rights groups on the island, and with germinating internal dis-
content against the regime.

In the end, we would love to have U.S. allies join us in our efforts and have these
sanctions be multilateral. But we cannot sit idly by waiting for them to come
around. The people of Cuba need our support. Thus far, the U.S. is the only country
that has stood up to the ruthless Cuban dictator and has sent a clear message to
the world that it considers the freedom of the Cuban people a higher priority.

The United States must assume its leadership role and sanctions are a powerful
tool for precisely that purpose. They make sense from a moral, ethical, political, and
commercial standpoint.

f

Chairman CRANE. Thank you. I was looking, Ileana, at your writ-
ten statement. You were mentioning first of all that protection of
property rights under the Libertad Act is certainly something we
all universally embrace. But in the absence of multilateral agree-
ments on the use of sanctions, hasn’t there been profound violation
of the property rights of individuals who fled Cuba that have been
taken advantage of by other countries that have moved into acquire
property there? I would hope that when Castro is gone, there would
be indemnification assured.

But if you don’t have the multilateral agreements on how to im-
pose the sanctions on rogue countries, does it not work contrary to
what you are hoping to achieve?

Ms. ROS-LEHTINEN. That’s an excellent question, Congressman
Crane. That is something that certainly the gentleman behind me,
Stuart Eizenstat, has been working on when he was in charge of
the negotiations with our neighbors, Canada, Mexico, the European
trading partners, to have them respect Helms-Burton, which our
position is that it’s not extraterritorial in nature. It respects private
property rights of American citizens who were American citizens at
the time of their confiscation. These are individuals who have al-
ready filed suit. There is a program here in the United States.
They have done all the paperwork, and yet they have not been able
to get any negotiations through with these companies.
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These foreign companies enjoy going to Cuba, taking over prop-
erty because they have very little costs associated with them.
Meanwhile, our U.S. taxpayer, our American property owner is out
completely. He has no recourse in U.S. courts, and the only avail-
able recourse is through the Libertad Act.

That is exactly why we passed the Helms-Burton legislation, to
protect the private property rights of American citizens whose
property was illegally confiscated, and they have no other recourse.
There is nowhere for them to go. This gives them the opportunity
to address their grievances in court. If they seek to do so, they can
do the private negotiations with the person in the company that
has taken over their property. That is something that we respect
in the United States. That is something that those foreign govern-
ments respect in their own countries as well. They just want to get
off easy in Cuba, take over somebody’s else’s property, and then
suffer no consequences. That is precisely what the Libertad Act
seeks to correct.

We firmly believe that without these private property rights,
without Helms-Burton, the private property rights of American citi-
zens would not even be heard. In fact, that is what Helms-Burton
does.

Even though these foreign governments say that because of
Helms-Burton, they cannot trade with Castro, Helms-Burton has
nothing to do with that, with their trading. They can trade with
whomever they want. They can do whatever deals they want. We
are saying to them they cannot do it on a confiscated U.S. property
that once belonged to an American citizen and which we contend
still belongs to an American citizen.

Chairman CRANE. Thank you.
Mr. Matsui.
Mr. MATSUI. I would like to thank Lee and Jim and Ileana for

their testimony.
Ileana, I would like to just ask you one question. With the excep-

tion of the United States, and putting Helms-Burton aside for 1
minute, there are no other countries that are really seeking break-
ing off relations with Cuba. Is that correct?

Ms. ROS-LEHTINEN. There are some countries that have sanctions
imposed on other countries, but not on Cuba. For example, Canada,
as I pointed out——

Mr. MATSUI. Right.
Ms. ROS-LEHTINEN [continuing]. Has a wonderful hypocritical

policy because they believe very strongly for human rights in
Burma. They are very much against the dictatorial regime in Nige-
ria. But when it comes to cheap vacations on the beaches of Cuba,
they are willing to overlook all of those problems.

Mr. MATSUI. As a result, I wonder, you see given technology and
given the needs of almost every market economy or even controlled
economy now needing technology in order to continue to survive
economically, we’ve seen it in Asia, we’ve seen it with Korea, we’ve
seen it with Taiwan, certainly the Four Tigers and even China now
in the southern part of China, because they need technology. That
means that they have to have people going back and forth, and
they have to have a kind of a free discussion.
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It would seem to me that if we want to move in a way to democ-
ratize Cuba or any country like Cuba, you almost have to have
some kind of economic intercourse with that country. You almost
have to have some kind of relationship with that country. I am
wondering if what we’re doing has really hampered that effort. I
think Mr. Rangel has expressed it numerous times, but particularly
today when he talked about Castro and his group using the embar-
go and using our sanctions as a way to keep himself in power. But
even more importantly, it makes it very difficult for the Cubans to
get outside information from us and move toward a more liberal-
ized system in terms of both political and social.

Perhaps you can respond to that because here it’s been since
what, the fifties, or some 40 or 50 years from the date we first
began to cut off relations with Cuba. We are really not much better
in terms of the United States-Cuban relations. So how are we going
to overcome this? I know we can wait for Castro to die, but maybe
something else might happen.

Ms. ROS-LEHTINEN. Well, I think we share the same goals. We
would like for Cuba to be free. We differ on the approaches and
how we get to that goal. But I know that Members of this Sub-
committee, including Mr. Rangel, desire that and that is the wish
of every free American citizen. But you have to have some kind of
basis for that engagement to work as I have been pointing out. In
Cuba there is no basis, there is no floor for these actions to take
place, and to promote the kind of changes that we would all like
to see take place.

For example, when you talk about the free flow of information,
that is the one monopoly that Castro loves to have in Cuba, where
he jams signals for Radio and TV Marti, he monopolizes the press.
There is no free press in Cuba. It is very difficult for people to have
access to what is going on. We would love to have the press go back
and forth, but Castro only allows CNN. You have got to look at the
CNN reports on Cuba and you will find out after 1 month of seeing
their reports, why it is that Castro only allows CNN to cover.

Mr. MATSUI. But you see, if we had a group of our
businesspeople, if we had workers there, if we had scientists go
there, you can’t prevent them from talking and discussing things.
So it just seems to me that over time it would—it wouldn’t be done
over night, but over time it would have a very very positive effect.
It would create kind of free thinking——

Ms. ROS-LEHTINEN. If we would have just heard this 61⁄2-hour
rambling speech of Fidel Castro recently, and he says it time and
time again. He could not be more open and honest about saying
there will be no reforms in Cuba. He says socialism or death. He
has been saying it for 38 years and just reiterated it just 3 weeks
ago at the Cuban Communist Party Congress. There is one-party
system there. He controls it all.

When you talk about the embargo, the embargo that we would
like to be lifted is the embargo that Fidel Castro has on the Cuban
people, where they cannot express ideas freely, where they cannot
freely worship their god, where they cannot say anything because
they have these watchdog committees that violate their human
rights each and every day. What happens to a free exchange of
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ideas in Cuba? The dissidents are in jail. The real dissidents and
the real opposition is in jail.

So it is very difficult in a closed police state for us to have this
Pollyanna view that if we sell them Bic pens, then Castro will have
elections on Tuesday. We wish that that would be true, but it is
not going to happen. Castro himself says that it will not happen.
He can not be any clearer about what he wants for the Cuban peo-
ple. Foreign investment just goes into his pockets.

We build hotels there, hotels that by law that Cuban people can
not enter. We build beautiful swimming pools that by law the
Cuban people can not swim in, and restaurants that the Cuban
people can not enter. Foreign investment goes to Castro’s pocket.
It does not filter to the Cuban people. They see none of that. They
have a complete apartheid system of government where it is one
system for the tourists and the communists that lead, and pesos
and worthless devalued pesos for the Cuban worker, who gets paid
maybe $20 a month, while the tourists are enjoying a wonderful
vacation in Cuba. That’s the reality of Castro’s Cuba today.

Mr. MATSUI. Thank you. My time is up, but we’ll undoubtedly
have to continue this discussion. I appreciate it, and thank all
three of you.

Chairman CRANE. Mr. Thomas.
Mr. THOMAS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I won’t try

to belabor the points. It just seems to me that the attempt to create
a structure which is one thing to some people and something en-
tirely different to another is inevitably doomed. Castro is on the
same path as the satellite countries, and in fact, the Soviet Union
itself. It’s just that it’s a different timeframe. It’s also hard for me
to argue that a country is closed when Members of Congress not
only travel there, but brag about the fact that they travel there and
perhaps perpetuate some of the concerns that we might have.

The difficulty I have of course is that I agree with my friends Mr.
Hamilton and Mr. Kolbe that you can’t have a policy of one size
fits all. That to a certain extent, the idea of whacking back through
a sanction is almost a faddish kind of a thing that’s going on.

Notwithstanding that, I can’t accept the argument that you
should never have a policy in which you fall short of some kind of
military intervention, especially if there’s an opportunity to utilize
an economic sanction for a good reason that’s well designed and co-
ordinated. Our job is to make sure that we don’t overstep our
bounds to the extent that we don’t accomplish what it is that we
decide that we want to accomplish.

You then of course have to fall back on the argument that I think
Ms. Lehtinen is making and others make. There are sometimes
when, if the issue is so important and so critical and so fundamen-
tally violative of positions that we take, we have to make the deci-
sion notwithstanding others, that perhaps you have to go it alone.

I do think though that those decisions need to be made less often
than they are made most of the time, because if you pick and
choose, when you choose correctly it is far more effective. So I have
difficulty because it isn’t a one size fits all, and it’s not a don’t ever
do it kind of a situation. Whenever you fall in between, the prob-
lem is when, how much, to what extent, under what circumstances.
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That’s what we are going to be wresting with in listening to other
folk. Give us the examples.

I am especially interested in the administration’s examination
since a number of us would be perhaps a bit bolder than they
would be as to whether or not we utilize sanctions, and whether
or not they believe sanctions are useful, properly applied in the
proper place. Reactions?

Mr. KOLBE. My only reaction, Mr. Chairman and Mr. Thomas,
would be that I think the key words that you just said were well
designed and coordinated. I think that the sanctions that you use
must be well designed and they must be coordinated.

Mr. HAMILTON. Mr. Thomas, I agree with all of your remarks. I
think you are absolutely right. There are times when unilateral
sanctions would be appropriate. We ought not to exclude them from
the arsenal of weapons, so to speak, that a President and the Con-
gress has in exercising American foreign policy.

I also agree with your comment that we should use some care in
the imposition of those sanctions. I think we all recognize that
sanctions result from frustration by Members of Congress, perhaps
in the executive branch as well, when a country does something we
don’t like. There are a lot of countries that do things we don’t like.
We don’t want to send in the Marines. That’s a little too extreme.
Rhetoric is not tough enough. So we’re looking for other tools. What
we have done in the past few years, as you very well point out, is
we have just fallen more and more into this business of applying
sanctions.

All I am suggesting with the bill that Mr. Kolbe, Chairman
Crane, and I have introduced is to say, ‘‘Be careful here, let’s take
our time, let’s weigh the factors, let’s make sure we have got a
process in place that makes us consider all those factors before we
act.’’ That’s the point of it.

Mr. THOMAS. My concern is that when all of those in fact do
occur, that there’s an understanding that you move forward, and
you move forward in a way that makes it effective unhesitatingly
until and unless it’s no longer necessary. In certain instances, I no-
tice, we have wavered along the way because other people aren’t
with us, because time somehow seems to wear you down. The fact
of the matter is in certain instances time should not be the prob-
lem, and others not agreeing with us is sometimes their fault, not
ours.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman CRANE. Mr. Rangel.
Mr. RANGEL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Lee Hamilton, we’re really going to miss you in this Congress. I

can think of no Member, whether people agreed or not agreed, that
has enjoyed more respect in the Congress than you have. I am
going to miss your advice, even though you may think I never take
it, and the great comraderie which you have provided us. You are
going to be missed.

Mr. HAMILTON. Thank you.
Mr. RANGEL. I would like to say to Mr. Kolbe as you referred to

the sanctions as it relates to the countries that we didn’t think
were cooperating in the area of narcotics, I sponsored that legisla-
tion. I couldn’t agree with you more. It just doesn’t work.
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Of course to my dear friend, Ileana, I share your pain in terms
of wanting to see your home country enjoy the sweet nectar of lib-
erty and freedom, and you are right, we both are seeking the same
goal. It’s a question of how we can work together. Quite honestly,
I wish you and I had the power to set the basis for change. Because
with the State Department, from President Carter, Reagan, Bush,
Clinton, when I ask what should these people do in order to start
talking, all of them would say well Castro has got to send a signal,
he’s got to be serious. They have to do something. We have got to
be convinced. But still, that goal post keeps moving as the political
situation in the United States, and more specifically in Florida, as
that changes, our policy changes. I can not think of anybody that
had any meaningful job on the Latin American desk or in the State
Department that didn’t change their Cuban position after they left.

All of them are saying now the embargo should be removed. Of
course all of them have to state the policy that’s given by the Presi-
dent. Presidents change that policy as we find the Clinton policy
changing, the Bush policy was changing. I know darn well com-
pensation for property that has been confiscated should be open-
ness. A promise of elections that could be monitored should be one
of the things that we are looking for.

But I look forward to visiting Cuba next year with the Pope and
the cardinal, with tons of food and medicine, with American flags,
and all of those things.

Do you approve of these type of intrusions into Cuba by Ameri-
cans and by the Pope? Do you think this violates Helms-Burton or
the spirit of it?

Ms. ROS-LEHTINEN. We welcome the Pope’s message to free the
people Cuba message. That is what we would like to hear from the
Pope, to send a message of hope and democracy and liberty and
freedom from enslavement. We hope that is the message that the
Pope will deliver in Cuba.

Mr. RANGEL. So you welcome the Pope doing this?
Ms. ROS-LEHTINEN. I am not in charge of the Pope’s itinerary.

He’s going and I wish him much success.
Mr. RANGEL. No, because I agree with you. I would want Amer-

ican students to do it. I would want American businesspeople to go
there and say I’m not——

Ms. ROS-LEHTINEN. Let us talk 1 minute about this free flow of
people. You know something interesting that is happening now, we
have got baseball fever in Miami, as you can imagine, as our Flor-
ida Marlins are going to be victorious in the World Series. We have
a wonderful pitcher there, his name is Livan Hernandez. I think
Livan’s case speaks volumes about the reality of Castro’s Cuba
today. Livan is a wonderful, wonderful pitcher, 22 years old. He
has a brother in Cuba who people say is an even better pitcher
than Livan. He was playing ball. He was doing a good job. But
then because Livan, the brother is banned from playing baseball in
Cuba because the Cuban Government fears that he will defect. He
is one of eight other players and coaches who are banned.

So when you talk about free flow, it is always one way, Charlie.
That is what—you always want to excuse Castro and blame the
United States. Let us accuse Castro and applaud the United States
for taking the strong moral stand against the dictatorship who does
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not even allow a guy to play ball because he does not want him
to leave the country. He exploits people, whether you are a ball
player or whether you are cleaning pots and pans. All of those in-
vestments and all of that free flow that we would love to take
place, is a one-way street because Castro says all of that cash is
going to my pocket. That is the reality.

You want to excuse him and blame us. I want to accuse him and
applaud us. That’s a big difference.

Mr. RANGEL. Listen. We’re doing business with 1 billion com-
munists——

Ms. ROS-LEHTINEN. And it is wrong for us to do so, Charlie. Just
because we are doing it with China does not mean that it is right
to do it everywhere else. I vote against most-favored-nation status
to China each and every time. It is one of my proudest votes.
Shame on us for what we are doing. There is something more im-
portant than trade, and that is human rights and democracy and
liberty.

Mr. RANGEL. We’re doing business with those scoundrels in
North Korea.

Ms. ROS-LEHTINEN. We should not do it.
Mr. RANGEL. We are doing business with these scoundrels in

North Vietnam, communists up there. You know it and I know it.
We’re doing business with communists. They haven’t changed their
colors.

Ms. ROS-LEHTINEN. I voted against that too.
Mr. RANGEL. Now you’re telling me it’s going to be baseball,

baseball that should be something we should consider in not talk-
ing freely with the people in Cuba about finding out the basis that
we normalize our relationship. Baseball. The brother of a Cuban
that comes over here and becomes an American hero, and because
the brother over there, Castro is mistreating him, that’s an impedi-
ment for our State Department. Clinton is not even running for re-
election to do business to say can we talk. That’s what we’re talk-
ing about.

If you are telling me that we have to consider how Castro treats
the mother and the brother of a baseball hero who happens to be
Cuban here, there’s nothing——

Ms. ROS-LEHTINEN. We have to consider how Castro treats 11
million people. Yes, I think that we have to consider that.

Mr. RANGEL. Thank you.
Chairman CRANE. Mr. Neal.
Mr. NEAL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. A question for any one of

the panelists. Is there a reason that in your judgment in a certain
geopolitical state that sanctions work and in other instances do not
work? We have had some success in a place like South Africa
where I think we helped to change the debate. At the same time,
it seems as though the reaction in China, for example, over MFN
is always one of hostility. It seems not to work very well. Is there
a reason for that?

Lee.
Mr. HAMILTON. Well, in general I think the response is that mul-

tilateral sanctions often work, not always, and that unilateral sanc-
tions rarely work. That seems to me to be the general rule. I think
unilateral sanctions really have been quite ineffective overall.
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Multilateral sanctions, I think the record is quite uneven. The
South African case is always I guess exhibit number one. We recog-
nize that the multilateral sanctions there were quite successful.

I think the U.N. sanctions against Libya have sharply limited
the Gadhafi government’s military adventurism and terrorism. I
think the multilateral sanctions against Saddam Hussein and Iraq
were very important. They kept him and his military, or are keep-
ing him, in a tight box. I think sanctions have helped in Bosnia,
and I think that sanctions have helped in Haiti. I’m sure there are
cases where sanctions have not helped.

Mr. NEAL. Jim.
Mr. KOLBE. Just very quickly to add to that. I would say that Lee

is correct in saying that. I think there are two things. One is the
fact that they are multilateral, and they tend to work much better
when other countries are cooperating obviously.

Since you mentioned the word geopolitical, Richard, I would just
note that I think quite honestly they work better when the country
is small. It would be very hard, I think, impossible to make unilat-
eral sanctions work against China and very difficult even to make
multilateral sanctions work against a country as large as that
country, and that economy are. So you have to find other avenues,
pressure, other ways of trying to open the economy, open the politi-
cal system there, pressure to keep them from trading nuclear
weapons, nuclear technology with countries like Pakistan, missiles
with Iran. The economic sanctions have very, very little impact in
a country like that. So that’s just the geopolitical reality.

Ms. ROS-LEHTINEN. Certainly multilateral sanctions I would
agree are far more effective in most situations than unilateral, but
I agree with my colleagues, they have been successful unilateral
sanctions in the past as well.

Mr. NEAL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman CRANE. Mr. McDermott.
Well, I want to thank the panelists for their participation this

morning. We look forward to working with you.
I now call our next witness, Hon. Stuart Eizenstat, Under Sec-

retary of State for Economic, Business, and Agricultural Affairs of
the State Department.

STATEMENT OF HON. STUART E. EIZENSTAT, UNDER
SECRETARY OF STATE FOR ECONOMIC, BUSINESS, AND
AGRICULTURAL AFFAIRS, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Mr. EIZENSTAT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Members of the Sub-
committee. I am here to discuss with you how we can work to-
gether and think more comprehensively about where and when
sanctions should be applied in promoting America’s interests
around the world. I have worked to advance America’s security,
prosperity, and values in a number of capacities. Last year in my
role as special representative for the promotion of democracy in
Cuba, I traveled 50,000 miles to work with our allies to adopt
measures that support democracy and further isolate the Castro
government, and understand the consequences of acts by regimes
that consistently conduct themselves outside the norms of accept-
able behavior. I met with the father of a man who lost his life in
the inexcusable shoot down of a plane to Cuba, and have spoken
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to the parents of one of the victims of PanAm 103. These experi-
ences have helped me better understand the role of sanctions in
foreign policy, and have firmed my resolve to work with you on
ways to more effectively change abhorrent behavior and isolate
rogue regimes.

The record is clear in this age of increasing globalization. We
have turned more frequently to sanctions to deal with inappropri-
ate or unacceptable behavior by states. We must improve our abil-
ity to use them effectively. They should be used only when care-
fully considered by both the executive and legislative branches as
to their likely effectiveness after all benefits, costs and con-
sequences are analyzed and after the full range of diplomatic and
political options have been attempted to change the conduct in
question by the target country or group.

Sanctions, especially multilateral sanctions, have been effective.
Iraq, Libya, former Yugoslavia, Haiti and others provide examples.
At the same time, a realistic appraisal of our experience has taught
that sanctions are not a panacea and are not cost free.

The general concept of sanctions is not new. The idea is as old
as society itself. But the frequency with which we have turned to
sanctions has increased dramatically since 1990. More than half
the sanctions imposed in the last 80 years have been imposed in
the past 31⁄2 to 4 years.

Sanctions are an important potential tool, but as I indicate, they
are not without costs. They offer important levers for behavior
modification, and they will continue to do so. Sanctions on South
Africa, on Iraq, Libya and Serbia, in each instance have been im-
portant. There are examples of unilateral sanctions which have
been effective or which have served as an encouragement to others.
The recent sanctions on Burma, for example, have increased inter-
national attention to human rights abuses by the regime. The Eu-
ropeans, Canadians, and Japanese have now also imposed sanc-
tions or withdrawn benefits. Even in Cuba, while Castro remains
in power, sanctions have discouraged foreign investment. In still
other areas, unilateral sanctions have proven effective in combat-
ting the scourge of drugs.

In general, however, such cases tend to be much fewer in number
and generally restricted to those in which we have overwhelming
economic or political leverage. Unilateral sanctions are not only
less likely to be successful than multilateral ones, but they also im-
pose costs which we have to recognize honestly. For one thing, uni-
lateral sanctions have embroiled us in differences with key allies
that often can detract from the desired result. They also have real
costs to U.S. business and American workers. A number of organi-
zations have released different studies of the cost and effectiveness
of these sanctions, including the President’s Export Council, which
has estimated the direct costs of economic sanctions in 1995 at be-
tween $15 and $19 billion. It is also suggested that sanctions have
an indirect effect through undermining confidence in the reliability
of U.S. suppliers in providing a competitive advantage to foreign
competitors. This is not to say that we should forswear the use of
sanctions or that they are an inappropriate tool. They do have a
role to play in our panoply of tools to defend our interests.
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Permit me to give you some lessons that I think we’ve learned
from sanctions over the years. First, as a general rule, we should
resort to sanctions only after appropriate diplomatic options have
been aggressively pursued and have failed or appear to be inad-
equate.

Second, a primary consideration in considering a sanctions re-
gime must be whether or not the sanction measures are likely to
be effective in achieving the goal and whether they are part of an
integrated strategy. Sanctions that are ineffective in the long run
debase and undermine the value of sanctions in general as a potent
foreign policy tool.

Third, we should design sanctions carefully so that to the extent
possible, the target country feels the pain, not the innocent, and
certainly not solely our U.S. business community and citizens.

Fourth, sanctions are much more likely to be effective when they
have multilateral support and participation. Multilateral sanctions
maximize international pressure. They are more difficult to evade
or avoid, and they minimize damage to U.S. business.

Fifth, while our preference must be to act multilaterally, there
are times when the stakes are so high, when important national in-
terests or core values are at issue that we must also be prepared
to act unilaterally. Otherwise, our ability to influence or respond to
threats will always be subject to someone else’s veto. But again,
primary considerations in unilateral sanctions must be whether or
not they are effective, whether they are part of a cohesive strategy
to change behavior, and whether they contribute to or will detract
from our efforts to gain multilateral support.

Sixth, we must work together, the administration, Congress,
communities at the State and local level, the business community
and NGOs, to see that our use of sanctions is appropriate, coher-
ent, and designed to attract international support.

Seventh, engagement with countries is more often better than
isolation. There are many countries which engage in certain prac-
tices or policies which we find objectionable. We need to tailor our
approach to fit the individual target. Cutting off dialog and engage-
ment with those countries would often be counterproductive. There
are other cases, however, where the practice of a country are so
egregious, so outside the norms of international behavior, so threat-
ening to U.S. interests and those of our allies, that an attempt at
engagement is pointless and indeed could be counterproductive. For
example, engagement with a country such as Iraq which simply
feeds Saddam Hussein’s appetite for inappropriate behavior, the
same is true with respect to Iran.

Eighth, the President must be given discretion to waive sanctions
in the national interest. This is important to have. We have effec-
tively used it under title III of the Libertad Act.

Ninth, Mr. Chairman, experience has shown that development
early on of appropriate consultative mechanisms with countries
which share our goals can be helpful on states of critical impor-
tance.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have also discussed ILSA and the
Helms-Burton Act specifically in my testimony. I assume that my
entire testimony can be introduced in the record. But in the inter-
est of time, I’ll defer giving any further opening statement.
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[The prepared statement follows:]

Statement of Hon. Stuart E. Eizenstat, Under Secretary of State for
Economic, Business, and Agricultural Affairs, U.S. Department of State

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, thank you for this opportunity to
testify before you on the use and effect of unilateral trade sanctions.

Mr. Chairman, the view that I would like to lay before you today is that the
record is clear. Properly designed, implemented, and applied as part of a coherent
strategy, sanctions, including economic sanctions, can be and are a valuable tool for
enforcing international norms and protecting our national interests. In this age of
increasing globalization we have turned more frequently to sanctions to deal with
inappropriate or unacceptable behavior by states. We should improve our ability to
use them effectively. They should be used only when carefully considered by both
the Executive and Legislative branches as to their likely effectiveness, after all ben-
efits, costs, and consequences are analyzed, and after the full range of diplomatic
and political options has been attempted to change the conduct in question by the
target country or group.

Sanctions, especially multilateral sanctions, have been effective. Iraq, Libya,
former Yugoslavia, Haiti and others provide examples. But at the same time, a real-
istic appraisal of our experience has taught that sanctions are not a panacea and
they are not cost-free. Our object must be to learn from our growing experience, to
draw the appropriate lessons so that we can find the best, the most effective way
to employ this potentially powerful tool while minimizing the adverse costs.

Some things are clear. We should resort to sanctions only after other appropriate
diplomatic options have been aggressively pursued and have failed, or would be in-
adequate. Sanctions are much more likely to be effective when they have multilat-
eral support and participation. Multilateral sanctions maximize international pres-
sure on the offending state while minimizing damage to U.S. competitiveness and
more equitably distributing the sanctions burden across the international commu-
nity. There are times, however, when the stakes are high, when important national
interests or core values are at issue, that we must also be prepared to act unilater-
ally. Before imposing unilateral sanctions, serious thought must be given to all the
potential ramifications.

In many instances, engagement can be preferable to isolation although the choice
is not always so stark. In some cases, a mixed policy approach that incorporates
both carrots and sticks may be appropriate. Engagement, including engagement by
the US business community, may contribute a positive influence. In the case of some
rogue regimes, however, engagement would simply feed the regime’s appetite for in-
appropriate or dangerous behavior.

Most importantly, there can be no ‘‘one-size fits all’’ approach. The President must
have the flexibility to tailor our response to specific situations.

Mr. Chairman, the general concept of sanctions is not new; the idea is as old as
society itself. In their work ‘‘Economic Sanctions Revisited’’ authors Hufbauer,
Schott and Elliott cite the imposition of a trade embargo by the Athenian leader
Pericles on neighboring Megara in approximately 432 BC in retaliation for Megara’s
attempted expropriation of territory and the kidnapping of three women. In 1812
the United States imposed an embargo on Great Britain in retaliation for British
attempts to limit US trade with France. In 1917 President Wilson imposed an em-
bargo on the sale of iron, steel and other war essentials to Japan. President Roo-
sevelt also imposed economic sanctions on Japan in 1940. I was personally involved
in the use of sanctions against the former Soviet Union following its invasion of Af-
ghanistan during my service in the Carter White House. So the use of sanctions in
pursuit of foreign policy objectives is not new.

We, however, are living in an age of heightened political and economic global inte-
gration and growing interdependence in which most countries derive their prosper-
ity, and even power, from growing engagement in the international economy. In
such a world, sanctions are an important and potentially effective, if problematic,
tool for enforcing international norms and standards of behavior, mediating not only
between differing countries, but in the relationship between individual states and
their own citizens as well. Sanctions are also a tool, however, which bring with
themselves real costs as well as potential benefits.

The frequency with which we turn to sanctions has increased dramatically, par-
ticularly since 1990. The U.S. has applied sanctions for foreign policy purposes a
total of 115 times since World War I, 104 times since World War II, and according
to the count of the President’s Export Council, 61 times since 1993. Thus more than
half the sanctions imposed in the past 80 years have been imposed in only the past
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four years. These figures do not include the increasing use of sanctions at the state
and local levels.

In the UN, the Security Council imposed sanctions only twice between 1945 and
1990: Rhodesia and South Africa. Since 1990, however, the UN has imposed manda-
tory sanctions on 8 countries: Iraq for its invasion of Kuwait; Serbia for its use of
force in former Yugoslavia; Libya in reaction to the PanAm 103 massacre; Somalia
and Liberia in their civil strife; Rwanda for genocide; Haiti for abrogation of democ-
racy; and Angola during a renewed insurrection. Just within the past few weeks the
UN has threatened further tightening of existing sanctions on UNITA, and imposed
sanctions on the revolutionary junta in Sierra Leone.

Others have also resorted to sanctions. The EU, Japan and Canada have joined
us in imposing sanctions on Burma. The EU is withholding aid from Kenya until
that country deals with problems of corruption and rigged elections. The IMF has
also moved to condition its lending to Kenya on serious efforts to deal with problems
of pervasive corruption. The East African states imposed sanctions on Burundi, the
Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) on Sierra Leone, and the
Association of South-East Asian Nations (ASEAN) on Cambodia.

Sanctions are used for a variety of purposes:
• to punish a country for unacceptable behavior;
• to influence the behavior of a target country;
• to signal disapproval of a government’s behavior;
• as a necessary early reaction and as a warning that harsher measures—even

military—could follow;
• to limit a target state’s freedom of action;
• to deny resources or technology;
• to increase the cost of engaging in unacceptable behavior;
• to draw international attention to unacceptable behavior;
• to challenge our allies to take more forceful action themselves in support of

common objectives;
• or at times, simply to signal that a business-as-usual approach to a government

that violates core values is not acceptable.
We also use sanctions in pursuit of a large number of policy objectives. These in-

clude such things as support for human rights, including workers and religious
rights, promotion of democracy, to combat terrorism or the scourge of narcotics, in
support of weapons of mass destruction and conventional non-proliferation or protec-
tion of the environment.

We have available a broad array of policy measures. These include not only puni-
tive or coercive economic measures but political and military steps as well. These
may range from simple measures such as a change in the level and size of diplo-
matic missions to the ultimate sanction, application of military force, with many
possible stops in between. The Secretary’s Advisory Committee on International
Economic Policy has developed an ‘‘Illustrative Matrix of Foreign Policy Tools’’ in-
cluding possible diplomatic, political, cultural, economic and military measures
ranging from friendly persuasion, including positive inducements, to hostile or coer-
cive steps. This matrix offers a response ramp of measures from which one could
select appropriate tools for seeking to change the behavior of states that violate
international norms.

We must be frank to recognize that in today’s interdependent, global economy, the
ability of the US to unilaterally deny key economic benefits to a target country is
limited. Nevertheless, there are some measures which are not subject to foreign sub-
stitution, such as denial of a US quota, withdrawal of port privileges or landing
rights, and actions in international financial institutions, consistent with their own
rules, to withhold loans and assistance.

In any event, it is not always easy for us to agree whether specific sanctions have
been effective. How we judge the effectiveness of sanctions depends on the desired
results—overthrow of a government (in which case anything other than the applica-
tion of military force is likely to be ineffective by itself); changes in a regime’s be-
havioral patterns by increasing the cost of doing business (by deferring investment,
deterring trade and the like where multilateral sanctions are likely to be most effec-
tive); or simply as a means of expressing moral or other outrage at what we consider
unacceptable behavior.

There is no single, common standard against which to measure success or failure.
The standards proposed by a firm dependent on sales to Burma (where we imposed
targeted unilateral sanctions) would certainly differ from those applied by a commit-
ted human rights activist who oppose any interaction that might legitimize or
strengthen the position of the authorities. The lower the expectations set for what
sanctions are intended to accomplish, of course, the more likely the judgment is to
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be positive and, perhaps, the greater the willingness to bear the costs imposed on
the country imposing sanctions.

One thing is clear: sanctions are an important potential tool but are not a panacea
and they are not without costs. Sanctions do offer, however, important levers for be-
havior modification and will continue to do so. There is one common thread: the
sanctions which are most likely to be successful are multilateral ones in which a
significant number of countries with economic and political clout have agreed. These
also impose fewer burdens on the US business community since the companies of
a significant number of countries will be required to forswear doing business with
the target country.

Multilateral sanctions on South Africa were certainly a major contributor to bring-
ing down apartheid. In Iraq, multilateral sanctions have blocked Saddam Hussein’s
access to the resources needed to rebuild his war machine and, even worse, restock
his arsenal of non-conventional weapons. In Libya, UN sanctions have made
Qaddaffi pay a heavy price for failing to turn over for trial those indicted for the
massacre of PanAm 103. In Serbia, sanctions, backed up by the very real threat of
military reversals for the Bosnian Serbs, clearly brought Milosevic to the negotiat-
ing table in Dayton.

There are examples of unilateral sanctions which have been effective or which
have served as an encouragement to others to take action. The sanctions the United
States imposed on Burma called increased international attention to human rights
abuses by the ruling regime. The Europeans, Canadians and Japanese have now
also imposed sanctions or withdrawn benefits. Even in Cuba, while Castro remains
in power, US sanctions have discouraged foreign investment and increased pressure
on the regime to adopt reforms. In other areas such as the effort to combat the
source of drugs, the use or threat of unilateral sanctions has proven to be an effec-
tive tool.

In general, however, such cases tend to be fewer in number and generally re-
stricted to those instances where we have overwhelming economic or political lever-
age.

Nonetheless, it is often important to show US leadership in isolating regimes or
governments whose actions violate international norms. The repressive Castro re-
gime, the last dictatorship in the hemisphere, is such a case. The greatest challenge
is to develop common policies with our allies to deal with such regimes.

Unilateral sanctions are not only less likely to be successful than multilateral,
they also impose costs, which must be honestly recognized. For one thing, the uni-
lateral nature of many of our sanctions efforts has embroiled us in differences with
key allies that detract from the desired results.

Unilateral sanctions are also now being imposed on countries by US states and
localities—such as New York City and the State of California’s actions against Swiss
banks, or the sanctions imposed by Massachusetts on Burma. While the latter were
adopted in pursuit of a noble goal, the restoration of democracy in Burma, these
measures also risk shifting the focus of the debate with our European Allies away
from the best way to bring pressure against the State Law and Order Restoration
Council (SLORC) to a potential WTO dispute over its consistency with our inter-
national obligations. Let me be clear. We are working with Massachusetts in the
WTO dispute settlement process. But we must be honest in saying that the threat-
ened WTO case risks diverting United States’ and Europe’s attention from focusing
where it should be—on Burma.

The actions against Swiss banks are counter-productive, failing to recognize the
real progress made by Switzerland in dealing with its past conduct during WWII,
and discouraging further cooperation to right the wrongs of the past.

While state and local governments should express the democratic will of their citi-
zens, unless sanctions measures are well conceived and coordinated, so that the
United States is speaking with one voice and consistent with our international obli-
gations, such uncoordinated responses can put the US on the political defensive and
shift attention away from the problem to the issue of sanctions themselves.

Questions have been raised about the constitutionality of state sanctions, and I
am not here to debate that issues. But from the perspective of the Department of
State, we are concerned about the impact of state and local sanctions on the Presi-
dent’s ability to send a clear and unified message to the rest of the world. As the
world’s only economic and military superpower, the United States has the obligation
to project a coherent and consistent message to oppressive regimes. Ad hoc and scat-
tered actions at various levels of government, however well-intentioned, can do more
harm than good in achieving the desired objective and impede the President’s and
Secretary of State’s conduct of foreign policy. It is the Executive Branch of the US
Government which is charged with conducting the nation’s foreign policy, in con-
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sultation with the US Congress, not states and municipalities. We should have only
one foreign policy at a time.

We are working with Massachusetts, and with other state and local governments
which have implemented or are considering the imposition of various sanctions
measures, to try to ensure that they are designed so that they do not conflict with
our international obligations and work to advance rather than retard progress to-
ward meeting our foreign policy objectives.

Unilateral sanctions in particular also have real costs to US business and Amer-
ican workers. A number of organizations have recently released different studies of
the cost and effectiveness of sanctions, including the President’s Export Council, the
National Association of Manufacturers, the European-American Business Council,
the United Nations Association of the United States, the Secretary’s Advisory Com-
mittee on International Economic Policy, and the Carnegie Foundation. Others are
engaged in on-going studies on sanctions, such as the Center for Strategic and Inter-
national Studies. USA*ENGAGE has been formed with over 600 US member compa-
nies solely for the purpose of dealing with the sanctions issue from an American
business perspective.

Most of these studies reach similar conclusions and criticisms of the current use
of sanctions. According to these studies, sanctions, particularly unilateral economic
sanctions, are often seen as undisciplined, poorly targeted and/or ineffective. Meas-
ures may be overly broad—like applying a meat cleaver where laser surgery would
be more appropriate—and the consequences are not well thought through. Decisions
to impose sanctions may be made with little or no analysis of the actual impact the
proposed sanctions are likely to have on various groups within the target country,
or on how economic pressure is likely to be translated into political pressure. Alter-
natives such as diplomatic measures, sometimes more effective, may not always be
considered.

Some also argue that the cost to the US economy and US competitiveness can be
disproportionate to the results achieved. The President’s Export Council, for exam-
ple, recently estimated the direct cost of economic sanctions to the US economy in
1995 at $15–19 billion in lost export sales and up to 250,000 jobs. It also suggested
that sanctions have an indirect effect through undermining confidence in the reli-
ability of US suppliers and providing a competitive advantage to foreign competi-
tors. Other studies have also pointed to lost exports and lost jobs, to cases where
US components are specifically designed out of products because the producers do
not wish to face the prospect of eventual restrictions on exports to particular mar-
kets, and to reports that foreign firms have intentionally switched R&D away from
the US to Europe because of a desire to avoid sanctions problems.

The imposition of sanctions may also place us in difficult policy dilemmas. Would,
for example, the imposition of strict sanctions on Syria, a country on our terrorist
list (and with good reason), be consistent with our desire and need to engage Syria
in the most cooperative way possible in seeking peace in the Middle East?

It is unfortunately also true that too often a decision to impose sanctions may be
taken reactively, to demonstrate moral indignation or the resolve to be seen as
doing something—without any real consideration of whether the measures imposed
will be an effective means of advancing our goal and without consideration of the
costs along with the benefits. H.R. 2431 (the Wolf-Specter Freedom from Religious
Persecution Act) is, we believe, as case in point. While we agree with the goal of
the bill and have made respect for religious freedom a top priority in our human
rights policy, as originally constituted the bill could actually undercut our efforts to
promote the very values that the bill seeks to foster: adversely impacting our diplo-
macy in regions from South Asia to the Middle East, and undermining our efforts
to promote the very regional peace and reconciliation that can foster religious toler-
ance and understanding. H.R. 2431 is an excellent example of the need for the Ad-
ministration and Congress to work together to craft the kind of legislation that will
be effective in meeting our common goals.

This is not to say that we should forswear the use of sanctions, or that sanctions
are an inappropriate tool. They do have a role to play in our panoply of tools to de-
fend US interests. There is a great need for more dialogue and engagement between
the Executive and Legislative branches, more opportunity for comment by the pub-
lic, and more careful attention to all the potential consequences before we leap. The
issue is how we can ensure that this potentially valuable tool is an effective instru-
ment of policy while minimizing the costs.

The studies to which I have referred generally indicate that thoughtfully designed
and implemented, sanctions may be an effective policy tool. The task we face is to
substantially reduce negative effects while still achieving policy goals. Critics rec-
ommended a number of both policy and process changes. These include: broader and
more methodical consideration of policy alternatives, increased emphasis on multi-
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lateral sanctions, improved consultation and coordination between Congress, the Ad-
ministration and State and local governments, and revisiting sanctions if the objec-
tives are not achieved in a reasonable period of time.

The mixed results of various sanctions regimes, both multilateral but especially
unilateral; the lack of an agreed ‘‘standard of performance’’ against which to meas-
ure the utility of sanctions; the economic and other costs imposed on those imposing
the sanctions and on third countries; the differences which unilateral sanctions with
an alleged extraterritorial impact in particular have caused with our allies, who
may share our objectives but disagree with our tactics; all have led to a growing
number of calls to reexamine, to rethink the way in which we use sanctions. Here
are some of the lessons we have learned from our growing experience with sanc-
tions:

First, as a general rule, we should resort to sanctions only after other appropriate
diplomatic options have been aggressively pursued and have failed or would be inad-
equate. Sanctions are, after all, only one of many measures available to us, from
symbolic measures like withdrawing an Ambassador, reducing Embassy staff, to de-
nying visas to target figures, entering into security arrangements with neighboring
countries, to military intervention and everything in between. We should also not
forget the power of positive inducements—rewarding desired behavior.

Second, a major objective of sanctions is to change behavior. That implies that a
primary consideration in considering a sanctions regime must be whether or not the
sanctions measures are indeed likely to be effective in achieving that goal and
whether they are part of an integrated strategy. Sanctions that are ineffective, that
are easy to evade or avoid, that are imposed merely to ‘‘make a statement,’’ are not
only pointless in achieving our objectives, but in the longer run debase and under-
mine the value of sanctions as a potent foreign policy tool.

Third, we should design sanctions carefully so that, to the maximum extent pos-
sible, the target country feels the pain, not the innocent and certainly not solely our
business community and citizens. Sanctions should be constructed so as to minimize
the cost to the U.S. and its allies while extracting maximum leverage. Whether we
act alone or in concert with others, we should analyze before we penalize, studying
in advance the specific purpose, enforceability, cost and likely effect of any decision
to impose sanctions.

Fourth, sanctions are much more likely to be effective when they have multilat-
eral support and participation. Multilateral sanctions maximize international pres-
sure on the offending state. They show unity of international purpose. And, because
they are multilateral, these sanctions regimes are also more difficult to evade or
avoid, while minimizing damage to U.S. competitiveness and more equitably distrib-
uting the sanctions burden across responsible countries. We should make a maxi-
mum effort to develop a multilateral sanctions regime in instances when sanctions
are a viable option, and given a reasonable period of time to develop an inter-
national consensus for such sanctions.

Fifth, if we have been unsuccessful in achieving a multilateral regime, we must
nonetheless recognize that, while our preference will be to act multilaterally, there
are times when the stakes are so high, when important national interests or core
values are at issue, that we must also be prepared to act unilaterally. Such actions
must be considered, sometimes applied, if the United States is to play a leadership
role. Otherwise, our ability to influence or respond to international or regional
threats will always be subject to someone else’s veto. But again, primary consider-
ations in any eventual application of unilateral sanctions must be whether they are
effective, whether they are part of a cohesive strategy to change behavior, and
whether they contribute to or detract from our efforts to gain multilateral support
for our policy objectives. There generally should be some reasonable expectation that
the sanctions will have a significant impact on those targets, and that there is some
expectation they can be effectively implemented and enforced.

Sixth, we must recognize that in our democratic system the impulse to impose
sanctions is by no means restricted to the Executive Branch. If our policies are to
be effective, we must work together—Administration, Congress, communities at the
state and local level, the business community, NGOs—to see that our use of sanc-
tions is appropriate, coherent, and designed to attract international support. Con-
gress should go through the same careful consideration and balancing of interests
as the Executive Branch. There must be more structured, systematic discussions be-
tween the Executive Branch and Congress when sanctions are an option.

Seventh, engagement is more often better than isolation though the choice is usu-
ally not between these two extremes There are many countries which engage in cer-
tain practices or policies which we find objectionable, which we seek to change. We
need to tailor our approach, whether carrots or sticks or a mix of the two, to fit the
individual target. In many cases, engagement at every level may be a better, a more
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effective way to achieve our intended result. In such cases, engagement, including
engagement by the US business community, will contribute a positive influence.
Cutting off dialogue and engagement with those countries would be counter-
productive. In other countries, critical US interests may be so involved that isolation
is simply not an option, as is the case with China, where not simply economic but
important security interests in the Pacific are at stake. Even during the height of
the so-called ‘‘evil empire,’’ for example, the Reagan Administration sought to both
engage and change the Soviet Union.

In other cases, however, the practices of a country may be so egregious, so outside
the norms of international behavior, so threatening to US interests and those of our
allies, that any attempt at engagement is pointless. Engagement with a country
such as Iraq would simply feed Saddam Hussein’s appetite for inappropriate behav-
ior. In the case of Iran, economic pressure is one component of a policy designed
to demonstrate that countries which want to benefit from full participation in the
international community must abide by accepted norms of international behavior.
Pending such a change, our approach limits the capacity of Iran to support terror-
ism or acquire weapons of mass destruction.

Eighth, the President, the custodian of the country’s foreign policy under the Con-
stitution, must be given discretion to waive sanctions in the national interest. This
authority, or example in Title III of the Libertad Act (Helms-Burton) has been used
effectively to help build an international consensus to take a much tougher position
to encourage democracy and human rights. The Administration, which is charged
with carrying out our foreign policy, must have the flexibility to tailor our response
to specific situations. There can be no ‘‘one-size fits all’’ approach.

Ninth, Mr. Chairman, experience has shown that the development early on of ap-
propriate consultative mechanisms with countries which share our goals can be
helpful on states of critical concern. While such mechanisms do not guarantee re-
sults, the absence of such a mechanism can almost certainly guarantee failure.

Let me turn now, Mr. Chairman, to two special cases, ILSA and the Libertad Act.
I would venture to say that no nation’s behavior poses a greater threat to US po-

litical and security interests than that of Iran. Iran’s support for terrorism, its ef-
forts to obtain weapons of mass destruction and the means to deliver them, and its
efforts to disrupt the peace process in the Middle East are intolerable. They threat-
en our friends, allies, and interests in the Persian Gulf, the Middle East and be-
yond. As the Mykonos decision in Germany indicated, the reach of Iran’s terrorist
activities extends to Europe, as well. The behavior of the Iranian regime is dan-
gerous and unacceptable. It has been for years and remains so. Even with the new
government and the possibility of change which it may present, we see no sign that
Iran has changed its external behavior in areas of critical concern to us and to our
allies as well. It is a matter of great frustration that some of our allies do not seem
to share our sense of urgency in confronting Iran’s dangerous behavior and convinc-
ing the new Iranian Government of the need for change.

We are not prepared to carry on business as usual with the Iranian regime, and
we feel very strongly that our friends and allies should not do so either. We sup-
ported the Iran and Libya Sanctions Act (ILSA) only after our earlier bilateral and
multilateral efforts failed to produce change in Iran’s behavior in areas of critical
concern to us. In the case of Iran, efforts were made for years to develop a multilat-
eral consensus inhibiting Iran’s efforts to acquire weapons of mass destruction and
deter support for global terrorism. They were not fully successful. Our allies have
resisted trade and investment sanctions that impose economic pressure on Iran. Eu-
rope joined us in some efforts to prevent Iran from acquiring the technology and
components needed to build weapons of mass destruction. Europe’s ‘‘critical dia-
logue’’ was designed to engage Iran but had no apparent effect in altering its unac-
ceptable behavior. The ‘‘critical dialogue’’ seemed, at times, less critical and more
a design for economic benefit.

Nonetheless, the sanctions provided by ILSA are not an end in themselves, but
the means to further our goal of denying to Iran the ability to carry on its highly
objectionable behavior. That is why ILSA also includes a provision for a waiver of
the law towards any country that agrees to undertake substantial measures, includ-
ing economic sanctions, to inhibit Iran’s behavior. We are committed to working
with our allies in the EU and others to build an effective multilateral coalition that
would increase our cooperation on Iran. European Union members, for example, be-
lieve that their existing cooperation in the various nonproliferation agreements—
such as the Wassenaar Arrangement on Export Controls for Conventional Arms and
Dual Use Goods and Technologies, the Missile Technology Control Regime, and the
Nuclear Suppliers’ Group—and their on-going efforts to fight international terrorism
provide an adequate basis for the Administration to grant country-wide waivers. We
do not. These steps are important and we should not be dismissive of them. But
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they are not enough. We believe that they should do more to address our common
concern regarding Iran, particularly on the issues of their pursuit of long range
missle capability, weapons of mass destruction, terrorism, and sales of sensitive
technology, but we should not be dismissive of the steps taken so far. In the wake
of the Mykonos decision, the EU has withdrawn its Ambassadors and suspended its
critical dialogue, although we cannot be certain that these measures will continue.
Of more lasting importance are the commitments barring arms transfers. Neverthe-
less, we have told the EU we will not be in a position to grant country-wide ILSA
waivers based on these measures alone.

We are undertaking a thorough investigation of foreign investment in two Iranian
energy projects—one in the Balal field involving the Canadian company Bow Valley
and the Indonesian company Bakrie and another in the South Pars field in which
the French company Total, the Russian company Gazprom and the Malaysian com-
pany Petronas are reportedly large investors. We are making every effort to gather
as expeditiously as possible the necessary information to establish whether
sanctionable activity under ILSA has occurred. Since we take the possibility of sanc-
tions very seriously, we want the information on these cases to be as complete and
accurate as possible. While we have not made any final decision, we are committed
to fully implementing the law.

Our Cuba policy is illustrative of one of the principal goals of economic sanc-
tions—to encourage our friends and allies to adopt policies that can advance our
common interests. Our allies and major trading partners disagree with our embargo
of Cuba and have urged us to change or alter the provisions of the Libertad Act.
At the same time, our allies have said they agree with us on the key goal of encour-
aging democracy and human rights in Cuba.

Last year, the President, for the first time in the 37 years since Castro took
power, launched a broad effort to develop a multinational approach to promote de-
mocracy in Cuba. The President’s initiative built on years of bipartisan policy to-
wards Cuba.

The President launched this initiative when he acted to suspend the right of
claimants to file suit under Title III of the Libertad Act. He wanted to use the op-
portunity presented by the six-month suspension to explore whether US friends and
allies were prepared to do more to achieve our common objective of expediting a
peaceful transition to democracy in Cuba. I was appointed as Special Envoy for the
Promotion of Democracy in Cuba.

After months of effort, thorough consultation with the Congress and the Cuban-
American community, and thousands of miles of travel by myself and many dedi-
cated people, we have succeeded in launching an unprecedented, multilateral effort
that has changed the terms of the discussion about Cuba. Much more can, should,
and will be done, but today we can genuinely say that Cuba’s government is increas-
ingly isolated and under growing pressure to launch fundamental democratic
change.

Our initiative has involved governments, non-governmental organizations, and the
private sector. As part of our April 11 Understanding with the EU on Helms-
Burton, we are seeking to reach an agreement on disciplines on investment in prop-
erties expropriated in contravention of international law, and to address questions
of conflicting jurisdiction. Agreement on such disciplines would make an important
contribution to advancing a key Helms-Burton objective, that is, to deter foreign
companies from unfairly acquiring assets that have been confiscated from US na-
tionals by governments, like the Castro regime, which refuse to abide by inter-
national norms.

Last week we held another round of talks with European Union representatives.
While we still have significant differences with the EU, both sides agreed that we
should continue the talks since we are making progress and see promising areas for
future work.

EU representatives have said they are disappointed that no agreement was
reached at this last round. So are we. Both the EU and the US will benefit from
additional protections afforded to our investors abroad by effective and enforceable
disciplines on investments in confiscated properties. And we can both benefit from
avoiding problems arising from so-called conflicting jurisdiction, which have been at
issue in connection with Helms-Burton and other legislation. That is why we pro-
posed, as part of the agreement, a high-level consultative mechanism to encourage
discussion before either side acts. Closer cooperation with our international partners
in responding to threats posed by states that refuse to respect international norms
will be more effective in changing unacceptable behavior and will be less likely to
result in conflicting policies which undercut our respective interests.

In conclusion, as the world becomes more interdependent, as we move forward to
establishing codes of acceptable international behavior and the will to enforce them,
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the effective application of sanctions will be a real asset. But it is no panacea. Thus
it is all the more important that we undertake a rigorous analysis of sanctions be-
fore we impose them. We need to know not only how they will affect the target gov-
ernments, but also how they affect vulnerable groups within the target countries.
We also need to know how proposed sanctions affect US interests in other areas,
including US business and workers, and how they affect our international partners
on whose cooperation we depend to advance key foreign policy goals.

Sanctions can be an effective tool to punish states that violate international
norms and threaten vital US interests. And we must keep this tool at our disposal.
But we need to work to sharpen our ability to use it effectively. One lesson is that
taking time to forge a consensus both at home with the American people and abroad
with our allies can greatly increase the effectiveness of sanctions and reduce the
cost to the United States. Building such a consensus in many cases does not come
quickly. However, it can help to avoid problems down the road while demonstrating
to the offending state that our nation and the international community are united
in opposing its unacceptable behavior.

Sanctions are intended to send a serious message. Both Congress and the Admin-
istration need to ensure that, when we do choose to impose them, we do so in a
way that has the greatest possible impact with the least possible damage to the US
business community, to American workers, and to other US interests.

f

Chairman CRANE. It will be made part of the permanent record.
We thank you, Mr. Eizenstat.

How does the use of our unilateral sanctions affect U.S. interests
in the WTO, World Trade Organization?

Mr. EIZENSTAT. Well, with respect to one interest and one exam-
ple which I have been very directly involved with, that is the
Helms-Burton Act, let me first give a context and then a specific
answer. We believe that the Helms-Burton Act is a reasonable bill
targeted to protect U.S. property interests against further confisca-
tion. We also believe that the dispute, that this is occasioned with
the Europeans, should not be brought to the WTO at all, but
should be resolved through diplomatic means, as indeed we have
attempted with some success to do.

Nevertheless, the European Union brought a suit, Mr. Chairman,
in the WTO and was threatening to pursue it before our April 11
understanding. It was our position stated privately and publicly
that we would not participate in such an action because of the for-
eign policy and security interests involved. We hoped, and luckily
at that point did not actually have to take that position because of
our compromise. It is quite clear that if that position were taken
or if it is taken in future positions, it could have a potentially nega-
tive precedential effect, and that other countries may take the
same position when we bring suits. So it’s not a position we took
lightly. It’s one of the reasons that we wanted to solve this matter
through diplomatic means. We think the WTO is a very important
instrument in which we win the overwhelming majority of cases,
and indeed we file more cases than any other country, and we win
more cases. So we have an interest in seeing to it that the WTO
remains a viable and important dispute resolution system.

Chairman CRANE. Thank you.
Mr. Matsui.
Mr. MATSUI. Thank you very much, Mr. Eizenstat, for your testi-

mony today. I only have one question. I agree with you that some
countries are outlaw countries and you almost have to declare
them as such and not trade with them. The Libya-Iran sanction
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issue is one in which I believe you have such a case. On the other
hand, we have a potential problem. I know that you are discussing
these things right now within the White House and the different
agencies, so I won’t ask you for your conclusion, but with the
French company Total now engaging with Iran for energy re-
sources, this is going to create obviously some kind of a fracture
some place and sometime down the line. I realize the sensitivity of
this issue at this particular time. But how do we try to address
problems such as these? I agree with the premise of Iran. On the
other hand—and it’s OK for us not to have relations with Iran, but
now we’re involving third countries into this debate as well. How
do we resolve a problem similar to that, because this has been a
problem I think that we’re going to see an increase of, mainly be-
cause of the fact that we have different jurisdictional interests be-
tween the various Committees of the Congress and for a lot of rea-
sons.

Mr. EIZENSTAT. Thank you, Mr. Matsui. The Total-Gazprom-
Petronas matter, as well as a second issue involving a Canadian
and Indonesian consortium do present difficult situations.

First, let me say that with respect to Iran, there is no country
literally on the face of the Earth which presents a greater danger
to the United States security and national interests and to those
of our friends than does Iran. In its resort to support for terrorism,
its effort figuratively and literally to blow up the Middle East peace
process, its urgent efforts to acquire weapons of mass destruction,
including missile capacity to deliver chemical and nuclear war-
heads, it is a very significant threat to our interests. ILSA is an
act which is designed not to propose an extra-territorial regime, but
to deny benefits such as Ex-Im Bank guarantees to countries which
do business with Iran as usual.

We have been working with our European allies on an acceler-
ated basis now for almost a year to try to encourage them to take
a greater concern about these threats. We are beginning to see
some progress, not enough, but some progress. For example, after
the recent Mykonos trial in Germany in which the highest court
determined that at the highest levels of Iranian Government, there
was an effort to assassinate people in Germany, the European
Union withdrew its ambassadors, it suspended its critical dialog,
which we always felt was less critical than simply an economic dia-
log. In addition, the Europeans have taken significant, although
not fully adequate steps in terms of limiting arms and high tech-
nology products.

We are working with a so-called trilateral working group. This
is the United States, the European Union, and Canada. We have
had a meeting already in October. There will be another one at the
end of this month, to try to toughen up this regime.

I would mention to the Subcommittee, because this Subcommit-
tee was responsible in significant part for title IV of ILSA being in
the act. That the goal of ILSA is to achieve a multilateral regime,
including economic sanction, in which there is a deterrent to the
capacity of Iran to acquire weapons of mass destruction in support
of terrorism. That is the goal of the statute, not sanctions per se.
So we are working in every way we can with the Europeans to cre-
ate that type of regime, to deny in a meaningful way the Iranian
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Government with the very capacity which is so threatening. We’re
also working with China and Russia in the same way.

At the same time, I want to make it absolutely clear because of
inaccurate press reports, we are investigating with alacrity, we are
doing so in a thorough way, the Total-Gazprom issue. I have a
team of experts led by Deputy Assistant Secretary Bill Ramsey in
Paris as we speak. He’ll be then going to Moscow, later to Ottawa,
then to Kuala Lumpur, and to Jakarta, to determine the facts of
this case and to determine whether or not this is sanctionable ac-
tivity under ILSA. If it is, sanctions are certainly a viable option.

Mr. MATSUI. If I can just, and I know my time is up, but let me
just follow up with one further question. Again, these have been
press reports and so I don’t feel that I’m saying anything that
would be inappropriate. But there have been press reports to the
effect that Iran within the next 6 to 8 months will have a nuclear
missile capability of anywhere up to 1,200 miles. Obviously it
would then be a major threat to the Middle East, but certainly also
even to western Europe.

For the French to be providing hard currency to the Iranians at
a time when the Iranians then could become a nuclear threat to
the French is kind of odd, to say the least, for the French to allow
this to all happen. I again, don’t want to get into the specific case,
because that’s something your entire administration are working
on, but it would just seem to me that from my perspective that this
is something that undoubtedly has to be dealt with. The French
have been a problem over the years for many of us in terms of al-
lowing these kinds of activities to occur. Somehow, we have to
begin to—Europeans and the United States, and other countries
that have obviously an interest in their own security, have to begin
to address this issue.

I appreciate what you all are doing, but it’s again, obviously it’s
your decision. But it’s my hope that we can take whatever strong
action we can take with respect to the French. I normally don’t like
unilateral sanctions or third party sanctions, but if it becomes an
issue of national security and with an outlaw country, certainly we
have an obligation to make sure that we do whatever we can to di-
minish that threat.

Mr. EIZENSTAT. Permit me to answer in three ways. First of all,
we have said in the same terms you have and with the same ur-
gency to the French at very senior levels that this is no time for
business as usual with a regime which is making such rapid gains
in acquiring missile and chemical and nuclear capacity.

Second, I want to make it absolutely clear, we have not agreed
in any way, shape or form to defer sanctions with respect to this
particular matter. We have not examined it sufficiently at this
point to determine if it is sanctionable. If it is, we then will have
to go through a decisionmaking process as to how to handle this.

Third, the issue that we are dealing with is what is the best way
to deny Iran the capacity to continue to acquire these weapons of
mass destruction and to support terrorism. What we are looking for
is the most effective way consistent with the Iran and Libya Sanc-
tions Act to deny Iran that very threatening capacity. We know
that we need the cooperation of the Europeans, the Russians, the
Chinese, and others to be fully effective.
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Mr. MATSUI. Thank you very much, Mr. Ambassador.
Chairman CRANE. Mr. Thomas.
Mr. THOMAS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I thank you very much,

Ambassador Eizenstat. This perhaps doesn’t have the import of a
potential nuclear missile confrontation, but I believe it’s directly re-
sponsive to that portion of your testimony in which you have re-
ferred to, but did not include on ILSA.

You say, ‘‘We are not prepared to carry on business as usual with
the Iranian regime. We feel very strongly that our friends and al-
lies should not do so either.’’ This is more under the business as
usual category rather than potential nuclear missile confrontation,
and the country is Israel, not Europe. The item is pistachios, which
often times brings a smile to people’s face. But I have been in-
volved through this Subcommittee with Israel prior to the United
States-Israel Free Trade Agreement and I take very seriously our
friends and allies not living up to the sanctions that we have
placed on Iran.

My concern is that industry people and others have presented
evidence which shows that up to 98 percent of the pistachios enter-
ing Israel happen to be Iranian pistachios. I frankly am less con-
cerned about the transshipment of Jordanian olives that get trans-
formed into Israeli olives and other things that through trans-
shipment somehow wind up with an Israeli label on it because
frankly, I don’t mind spreading the wealth in that particular part
of the country. What I do object to is an ally like Israel apparently
being unwilling to pursue ordinary investigative procedures to de-
termine the validity of this. I understand they have said that per-
haps they are California as well as Iranian. But the sampling that
they utilize doesn’t allow them to determine either of those.

I know you have been interested in this. I know they have tried
to argue that there now has been an indictment. My belief is the
indictment was more for tax evasion than for this violation. Where
are we? What are we doing? Is there any kind of a time table for
Israel to quit stalling and move forward on the determination of
whether or not this information is accurate?

Mr. EIZENSTAT. Mr. Thomas, this is in fact not a laughing mat-
ter. I was in the Middle East about 21⁄2 weeks ago. I met with very
senior ministers in the Israeli government, including Mr.
Sheransky, the Prime Minister and others. I directly raised the pis-
tachio issue. We believe that there is clear evidence that there is
a violation of Israel’s own laws against trading with Iran. You can
go into virtually any kiosk on the streets in Jerusalem or Tel Aviv
and get what are clearly Iranian and not falsely labeled Turkish
pistachios. I said so. I said that we felt that this was a very impor-
tant and urgent matter. I believe that that sense of urgency has
now been not only imparted, but understood and shared.

There has been an important indictment against someone who
has been at least alleged to be involved in this trade. We hope that
that indictment and others which will follow will send a very clear
signal to importers in Israel that they should not be doing business
here. We have also indicated our willingness to provide them with
evidence of how you can easily sample products because Turkish
and Iranian pistachios are easily distinguishable. We will continue
to follow this very very closely.
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So I think we have not only gotten their attention, but they are
beginning to act as this indictment indicates. We will not let it fall
through the cracks.

Mr. THOMAS. I thank the gentleman. I’ll supply some specific
questions so that I can have a better understanding. But I can’t
think of a better example, not withstanding all of the qualifications
that we’ve made, that this particular ally in this particular in-
stance needs to make sure that they understand this is a serious
and important concern of ours. Thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[Questions were submitted to Mr. Eizenstat from Bill Thomas.

The response of Mr. Eizenstat follows:]
Question: I am concerned about other nations’ failure to impose sanctions on coun-

tries like Iran, particularly after U.S. industry and government representatives have
tried to draw their attention to problems. For example, the U.S. pistachio industry
has been presenting U.S. and Israeli government sources with evidence that up to
98% of the pistachios being brought into Israel are actually raw, Iranian pistachio
nuts. I understand you are among the U.S. officials that have raised this issue.

1. With whom did you meet in Israel?
2. What has the Administration asked our ally to do and what time table has been

set for doing it?
3. Israel recently suggested its evidence shows imported nuts could be from either

California or Iran. U.S. Customs believes the samples of nuts Israel provided were
too small to permit adequate analysis of trace elements in the nuts as Customs would
do in analyzing product brought into the United States. What has the Administra-
tion done to encourage our ally to revise its sampling?

4. I understand Israel has informed the United States that Israel is prosecuting
one importer for bringing in Iranian pistachios. The California pistachio industry
has heard that indictment was primarily based on tax evasion. Please explain wheth-
er the Administration has written information, including the indictment, and wheth-
er there has been any outcome in the case. If you possess the indictment, can you
supply copies to me and to the Committee?

Have other indictments been announced?

Answer: I share your deep concern about the illegal import of Iranian pistachios
into Israel. Because of that concern, during my visit to Israel in October (my first
in my new role as Undersecretary of State for Economic, Business and Agricultural
Affairs), I raised this issue with both Natan Sharansky, Minister for Industry and
Trade, and Shmuel Slavin, Director General of the Ministry of Finance (under
whose jurisdiction the Israeli Customs Service falls). In addition, the issue was dis-
cussed at length during an October meeting in Jerusalem between an interagency
team of officials from the State Department, the U.S. Trade Representative and the
U.S. Customs Service, and senior officials from, inter alia, the Israeli Ministry of
Industry and Trade, Customs Service, and Ministry of Agriculture.

During my meetings with Minister Sharansky and Mr. Slavin, I expressed con-
cern that the Government of Israel was not taking adequate steps to prevent Ira-
nian pistachios from entering into the Israeli market in violation of its own embar-
go. I observed that pistachios are a major source of foreign currency for Iran, and
that our common policy objectives vis-a-vis Iran were seriously impaired by provid-
ing them, albeit indirectly, with much needed hard currency.

In response to my inquiry, I was informed that the Israeli Customs Service and
Israeli Standards Institute had been cooperating to develop a system for randomly
conducting chemical origins-testing of imported pistachios. Officials from the Fi-
nance Ministry told me that they had recently turned away two shipments of pis-
tachios as a result of this effort. I encouraged them to increase the frequency of
their testing.

The U.S. Customs Service Laboratory has been cooperating with Israeli Customs
over the last several months to assist the Israelis in developing their testing skills.
Our Customs officials have expressed satisfaction with this cooperative effort. It is
true that these efforts have been somewhat hampered by an inadequate sample
pool. This problem is not unique to Israel—U.S. Customs is also seeking to update
its sample. We are engaged in an interagency effort to assist both our labs and the
Israelis to improve their sample.

Israeli customs has filed a criminal case against an Israeli pistachio importer,
Hamama Brothers, and its General Manager Meir Hamama, for illegally and know-
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ingly importing pistachios of Iranian origin in violation of the embargo. While we
have not received a written copy of the indictment, an official from the U.S. Em-
bassy in Tel Aviv confirmed the nature of the indictment by attending the opening
of the trial on November 4 and speaking with the prosecutor in the case. The Haifa
Customs Authority is preparing a separate tax evasion case against Hamama Broth-
ers arising from their illegal import of Iranian pistachios. An indictment has not
been filed in the tax evasion case yet.

While the indictment against Hamama Brothers was the result of an Israeli Cus-
toms investigation, begun in the summer of 1996, into a number of Israel’s larger
pistachio importers, to our knowledge the Government of Israel has not issued any
other indictments yet.

I can assure you that we take this issue very seriously and will continue to press
the Israeli government to crack down on the import of Iranian pistachios.

f

Chairman CRANE. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Secretary. The Subcommittee will go into recess

in response to the vote that is still on the House floor. Then we’ll
be back with you, Mr. Yeutter.

[Recess.]
Chairman CRANE. The Subcommittee will come to order. Our

next witness is Hon. Clayton Yeutter, with the law firm of Hogan
& Hartson, former U.S. Trade Representative, and former Sec-
retary of Agriculture.

Clayton, you may proceed. We, I think, are blessed with no vote
interruptions during your presentation.

STATEMENT OF HON. CLAYTON K. YEUTTER, COUNSEL,
HOGAN & HARTSON; FORMER U.S. TRADE REPRESENTATIVE;
AND FORMER U.S. SECRETARY OF AGRICULTURE

Mr. YEUTTER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. It’s good to
be here and good to see the Members and staff of your Subcommit-
tee again. As you’ll remember, it was 12 years ago when I became
USTR and began to spend a lot of time in this room. It’s a pleasure
always to come back. I compliment you Mr. Chairman, for your
personal interest in this topic which is an incredibly important one,
far more important than most people today yet realize.

You have copies of my prepared text, which are available, of
course, for the record.

Chairman CRANE. It will be made a part of the permanent
record.

Mr. YEUTTER. Thank you. I will try to extemporaneously summa-
rize the basic content of that testimony.

The first point I would like to make to you, Mr. Chairman and
Members of the Subcommittee, is that this is a situation that’s
begun to get out of hand. Unilateral sanctions have become almost
a fad in this country over the last several years. We need to put
a halt to that. You have seen some of the numbers. I’m sure they
came up in the earlier testimony today. In the last 4 years or so,
we have had something like 61 sanctions implementations involv-
ing about 35 countries with whom we trade. They cover about 40
percent of the world’s population. We have about 20 percent of our
U.S. export markets covered with sanctions activities of one kind
or another.

One must wonder about the wisdom of that course of action, Mr.
Chairman, when one considers that exports today constitute about
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one-third of U.S. economic growth. Why in the world would we
jeopardize exports to 20 percent of the world’s market when this
is so important to the U.S. economy?

The other thing that troubles me about the sanctions efforts, Mr.
Chairman, is the response that these actions generate elsewhere in
the world. We try to be a role model for the world in terms of our
own behavior. Ironically, as we take actions intended to alter and
improve the behavior of others, we’re getting a reputation of U.S.
arrogance, of haughty behavior. We are considered to be sanctimo-
nious in our approach to these issues. Recently, someone even
called us an ‘‘international nag.’’ Regrettably, all of these descrip-
tions are to some degree accurate, perhaps more accurate than we
would prefer.

Putting all that aside, Mr. Chairman, it seems to me, we need
to approach this issue systematically and balance the competing in-
terests appropriately. That’s what government is all about, whether
it be in the legislative branch or the executive branch. What we’re
really trying to do in this case is balance whatever foreign policy
benefits we might get from imposing sanctions, that is, what kind
of corrective behavioral response we might obtain, versus the eco-
nomic cost imposed on ourselves as we implement the sanctions.
That’s really what your Subcommittee needs to focus on as you
evaluate this situation and any legislative response that you might
provide for it.

Unilateral sanctions, which seem to be our primary modus ope-
randi these days, almost never work. The track record of unilateral
sanctions is just abysmal. Multilateral sanctions do sometimes
work, but we seem not to choose multilateral responses these days.
We choose unilateral ones. One must wonder why we do not have
the intelligence to avoid a policy that has such a poor track record.
The answer to that, of course, is because it sometimes plays well
politically here at home, even though it’s a policy of failure. But we
need to rise above that and try to follow policies that make sense
over time rather than policies that have short term, transitory po-
litical benefits here at home.

Putting that in a broader context, I appreciated what a former
State Department official said to me 1 month or so ago, to the ef-
fect that we have chosen the wrong medicine, if you will, for the
ills that are involved in sanctions situations. We want to change
behavior around the world, and we want instant gratification. But
the fact is, we don’t change behavior over night. This is something
that requires time. Sanctions do not provide time. So we have cho-
sen the wrong response.

When we perceive and evaluate the punishment we provide for
what we believe to be the ‘‘bad actors’’ of the world, basically what
we are saying to these folks, Mr. Chairman, is: ‘‘If you don’t change
your behavior, we’re going to stop selling things to you.’’ The reac-
tion on the other side of the table when we say that is: ‘‘Oh, the
Americans are going to stop selling to us. Gee, I think I can live
with that. Let’s move forward.’’

We don’t change behavior much if we stop selling to those folks,
for other people will sell to them unless we get an effective multi-
lateral sanctions program, and we haven’t been moving in that di-
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rection. That is why unilateral sanctions have a terrible track
record.

Now when you look at the other side of that equation, Mr. Chair-
man, which is the cost side, you have to say: ‘‘Well if we don’t real-
ly accomplish much in terms of foreign policy benefits, and if we
don’t really accomplish much in changing the behavior of rogue
states around the world, then it really doesn’t make any sense to
do this unless the cost is minimal.’’ If it’s a ‘‘freebie’’ for us, or if
the cost to the American economy is minimal, one can justify doing
this. But the fact is, the cost is pretty darn high. The major point
I would make today is that unilateral sanctions have imposed se-
vere costs on the American economy for many years to come.

I’d like to expand on that for just 1 minute. We have gone
through the trauma of sanctions with agricultural embargoes.
You’ll remember the grain embargo, Mr. Chairman, in 1980, and
the soybean embargo in 1973. I lived through both of those as an
agriculturalist. We’re still paying the damages from those actions.
The cost was not a 1-year expenditure; it’s one that has lasted for
many years.

The soybean embargo led to the establishment of a major soy-
bean industry in Brazil, with huge Japanese investments in that
country. Brazil is now our major competitor in soy bean markets.
The grain embargo led to a huge loss in market share for the
United States in what was then the Soviet Union. We have never
regained that market share. Those are two agricultural examples,
but one can carry those examples forward to the rest of the econ-
omy too.

In my judgment, all of the estimates that we have made of costs
of economic sanctions are gross understatements. We are bearing
a cost that’s going to continue for years to come, and it’s going to
amount to billions of dollars. We are rather complacent about that
right now, Mr. Chairman, because our economy is doing well and
our exports are doing well, not—withstanding all these sanctions.
But some day, we’re going to have a downturn in the economy.
Then we’re going to say: ‘‘Gee, where are our export jobs?’’ Then
we’re going to say: ‘‘I guess we just gave them away, didn’t we?’’
We handed market share around the world to our competitors on
a silver platter. We’re going to rue the day that we have done that.
We’re in the process of doing it right now. A few years from now,
we’re going to come back and say: ‘‘Why were we so stupid? Why
did we do this? We swung at the bad guys of the world and we hit
our own exporters in the chin.’’ That’s just not a very intelligent
modus operandi.

When one looks at the foreign policy side, and Brent Scowcroft
will have more to say about this than I, to me firing that sanctions
weapon is like using the last bullet you have available. Sanctions
are a definitive, final kind of action. When we implement sanctions,
we’re done. At that point, we have exercised whatever influence
we’re going to exercise over that nation for a long time to come. We
have no more bullets in our gun. We have fired them all.

Is that a satisfactory situation? Basically, we have walked away
from our foreign policy challenges and declared defeat. This is a
policy of failure rather than a policy of victory. One must ask the
wisdom of that course as well.
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I would summarize, Mr. Chairman, by saying there’s got to be a
better way. There is a better way. We have to systematically evalu-
ate each of these situations when they arise and make a deliberate,
considered cost-benefit analysis of the potential foreign policy bene-
fits versus the economic cost, and then decide whether any of this
makes sense. We should have a three-step process, which is really
the essence of your legislation.

One is to engage ourselves around the world with tough tradi-
tional diplomacy, leverage if you will. Let’s find ways we can lever-
age the rogue states of the world, and there are a lot of ways we
can do it if we just carry them out. Sanctions are the easy way out.
They are also the worst way out. We need to do it the hard way
sometimes. It may be hard to ‘‘engage,’’ but that’s the right way to
do it. We have to try to make engagement work through strong di-
plomacy.

If that doesn’t do the job, step two is multilateral sanctions. If
we can’t get the job done with step one, let’s move to step two, and
let’s put together a coalition of countries around the world and put
multilateral sanctions in place. That’s hard too. Unilateral sanc-
tions are a lot easier. We can do them ourselves. But again, it’s the
wrong way for it almost certainly will fail. The much better way
is multilateral sanctions. If we really want to have a chance at suc-
cess, we have got to go the multilateral route because the unilat-
eral route 9 times out of 10, maybe 95 times out of 100, is not
going to succeed.

So we ought to see if we can put together a multilateral coalition
to apply sanctions and make them work. Let’s see if we can get
some allies to go with us. So if we’re firing bullets and we get to
the last bullet in our gun, we’ve got some other people who can
hand us more guns or fire their own to back us up.

Then it’s only as a last resort, not as a first resort, that we ought
to look at unilateral sanctions. There may be a few times, Mr.
Chairman, where we’ll want to go to unilateral sanctions, where we
are so appalled by what is happening around the world and so frus-
trated by not being able to do anything through engagement or
through multilateral sanctions we’ll say: ‘‘What the heck, let’s go
ahead and do unilateral sanctions even if it’s going to impose a cost
on our exporters and our total economy.’’ But let’s do that after
carefully thinking about it, and analyzing the tradeoffs, rather
than rushing pell mell into unilateral sanctions without thinking,
which is what we have been doing in recent years. Thank you, Mr.
Chairman.

[The prepared statement follows:]
Statement of Hon. Clayton K. Yeutter, Counsel, Hogan & Hartson; Former

U.S. Trade Representative; and Former U.S. Secretary of Agriculture
Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to appear before this Subcommittee

to discuss a problem that represents a growing threat to American interests: the
proliferation of unilateral U.S. economic sanctions. Simply put, the use of unilateral
sanctions as a tool of U.S. foreign policy has gotten out of hand and is imposing
major burdens on our companies and farmers. Put still more simply, as a nation
we’ve been shooting ourselves in the foot regularly! We are using unilateral sanc-
tions as the first tool out of our foreign policy toolbox, instead of the last. We are
turning to unilateral sanctions where their deployment would be futile or counter-
productive to advancing our foreign policy or human rights objectives, and where
the costs to American workers, farmers, and companies clearly outweigh the poten-
tial benefits. And we’ve not even been thinking about what we’re doing to ourselves.
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I would like to spend a few moments on several specific aspects of the problem.
First, resort to unilateral sanctions has become almost a fad. A recent study of the

National Association of Manufacturers found that, in the past four years, the U.S.
imposed unilateral sanctions for foreign policy reasons 61 times. The 35 targeted
countries account for over 40% of the world’s population and about one-fifth of the
potential export markets for American goods, services, and farm products.

With exports presently accounting for a third of our economic growth, one must
question the wisdom of applying sanctions to 20% of our export markets. That may
not hurt much now, with our economy purring along impressively, but the hurt will
unquestionably be felt in the future. If and when we have a downturn in our domes-
tic economy, people will be clamoring for export related jobs—at which time we’ll
unhappily discover that we’ve given them away through unilateral sanctions.

Second, unilateral sanctions do not work. Unfortunately, the current popularity of
unilateral sanctions is badly misplaced. In the vast majority of cases, these meas-
ures fail to impose a significant burden on their intended targets. This reflects the
tremendous expansion of global trade and the intense competition among exporters
that exists today in virtually every industry. There are few goods, services or tech-
nologies that cannot now be acquired from a wide variety of sources. For example,
today the United States accounts for 20% of world exports of agricultural equipment
and 16% of world exports of telecommunications equipment. The ‘‘offending’’ coun-
tries need not buy such products from us; the most likely impact of unilateral sanc-
tions is simply to hand markets over to foreign competitors.

Even where unilateral sanctions do impose an economic burden on a foreign coun-
try, they seldom lead to improved conduct. As a former U.S. diplomat recently point-
ed out, we want instant gratification with sanctions, but behavioral changes are al-
most always evolutionary. Thus, sanctions are an improper treatment for abhorrent
behavior. All too frequently they provide despotic leaders an opportunity to solidify
their political support by railing against the alleged arrogance of the United States.

Proponents of sanctions often admit their shortcomings, but nevertheless justify
them on the basis of moral leadership. The argument is that improper behavior
must be challenged, and, as the leader of the world, the U.S. must be in the fore-
front of that challenge. We must ‘‘send a message’’ of condemnation of the abhorrent
conduct, even if its impact on the offending nation may be minimal, and even if that
may damage our own interests. There may indeed be times when we should do pre-
cisely that—but those times should be the exception rather than the rule. And this
should be a considered decision, whether it be made by the Congress, the Executive
Branch, or both. If the U.S. alone is to send such a message, we should do so only
after carefully deliberating the relevant factors, on the upside and the downside.
Today we seem not to deliberate at all; we simply rush to impose sanctions because
we ‘‘must do something.’’

Not all sanctions are ineffective. In particular, multilateral sanctions have often
advanced American interests. The extraordinary consensus to oppose Soviet expan-
sionism led to 40-years of effective export restraints imposed by the anti-Communist
allies through CoCom, the Coordinating Committee on East-West Trade. Since the
end of the Cold War, multilateral sanctions against Iraq and Serbia have also
curbed activities hostile to U.S. interests.

Third, unilateral sanctions threaten America’s prosperity and global influence. In-
credibly, we seem to have forgotten the lessons of past embargoes. The Institute for
International Economics concluded that U.S. sanctions cost $15 billion to $19 billion
in lost exports in 1995, which translates into a loss of 200,000 jobs in the export
sector. Beyond the direct damage of current sales and jobs lost, unilateral sanctions
generate extensive downstream effects. The loss of a sale of a fleet of aircraft sac-
rifices the sale of related service contracts, upgrades, and replacement parts, as well
as long-term commercial relationships that can generate new sales in the future.
Therefore, the job loss over time will far exceed that attributable to the initial sanc-
tions decision.

The case of the Soviet grain embargo is a classic illustration of this. When Presi-
dent Carter imposed the embargo against Russia to protest the invasion of Afghani-
stan, the Russians simply turned to other suppliers, all of whom were delighted to
seize market share from the United States. Russia paid a bit more for grain than
if it had bought from us, but not much more. By the time President Reagan termi-
nated the embargo, American farmers had lost $2.3 billion in sales. Seventeen years
later, we have not yet restored our Russian grain exports to pre-embargo levels.

As in the case of the grain embargo, once foreign competitors establish a beach-
head in markets the U.S. has abandoned, for whatever reason, the losses to Amer-
ican workers and farmers multiply. When the United States banned exports of
equipment for use in building the Siberian pipeline in the early 1980s, Europe and
Japan gained a foothold in the previously U.S.-dominated market for arctic drilling
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equipment, which they fully exploited. When the United States banned soybean ex-
ports to Japan in 1973, the Japanese invested in Brazilian soybean production. The
U.S. share of world soybean exports then fell dramatically, and today Brazil is still
our toughest export competitor.

Over time, the cumulative effect of the repeated resort to unilateral sanctions is
a loss of confidence in American suppliers and America as a place to do business.
If we do not take action to shore up that basis of trust and America’s image as a
reliable business partner, we will place in jeopardy the robust export sector that has
contributed so much to our current economic prosperity. Sapping our economic
strength, in turn, will reduce America’s political influence on the world stage.

Fourth, unilateral sanctions constitute a ‘‘declaration of defeat’’ in foreign policy.
When a nation does something to offend us, it is assuredly appropriate for us to re-
spond. But why unilateral sanctions? Whatever happened to traditional diplomacy?

As the world’s strongest nation, the U.S. has immense leverage throughout the
world. Every nation wants something from us, and in situations of rogue behavior
we should carefully and comprehensively explore just where our leverage lies. It
may, and often does, lie in areas totally unrelated to sanctions. But in recent years
we’ve been so quick to rush to sanctions that we’ve not given diplomacy, broadly
defined, a chance to work. That, of course, is simply foolish. We should try to influ-
ence behavior through engagement, long before we even contemplate moving to
sanctions.

That is why more than 600 companies and trade associations have now joined to-
gether in USA ENGAGE. Their objective is to bring some sanity to this process, to
ask our government to respond to abhorrent behavior in a deliberate way rather
than on the basis of pure emotion, as we often do with unilateral sening an action,
so long as the threat is credible. But implementing the threat (e.g., through sanc-
tions) is another matter, for that can generally be done just once. It is like firing
the final bullet in a revolver. What does one do next? At that point one’s options
are limited indeed. Unless the bullet finds its mark, i.e, the sanctions are effective,
we’re now isolated. Our influence is at an end, and with unilateral sanctions we
have no friends or colleagues who might throw us another revolver.

About all we can do at that point is run, and that is the typical outcome for uni-
lateral sanctions. We make persuasive speeches about moral leadership, but then
we take an action that denies us the opportunity to exercise that leadership. We
isolate ourselves, and we’re forced to abandon the good fight because we’ve chosen
the wrong weapon.

Fifth, a better alternative. What should we do? We should put in place a proce-
dural modus operandi for dealing with these global behavioral challenges in a sys-
tematic way. Unilateral sanctions should be at the end of that procedural chain, not
at the beginning.

As I alluded earlier, we should start with vigorous engagement, leverage if you
will. Bold, sometimes even brash, diplomacy is in order when we observe repulsive
conduct elsewhere in the world. But let’s truly exhaust the diplomatic options,
broadly defined, before we move beyond them. And let’s have the President or the
Secretary of State certify to the Congress that we’ve reached the end of that road
before we start to tread a different road.

If diplomacy fails, and it sometimes will, then let’s examine multilateral sanctions
as an option, not unilateral ones. Unilateral sanctions are the easy answer in these
situations, which is one reason why we often choose them. Diplomacy is hard work,
and it takes time, which does not suit our penchant for a quick response. Puttinge
allies in the Gulf War, a coalition brilliantly pulled together by President Bush.
That is one reason the War was a success for us, and it is also the reason that mul-
tilateral sanctions have an infinitely higher probability of success than do unilateral
sanctions. Putting it in crass political terms, if all we want is ‘‘an issue,’’ if all we
want is to tell our constituents that we’re ‘‘doing something,’’ then we might as well
use unilateral sanctions even though they’ll accomplish little or nothing. But if we
really want to affect abhorrent behavior elsewhere in the world, we ought to de-
mand of ourselves the patience to do it right. In this case that means starting with
diplomacy, and then moving, if necessary, to a multilateral sanctions effort.

Only if we fail to achieve the necessary cooperation for multilateral sanctions
should we consider unilateral sanctions. If we’re to choose sanctions as our weapon,
let’s have a big arsenal, not just one six-shooter. And let’s have a lot of other people
firing weapons, not just ourselves. We should know by now that sanctions programs
do not succeed automatically; they rarely succeed even under the best of cir-
cumstances. So it behooves us to get the circumstances right, to do everything we
can to maximize the potential to affect behavior. Otherwise, sanctions are essen-
tially a sham, often doing more harm than good.
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Does that mean we should never apply unilateral sanctions? Not at all, but it does
suggest that we move in that direction only as a last resort, and only if the antici-
pated foreign policy or other benefits are determined to be greater than the eco-
nomic costs to U.S. exporters and to the U.S. economy generally.

We know that sanctions are going to cost American jobs; the issue is how many.
And we know they’re going to damage our reputation as a reliable supplier of Amer-
ican products and services worldwide. The question is how badly our reputation will
be damaged, whether irrevocably, and over how large a segment of the American
economy. The overall question, of course, is whether it is worthwhile to do this to
ourselves. In some cases it may be. In those cases we should implement unilateral
sanctions.

Follow-through. Once we choose the sanctions route, whether multilateral or uni-
lateral, we should also put appropriate follow-through mechanisms in place. The
U.S. International Trade Commission and the Administration ought to monitor each
of our sanctions programs to determine on an ongoing basis just how successful they
are and also just how costly they are. If the results are disappointing, we should
reconsider our actions; if they are encouraging, we may wish to extend the sanctions
time frame. In any case, there should be a sunset for sanctions actions, perhaps
after two years, unless they are reauthorized on the basis of all facts then available.

If and when sanctions are applied, we should respect the sanctity of existing con-
tracts. Otherwise we’ll create enormous inequities and stimulate endless litigation.
And the President needs some implementation flexibility, so that he can effectively
shape the sanctions effort.

In summary, in this often heated environment, where we are appalled by conduct
we observe somewhere on the globe, we need to stop and think. We should never
sacrifice our basic values, and we should never forego our leadership role in this
world. But we should ask ourselves whether we can affect the behavior in question,
for sometimes we cannot. If and when we can, the next question is how best to do
that. We’ll discover that unilateral sanctions will rarely be the answer. The final
question is whether we can affect the objectionable behavior without doing far more
damage to ourselves, particularly in the long run, than to the miscreants. If not,
we should think mighty hard before we aim our sanctions weapons at the mis-
creants and instead hit our exporters and all their employees.

If we approach this delicate issue in a systematic way, we’ll make the correct pol-
icy decisions. The American public has good instincts and remarkable judgment
when confronted with matters such as this. We’ve just not dealt with sanctions
issues in a systematic, rational way in recent years, and that must change.

Mr. Chairman, I will happily respond.

f

Chairman CRANE. Thank you, Clayton. I agree with you totally.
With regard to multilateral sanctions, have you any recommenda-
tions or thoughts on how one goes about building that kind of con-
sensus?

Mr. YEUTTER. You do it the way President Bush did in the gulf
war. Obviously it’s a little easier in that situation than it is in
these because one has a more definitive objective, and it is one
around which folks can rally more readily because national security
is at stake. But it’s the same process.

We simply must have a President of the United States and a Sec-
retary of State who will get on the phone with the major players
around the world in a given situation and say: ‘‘We have a problem
here of reprehensible behavior. We need to do something that will
bring about civilized conduct by this Nation in this particular situ-
ation, but we’re going to have to apply pressure. Will you help us
do it.’’ You have to make that phone call to Germany, France, the
United Kingdom, Japan, and whatever other countries are nec-
essary.

If we get the cooperation of the key players in that particular sit-
uation, vis-a-vis that particular offending country, multilateral
sanctions can and will work. As I said, that’s not easy, but that’s
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why we have a President of the United States, and that’s why we
have a State Department.

Chairman CRANE. Thank you.
Mr. Matsui.
Mr. MATSUI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you very much, Clayton, for your testimony. You know,

one of the reasons that I, and I’m not questioning the legislation
that Mr. Hamilton and Mr. Crane have introduced. The problem
with the whole area of sanctions is that it’s really an emotional
issue. I agree with everything you are saying. To think that we
could do a cost-benefit study after the two planes went down by the
Cubans just before Helms-Burton passed the House almost unani-
mously, perhaps it was unanimously, it just wouldn’t happen be-
cause all of a sudden the Members are outraged. You see evening
news stories and those kinds of things. I think it does help to try
to set up some process, but the reality is is that usually it’s a very
emotional response.

Second, I think it’s—I don’t know of a time really when either
President Bush or President Reagan or President Carter also was
able to get multilateral support for economic sanctions. The gulf
war was a very unique situation. Obviously, the pipeline of energy
was threatened and so it’s a much easier case to make. But eco-
nomic sanctions, there’s always a country that’s going to go in
there and say hey, I want to cut this deal. Iran is not a very good
country, but you’ve got the French in there thinking they are going
to make a little economic hit out of it because other countries won’t
go in.

I think the key really is testimony like yours, the group that
Anne Wexler and others have put together to try to get the mes-
sage out, because the American public doesn’t understand the con-
sequences. I think you stated it, that there’s economic loss, export
loss, opportunities. It hurts workers, it hurts U.S. industries. Some-
how we have to communicate to the public and to our colleagues,
you know, two-thirds of the Members of the Congress are new since
1990, that there is a price to pay. That’s why I think it’s important
that this hearing is going on. That’s why I think it’s important you
testify and this group is out there and others begin to talk this
issue up.

This is an issue that seems to be coming up, as you suggested,
monthly now. Again, how do you argue a case in the middle of a
crisis that we shouldn’t be doing these kinds of things. You can al-
most get pushed into it in a very emotional situation. But I think
that it almost has to be done on a case by case basis because of
this. I don’t know, I agree with you intellectually and substantively
100 percent. On the other hand, if something happens in the Mid-
dle East or Eastern Europe tomorrow, undoubtedly on Tuesday
we’ll have a bill on the floor and it would probably pass overwhelm-
ingly.

Perhaps you can’t respond to a theoretical question like that, but
how do we really handle this given these impediments that I just
raised in terms of the emotional aspects of this?

Mr. YEUTTER. You have raised all the right questions, Congress-
man Matsui, and we have thought about all of them. You are right
about the emotions of these kinds of situations and the desire of
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people to do something immediately. That’s one of the values
though of having a deliberative process in place so that you can say
to your constituents who want instantaneous action: ‘‘Look, we’re
going to work on this situation, but we’re going to do it in a careful
way so that we make sure that we do the right thing.’’

If you’ve got a procedural mechanism in place that can fend off
some of that emotion, even for a relatively short time, that would
help. In other words, instead of getting a decision in the next 48
hours, if you can even postpone it 1 or 2 weeks, that may lead peo-
ple to come to their senses and operate in a more sensible, objective
manner.

Mr. MATSUI. Hope that a crisis occurs Thursday so we don’t have
to vote until Tuesday, and give us the weekend to think about it.

Mr. YEUTTER. You can do a benefit-cost calculation fairly quickly
if you have to. It depends on how much time you want to allow for
that, but if the administration knows the offending country well,
the administration ought to be able to come back to the Congress
in a fairly short period of time with a good evaluation of what the
benefits and costs would be of moving toward sanctions.

Until now, that hasn’t been done at all. Basically, we have been
shooting from the hip in all these situations. That’s just very un-
wise.

But in terms of the educational task, you are right, Congressman
Matsui. It’s up to the USA*ENGAGE folks and everybody else who
has an interest in this issue to do a better job of explaining what
the tradeoffs are and especially that there is a major downside in
this situation, that there is a lot of cost here. That message just
hasn’t been conveyed very effectively thus far.

There are jobs at stake, lots of jobs at stake if we start doing
foolish things. We have already started. We are going to lose those
jobs forever if we’re not careful. We’re not going to win them back.
And we’re going to lose market share permanently in these situa-
tions.

Multilateral sanctions are going to be hard. We may not be able
to get coalitions together in some situations. But we ought to think
long and hard before we go to the alternative of unilateral sanc-
tions because that really is shooting ourselves in the foot.

If I can make just one supplementary comment that’s in my tes-
timony but I didn’t mention here orally. One of the reasons unilat-
eral sanctions are going to be so costly to this country in the future
relates to the way business is being conducted around the world
today as contrasted to 20 or 30 years ago. Today everything is alli-
ances. No matter what industry you observe, whether it be the food
industry of California or manufacturing industries in Chicago, we
now have alliances or linkages around the world—joint ventures,
long-term contracts, just in time inventory commitments, and all
kinds of investment arrangements. You have, in essence, a team
approach in the way things are done today in business around the
world. You are either on that team or off it.

The problem with unilateral sanctions is that we force our guys
off the team. They have to go to all of their colleagues and counter-
parts and say: ‘‘We’d like to be a part of your consortium, but we
have this sanctions program that says we can’t sell in such a such
a country, and therefore, you won’t be able to sell either.’’ They are
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going to say: ‘‘Thanks, but you know, I guess we’d better replace
you.’’

Mr. MATSUI. One thing, and I know my time is up and I’ll be
very brief, but one thing I think that’s important is that condition-
ality doesn’t work. The MFN issue always comes up. If you’ve got
a small country you can overwhelm and obviously they’ll capitulate
if the GDP, gross domestic product, is zero compared to the United
States. But you take a country comparable or even somewhat
smaller or certainly a larger country populationwise, they take it
as a threat to their sovereignty and a threat to their self-worth as
a nation.

It’s always been my feeling that the only time you really should
consider sanctions is if we decide this is a rogue country, and then
you just cut it off. You don’t condition it. You don’t threaten them
saying we’re going to do this if you don’t do these kinds of things
or if you do these things, we’re going to cut it off. Because I think
that, as you suggested, and this is why I mention this, what you
basically end up doing is using your best hold card. You take away
any other opportunity to begin the process of trying to reach some
accommodation. That’s your last shot. You might as well hold that
in reserve and not even talk about it, and then do it if you find
that you can’t negotiate through diplomacy and other ways.

Mr. YEUTTER. Absolutely. In fact, I pointed out in my prepared
testimony that any good negotiator knows that one must make
threats sometimes. But a good negotiator never carries out the
threats unless he absolutely has to because he knows that once you
do that, you are through. That’s what is so unwise about this pol-
icy. With unilateral sanctions, we do treat the big guys differently
from the little guys.

Mr. MATSUI. Cuba versus China.
Mr. YEUTTER. Yes. Look what we do with Burma versus what we

do with China right next door. There are countless examples like
that.

But the other point, and I think the real bottom line of this, Con-
gressman Matsui, is that if we are looking at creating conditions
that will foster democracy around the world, do we foster democ-
racy by engaging in unilateral sanctions? The fact is, we foster de-
mocracy when nations, poor nations generate economic growth.
Economic growth is almost synonymous with the creation of demo-
cratic institutions. Look at Korea, Taiwan, Argentina, and Chile,
examples of countries that have become more democratic as they
generated more economic growth.

The flip side of that is that the purpose of economic sanctions is
diminution of economic growth in the country that we don’t like.
Well, how does one generate democracy if you are diminishing eco-
nomic growth, deliberately forcing a reduction in economic growth?
We ought to look at the countries in which we have economic sanc-
tions and ask ourselves whether we have fostered democratic insti-
tutions in any of these countries by the implementation of economic
sanctions. I would hypothesize, Congressman Matsui and Mr.
Chairman, that in almost every case, we’ll conclude that economic
sanctions have worsened the probabilities of democratic progress in
those countries.
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Mr. MATSUI. Thank you very much, Mr. Ambassador. I really ap-
preciate your testimony.

Chairman CRANE. Mr. Jefferson is coming up. But just one quick
question. With the imposition of those economic sanctions, who are
you punishing more, the rulers, the parasites that are living off the
backs of working people or are you hurting those people?

Mr. YEUTTER. Well, as you well know, Mr. Chairman, in almost
every case one hurts the lower echelons of that society. There are
countless examples of that too. The rich and the ruling class typi-
cally find ways to exempt themselves from punishment. So we pun-
ish the low and middle classes in those societies, along with pun-
ishing our own exporters.

Chairman CRANE. Mr. Jefferson.
Mr. JEFFERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. To follow up on the

Chairman’s inquiry, would it be true then that the less affluent the
country is, the more devastating sanctions might be for the people
of the country?

Mr. YEUTTER. Without question. Also the more likely that we’ll
apply unilateral sanctions to them. We have an inclination, as Con-
gressman Matsui was indicating, of omitting the major nations of
the world from sanctions programs and forcing our sanctions pri-
marily on the poorer countries of the world where we find conduct
that’s abhorrent.

Mr. JEFFERSON. When you say that where there’s more economic
growth, there’s likely to be more democracy, what is your reasoning
behind that? Is it because people have a greater stake in the deci-
sions the country makes or what?

Mr. YEUTTER. That’s a bit hard to analyze because I’m sure it
varies from country to country. But we have seen just so many ex-
amples over the last 15 or 20 years where countries that have been
previously dependent upon state-controlled economies have shifted
to much greater reliance on their private sectors. As that has oc-
curred, they have generated much higher levels of economic
growth. We have then seen a proliferation of democratic institu-
tions, over and over again.

That’s true of almost all of Latin America today. Those countries
are not perfect by any means in their conduct, but when one evalu-
ates where they are today versus where they were 20 years ago,
the contrast is stark and very positive. I used to live in Latin
America, so I have observed that first hand.

Mr. JEFFERSON. There’s a long list of sanctions that can be im-
posed. We in this country have talked about just about every one
of them, economic sanctions, bans on travel, visa bans, and a num-
ber of other ones. But when you talk about unilateral sanctions in
general, do you mean in every specific case that it operates in
about the same way or do you make a distinction between the var-
ious ones, bans on financing, private rights of action and whatever
the sanctions might be.

Mr. YEUTTER. No. I think there’s a lot of difference between and
among all of those, Mr. Jefferson. That’s a very good point. I’m glad
you raised it.

As you may know, the State Department has recently had an Ad-
visory Committee that has worked on a list of potential actions
that could be taken in the way of engagement or leverage in the
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event of reprehensible behavior around the world. Some of the
items that you have just mentioned are on their list. There are a
lot of others. I think they have a list of 100 or so that they are
about to make public in a report.

But the fact is if and when we have the challenge of confronting
reprehensible behavior around the world, we should pick the right,
the correct response. Some of those make very good sense. They
would not fall within the category of what I would call sanctions,
but rather in the category of what I would call leverage. I would
make a significant distinction between the two concepts.

But one has to look at each of those individually to categorize
them.

Mr. JEFFERSON. But probably the countries that against which
they are imposed wouldn’t make that much of a difference between
them. They would be equally outraged.

Mr. YEUTTER. Well, countries are going to be outraged no matter
what we do in the way of denying them access, additional con-
sulates in the United States or denying them appointments to lu-
crative United Nations positions or whatever.

But we have to stand up and do what we think is right in all
of these situations. My fundamental point here today, Mr. Jeffer-
son, is that we have been doing the wrong thing rather regularly.

Mr. JEFFERSON. I understand. Let me ask you one question about
Cuba. Do you feel that the current restrictions upon the United
States companies with respect to Cuba, are the most cost effective
methods to achieve the goals of the United States policy toward
Cuba?

Mr. YEUTTER. Well, I would defer to your judgment and the judg-
ment of people who are experts on the Cuba situation as to wheth-
er or not we could follow a policy that would be more effective than
the one we have today. I would answer your question by saying
that in my personal judgment, as I look at Cuba today after 30
years or so of economic sanctions, I do not find greater evidence of
democratic institutions today than 30 years ago. So my personal
conclusion would be that our present policy leaves much to be de-
sired. What our alternative policy ought to be is another matter.

Mr. JEFFERSON. Well, do you and members of the USA*ENGAGE
support proposed legislation that would end restrictions in a more
narrow area upon the sale of health care products that might be
unauthorized export of commodities to Cuba?

Mr. YEUTTER. The USA*ENGAGE effort is one that’s not in-
tended to deal with specific sanctions issues or even specific coun-
tries. The whole thrust of this effort, which is reflected in the legis-
lation that Chairman Crane introduced today, is to put a procedure
in place by which we can exercise some common sense in dealing
with such issues. Under that procedure, one can make a whole va-
riety of decisions all the way from traditional diplomacy to the ap-
plication of unilateral sanctions.

All we’re saying is let’s stop and think and let’s have a delibera-
tive process by which we make these decisions instead of rushing
into them on the basis of emotion. In USA*ENGAGE, we want to
avoid getting into a debate over individual issues or individual
countries because we think that would be counterproductive. Nei-
ther do we want to get involved in a debate over whether we ought
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to lift sanctions on a given country where we apply sanctions today,
as we do in Cuba.

It would be most appropriate to review our sanctions programs
in all countries, Cuba included, but let’s review it with that same
kind of deliberative process and make a carefully considered deci-
sion as to whether we ought to reconsider sanctions, change them,
tighten them, weaken them, or move to a different modus operandi.

Mr. JEFFERSON. Thank you.
Chairman CRANE. We thank you, Clayton, for your presentation

today and we look forward to continuing to work with you every
opportunity we have.

Our next panel includes Richard Albrecht, senior advisor of the
Boeing Commercial Airplane Group, on behalf of USA*ENGAGE;
Frank Kittredge, president of the National Foreign Trade Council;
Charles Kruse, president of the Missouri Farm Bureau, on behalf
of the American Farm Bureau Federation; Willard Berry, president
of the European American Business Council; and John Kavulich,
president of the U.S.-Cuba Trade and Economic Council.

If you will all take your seats and we will proceed in the order
that I introduced you. If you can try and summarize your written
testimony in 5 minutes or less, we would appreciate it in the inter-
est of our time constraints, but your printed statements will be
made a part of the permanent record.

You may proceed.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD R. ALBRECHT, SENIOR ADVISOR,
BOEING CO.; ON BEHALF OF USA*ENGAGE

Mr. ALBRECHT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My name is Richard
Albrecht. Until last summer, I served for 13 years as executive vice
president for the Boeing Commercial Airplane Group, with respon-
sibilities for sales, marketing, and customer support activity for
Boeing’s airplane business around the world. I am here today on
behalf of USA*ENGAGE, a broad-based coalition of well over 600
companies, trade, and agricultural organizations. We have come to-
gether to encourage policy makers to find alternatives to unilateral
sanctions as a foreign policy tool. To be frank, we think that unilat-
eral sanctions are ineffective and unnecessarily costly to the U.S.
economy. We think there is a better way.

USA*ENGAGE was founded by the leaders of the National For-
eign Trade Council and was formed to give a voice to the concerns
that we in the international business, trade, and humanitarian aid
community have about the current sanctions process. Unilateral
sanctions that limit or prohibit American activity overseas have
been proposed or are already in place for some of the largest poten-
tial markets in the world.

In addition, we are witnessing a growth in United States-
imposed secondary boycotts, which our Nation has long opposed as
we did with the Arab boycott of Israel. These actions are alienating
the United States from our allies and our trading partners, and
they conflict with the policy of engagement that has been a tradi-
tion of United States foreign relations since World War II.

Members of USA*ENGAGE do not quarrel with the goals of most
proposed sanctions. Americans support human rights, support the
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rule of law, and religious freedom. All Americans, including our
member companies, want to prevent nuclear proliferation.

Where we at USA*ENGAGE part company with our opponents
on this issue is over the means chosen to change behavior. Unilat-
eral sanctions have proven to be dismally ineffective in producing
social change. The case of Cuba is a prime example. Sanctions ig-
nore diplomacy, ignore multilateralism, and ignore the benefits of
engagement.

Today two-thirds of all Boeing airplanes produced are shipped
overseas. We must have continued access to foreign markets, espe-
cially those emerging economies with fledgling airlines because
their initial purchases usually establish the brand that they will
buy in the long term.

Unilateral sanctions are unpredictable, and for our business that
spells trouble. The international aerospace market is intensely
competitive. Boeing fights head to head with Airbus for every air-
plane order, and those orders mean jobs for U.S. workers. Our cus-
tomers must be confident that their airplanes will be financed, de-
livered, and serviced over many years. When sanctions raise ques-
tions about our ability to deliver, it counts against us in a very con-
crete way during the evaluation process and gives Airbus Industry
an undeserved advantage.

I can assure you, our European competitors know very well how
to plant the seeds of doubt about the United States as a reliable
supplier. Airplane decisions are often made for 20 year periods of
time and longer.

Boeing’s current business is not exempt from the roulette wheel
of sanctions implementation. Today we are precluded from selling
aircraft in 7 countries, and at least 11 more markets are at risk
because of current or potential sanctions. We estimate the market
potential in these at-risk countries to be as much as $175 billion
during the next 20 years.

What we need is a process that will give our businesses, humani-
tarian and other organizations some assurance their investments
in a country will not be wiped out indiscriminantly by a unilateral
sanction. We applaud your efforts, Chairman Crane, and those of
your colleagues, Congressman Hamilton and Senator Lugar, and
all of the other cosponsors who have agreed to sign your legislation
requiring a sober and objective examination before sanctions are
imposed.

American foreign policy leaders need to recall the examples of
how engagement has contributed to the spread of democratic ideals
and free institutions throughout the world. The post-World War II
economic reconstruction of Europe led by the Marshall Plan is one
of the enduring triumphs of American foreign policy. Perhaps it’s
because I have been in a business that involves the production and
sale of equipment that gets people together around the world, that
I have become a true believer in engagement, and in engagement
as an effective way to make change. I have seen the changes occur-
ring in China over the past 15 years. I have been to Hanoi several
times in the last few years and witnessed startling liberalization
there. I have seen what’s happened in Russia and in the eastern
bloc countries and how they have opened up. Engagement does
work and it does produce change.
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The members of USA*ENGAGE believe we can continue Ameri-
ca’s tradition of engagement if legislation like yours is adopted.
Without a process like the one spelled out in this legislation, I fear
that the growth in the use of unilateral sanctions will continue,
and further impair our ability to spread ideals like human rights,
rule of law, and religious freedom, and all of us, regardless of what
country we call home, will suffer because of it.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement follows:]

Statement of Richard R. Albrecht, Senior Advisor, Boeing Co.; on behalf of
USA*ENGAGE

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, I am Richard Albrecht, Senior
Advisor to The Boeing Company. Until last summer, I served for thirteen years as
Executive Vice President for the Boeing Commercial Airplane Group, overseeing all
sales, marketing, and customer relations for Boeing’s airplane business. I am here
today on behalf of USA*ENGAGE, a broad-based coalition of 645 companies and
trade and agricultural organizations. We have come together to encourage policy-
makers to find alternatives to unilateral sanctions as a foreign policy tool. To be
frank, we think unilateral sanctions are ineffective and unnecessarily costly to the
U.S. economy. We think there is a better way.

USA*ENGAGE, founded by the leaders of the National Foreign Trade Council,
was formed to give a voice to the concerns we in the international business, trade,
and humanitarian aid community have about the current sanctions process. Unilat-
eral sanctions that limit or prohibit American activity overseas have been proposed
or are already in place for some of the largest potential markets in the world. In
addition, we are witnessing a growth in U.S. imposed secondary boycotts, which our
nation has long opposed, like we did with the Arab boycott of Israel. These actions
are alienating the U.S. from our allies and trading partners, and they conflict with
the policy of engagement that has been a tradition of U.S. foreign relations since
World War II.

Members of USA*ENGAGE do not quarrel with the goals of most proposed sanc-
tions. Americans support human rights, the rule of law, and religious freedom. All
Americans, including our member companies, want to prevent nuclear proliferation.
Where we part company with our opponents on this issue is over the means chosen
to achieve these goals. Unilateral sanctions have proven to be dismally ineffective
in producing social change—the case of Cuba is a prime example. Sanctions ignore
diplomacy, ignore multilateralism, and ignore the benefits of engagement.

Today two-thirds of all Boeing airplanes produced are shipped overseas. We must
have continued access to foreign markets, especially those emerging economies with
fledgling airlines because their initial purchases usually establish what brand they
will buy in the long-run.

Unilateral sanctions are unpredictable, and for our business that spells trouble.
The international aerospace market is intensely competitive. Boeing fights head-to-
head with Airbus for every airplane order overseas, and those orders mean jobs for
U.S. workers. Our customers must be confident their airplanes will be financed, de-
livered, and serviced. When sanctions raise questions about our ability to deliver,
it counts against us in a very concrete way during the bid evaluation process and
gives Airbus an undeserved boost.

Boeing’s current business is not exempt from the roulette wheel of sanctions im-
plementation. Today we are precluded from selling aircraft in seven countries, and
at least eleven more markets are at risk because of current or potential sanctions.
We estimate the market potential in these at-risk countries to be about $175 billion
during the next twenty years.

What we need is a process that will give our businesses, humanitarian organiza-
tions, and NGOs some assurance their investments in a country will not be wiped
out indiscriminately by a unilateral sanction. We applaud your efforts, Chairman
Crane, and those of your colleagues Congressman Hamilton and Senator Lugar, and
all the other co-sponsors who have agreed to sign your legislation requiring a sober
and objective examination before sanctions are imposed. This is a turning point in
our nation’s way of relating to its global neighbors, and your bold leadership will
help define a thoughtful and rational method of expressing our views to the rogue
states of the world in a way that is constructive, unified, and effective.

American foreign policy leaders need to recall the examples of how engagement
has contributed to the spread of democratic ideals and free institutions throughout
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the world. The post-World War II economic reconstruction of Europe, led by the
Marshall Plan, is one of the enduring triumphs of American foreign policy. America
did not repeat its earlier mistakes of isolationism and protectionism following World
War I and, as a result, more people in every region of the world enjoy more freedom
and economic success than any time in our history.

The members of USA*ENGAGE believe we can continue America’s tradition of en-
gagement if legislation like the Hamilton/Crane/Lugar bill is adopted. Without rem-
edies like this, I fear the growth in the use of unilateral sanctions will continue to
impair our ability to spread ideals like human rights, rule of law, and religious free-
dom, and all of us, regardless of what country we call home, will suffer because of
it.

USA*ENGAGE’S VITAL MESSAGE

The companies and organizations comprising USA*ENGAGE are convinced that
by working with Members of Congress, the Executive Branch, state and local legis-
lators, and opinion leaders in non-governmental organizations and the media, we
will develop better procedures for making decisions about unilateral sanctions, dis-
cover new ways for the public and private sectors to work together toward common
goals, such as respect for the rule of law and human rights, and arrive at a better
understanding of the true economic, humanitarian, and political cost to the U.S., re-
sulting from the indiscriminate use of unilateral sanctions for an ever-increasing
number of reasons. The reasons for the formation of USA*ENGAGE continue to be
the core message that I want to convey today:

• USA*ENGAGE companies and organizations agree with many of the objectives
of the unilateral sanctions proposals. Americans support human rights, the rule of
law, and religious freedom. All Americans want to prevent nuclear proliferation.
Where we part company with most proponents of unilateral sanctions is over the
means they have selected—tools that are deeply flawed and often counterproductive.
In many ways they are a ‘‘boomerang’’ approach to foreign policy, turning the pun-
ishment targeted for the other country back on ourselves.

• Unilateral sanctions have an abysmal track record in achieving their stated ob-
jectives. Multilateral sanctions programs, however, have demonstrated greater im-
pact, such as in South Africa, and in some respects Serbia and Iraq. There are few,
if any, countries today that are so dependent on U.S. exports and investment that
we can unilaterally coerce them into making changes that they would not otherwise
undertake. This results from the fact that in a globalized economy, there are abun-
dant non-U.S. exporters, as well as investors, ready to replace excluded U.S. firms.
Likewise, there are few countries that are crucially dependent on the U.S. as a mar-
ket for their exports.

• Often unilateral sanctions merely create greater resistance to change. Authori-
tarian regimes by stiffen their opposition to outside pressure, and use the pressure
to rally internal support for themselves.

• Government officials and ruling elites in sanctioned countries almost always
find ways of circumventing the restrictions of sanctions, while ordinary citizens, the
very people we hope to help, often feel the greatest pain from the deprivation the
sanctions cause.

• The cumulative impact of unilateral sanctions constitutes significant costs to
the U.S. economy. Earlier this year, the Institute for International Economics cal-
culated costs to be $9–$15 billion per year in lost exports and 200,000 well-paying
export-related jobs. These jobs pay 12–25 percent more than the average manufac-
turing wage. Therefore approximately $1 billion in export-related wage earnings are
lost each additional year sanctions are in place. These hidden cost do not appear
in any budget projections, and these projections include costs that may result from
business lost because foreign companies do not believe they can count on an Amer-
ican partner. Though indirect, these costs are real, and ineffective unilateral sanc-
tions are the root cause.

• At Boeing we have specific examples of how foreign airlines and our company
are the unintended targets of indiscriminate U.S. sanctions. Colombia and Vietnam,
despite normal relations with the U.S. government, remain stripped of their eligi-
bility for Ex-Im Bank financing. In the case of Colombia, Avianca Airlines is locked
out of the Ex-Im Bank because its government has not been certified as cooperating
in narcotics intervention—an issue unrelated to Avianca. Likewise in Vietnam, the
train to normal relations left the station without one key car—Ex-Im eligibility.
Without Ex-Im, American-made aircraft for these developing economies will be near-
ly impossible to attain. We risk ceding these lucrative markets to Airbus, and the
only losers will be the American worker.
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• America must maintain its long-standing tradition of engagement with coun-
tries of differing beliefs. Our people-to-people contact is rooted in the belief that in-
dividual Americans and private American organizations (educational, commercial,
philanthropic, religious, and emergency relief) present our nation’s true face to the
world reflecting the core values that continue to inspire and change nations around
the globe. This effect is evidenced by the outbreak of democracy in the early 1990s
in East Europe, Latin America, and Asia.

• Unilateral sanctions assume we can have more influence abroad by isolating
and coercing governments and inflicting pain on their populations rather than by
reaching out to them and proving by example and direct involvement that free mar-
ket democracy and tolerance are the firmest foundation for prosperous and peaceful
development.

USA*ENGAGE endorses the legislation offered by Representatives Crane and
Hamilton and Senator Lugar. We regard this bill’s enactment as a matter of serious
national policy because it will require thorough and sober consideration of the im-
pact of unilateral sanctions before they are imposed, including ascertaining their
chances for success or failure, their costs, and any alternative means of achieving
the objectives of the sanctions.

f

Chairman CRANE. Thank you.
Mr. Kittredge.

STATEMENT OF FRANK D. KITTREDGE, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
FOREIGN TRADE COUNCIL, INC.; AND VICE CHAIRMAN,
USA*ENGAGE

Mr. KITTREDGE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am Frank
Kittredge, president of the National Foreign Trade Council, an as-
sociation of 550 U.S. companies engaged in international trade and
investment. It’s a particular pleasure for me to be here this morn-
ing.

The National Foreign Trade Council is a business association
that has long been deeply concerned about the increasing tendency
to resort to unilateral sanctions as the preferred first option in re-
acting to an adverse policy or action by a foreign government. Let
me emphasize that the issue here is unilateral sanctions for foreign
policy purposes. No one would deny that there are situations in
which economic leverage is an important tool of foreign policy. Eco-
nomic sanctions that are multilateral have proved effective in some
cases. Unilateral sanctions programs on the other hand, are almost
always ineffectual, and worse, counter productive.

Our USA*ENGAGE coalition has conducted a thorough examina-
tion of the sanctions issue. Two of the most important conclusions
we have reached are one, the costs of unilateral sanctions to the
U.S. economy are very real, but are often indirect and long-term,
and therefore have tended to be underestimated in the national de-
bate over sanctions. Two, there are common sense reforms that can
be implemented to increase the effective use of economic leverage
by the United States.

Addressing the first point, the cost of unilateral sanctions to the
U.S. economy as a whole was calculated in a study released in
April by the Institute for International Economics showing that in
1995, unilateral sanctions cost the U.S. economy 200,000 to
250,000 well-paying export related jobs and reduced U.S. exports
by $15 to $20 billion. In its study, the institute said, ‘‘The price is
paid through a highly discriminatory tax imposed on workers that
participate in export markets. Nevertheless, the United States con-
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tinues to employ sanctions far more than any other country.’’ In
fact, as of January 1997, they were imposed or threatened against
75 Nations, representing 52 percent of the world’s population, as
reported by the President’s Export Council.

Let me give you a few examples of the impact of these sanctions
on U.S. companies affecting their employment and their market op-
portunities. In July of this year, President Suharto of Indonesia
overturned a business decision to give a $600 million powerplant
contract to a United States partnership with the result that
Mitsubishi won the bid. Proposed Federal and State sanctions
against Indonesia were cited by Indonesian Government sources as
the reason.

Second, as the United States gradually negotiated normalized po-
litical relations with Vietnam, United States sanctions remained in
place. A major American chemical company wanted to be involved
in a reverse osmosis water sanitation plant by supplying a water
filtering system. Because of U.S. sanctions, the Vietnamese award-
ed their business to Asahi Chemical. The U.S. company’s system
had been in the original design, but was subsequently designed out
and Japanese equipment was designed in. This was doubly signifi-
cant because the plant was a prototype for others of its kind.

Third, Airbus Industry, and I say this with the full knowledge
of my associate here, has often been portrayed by this country as
a foreign threat to U.S. aerospace jobs. But one could argue that
the real threat to these jobs originates in Washington, not Tou-
louse. Twenty 5 years ago, Airbus’s first line of jet aircraft, while
assembled in Europe, contained more than 50 percent U.S. parts
and components. To escape U.S. foreign policy controls, Airbus, as
of 1992, had reduced its sourcing of U.S. controlled components to
below 20 percent.

Fourth, a U.S. supplier of oil drilling equipment and technology
recently was excluded from a contract to build an offshore oil rig
in the North Sea. There would seem to be no threat of United
States sanctions against Great Britain, but the potential customer
feared that United States law might preclude a future decision to
move the equipment to other more politically sensitive locations.

Fifth, the United States power generation industry has lost $15.8
billion in nuclear power generation opportunities in China as a re-
sult of United States sanctions imposed following the 1989
Tiananmen Square crackdown. Canada, Germany, and Japan got
the business. Losing this significant business at a time of virtually
nonexistent domestic demand has forced at least one U.S. supplier
to cut more than a third of its U.S. nuclear work force. At the same
time, the sanctions have had the result of completely isolating the
United States from the Chinese nuclear program.

These examples and others like them represent a serious loss of
business, jobs, and U.S. involvement in these countries. How can
sanctions policy be reformed to avoid these sorts of costs, and at
the same time contribute to an effective and coherent U.S. foreign
policy? Most important, we need a more deliberative process for re-
solving foreign policy issues without precipitously resorting to uni-
lateral sanctions.

Your legislation, Mr. Chairman, is the key ingredient to this ap-
proach. With its common sense procedural framework, its require-
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ment for reports on likely success, economic costs, alterative solu-
tions, and impact on other U.S. objectives, as well as its guidelines
for waiver authority, contract sanctity, and sunset provisions, it
puts in place the due diligence that should be required of any pro-
gram with the far-reaching impact and serious consequences of uni-
lateral sanctions.

Finally, we believe that the U.S. private sector makes its great-
est contribution to free market democracy through a constructive
involvement in economies and societies around the world. Yet uni-
lateral sanctions are a serious form of isolation. If we want other
nations to share certain values with us, there is no substitute for
sharing our values with them through a policy of active engage-
ment at all levels—political, diplomatic, economic, charitable, reli-
gious, educational, and cultural. The whole range of American ac-
tivity in other nations transmits our values and ideals.

It has been our experience that trade and investment are power-
ful tools for helping these values take root and grow. This will not
be achieved by the absence of private American institutions, but
only by deeper commitment and engagement in the world by the
United States.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement follows:]

Statement of Frank D. Kittredge, President, National Foreign Trade
Council, Inc.; and Vice Chairman, USA*ENGAGE

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, I am Frank D. Kittredge,
President of the National Foreign Trade Council, an association of 550 U.S. compa-
nies engaged in international trade and investment. I am also appearing today as
Vice Chairman of USA*ENGAGE, a broadly-based coalition of about 650 American
companies and trade and agricultural organizations that has formed to encourage
policy-makers to find alternatives to unilateral economic sanctions as a foreign pol-
icy tool.

It is a particular pleasure for me to be here this morning. These hearings mark
the beginning of the congressional phase of an extended dialogue that has been tak-
ing place elsewhere for some time. That dialogue concerns the wisdom of frequent
use by the United States of unilateral sanctions to affect the behavior of other gov-
ernments. The National Foreign Trade Council is a business association that has
long been deeply concerned about the increasing tendency to resort to unilateral
sanctions as the preferred first option in reacting to an adverse policy or action by
a foreign government. I will therefore focus my remarks today on the commercial
consequences of frequent imposition of unilateral sanctions.

Let me emphasize that I am speaking about unilateral sanctions for foreign policy
purposes. No one would deny that there are situations in which economic leverage
is an appropriate tool of foreign policy. Those are situations in which we have
enough cooperation of the target country’s other trading partners to actually deny
them something they need and link that denial to changes in their behavior. Eco-
nomic sanctions that are multilateral in this sense have proved effective in some
cases. Unilateral sanctions programs, on the other hand, are almost always ineffec-
tual and, worse, counterproductive.

The concern of NFTC member companies about the rapidly growing trend of pro-
posed unilateral sanctions in 1995 and 1996 led our Board of Directors to initiate
the USA*ENGAGE coalition. This coalition, which was formally launched in April
of this year has conducted an exceedingly thorough examination of the sanctions
issue. Two of the most important conclusions we have reached are: (1) the costs of
unilateral sanctions to the U.S. economy are very real, but are indirect and long-
term and therefore have tended to be underestimated in the national debate over
sanctions; and (2) there are common-sense reforms that can be implemented to in-
crease the effective use of economic leverage by the U.S. These reforms, combined
active policies of engagement, promise a more successful coordination between U.S.
foreign policy and foreign economic relations.

(1) The cost of unilateral sanctions to the U.S. economy as a whole was calculated
in a study released in April by the Institute for International Economics showing
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that in 1995 unilateral sanctions in place cost the US economy 200–250,000 well-
paying export-related jobs in 1995 and reduced US exports by $15 to $20 billion.
In its study the Institute said ‘‘the price is paid through a highly discriminatory ‘tax’
imposed on workers that participate in export markets. Nevertheless, the United
States continues to employ sanctions far more than any other country.’’

Let me give you a few examples of the long-term impact of sanctions on U.S. com-
panies, affecting their employment and profitability:

—in July of this year the President of Indonesia overturned a business decision
to give the $600 million Tan Jung Jati power plant contract to a U.S. partnership
with the result that Mitsubishi won the bid. Proposed federal and state sanctions
against Indonesia were cited by Indonesian government sources as the reason;

—Shak Deniz is a major offshore oil field in the Caspian Sea, claimed by Azer-
baijan. The field contains about 2 billion barrels of oil, worth perhaps $50 billion
at today’s prices. In 1996 a U.S. company felt that it had to turn down an oppor-
tunity for a partnership interest in Shak Deniz because Iran was likely to be a 10%
partner in the project. It is highly likely that a non-U.S. company will take on this
American company’s share;

—an American company was selected to do a major power plant in Colombia val-
ued at about $165 million, representing a breakthrough into a new market for the
U.S. company. Most of the design work for the contract would have been done in
the U.S., involving more than 40 suppliers. When Colombia was decertified, elimi-
nating the U.S. Ex-Im Bank from participation, the company was given 30 days to
find alternative financing. As a result, a French consortium got the business;

—as the U.S. gradually negotiated normalized political relations with Vietnam,
sanctions remained in place. A major American chemical company wanted to be in-
volved in a reverse osmosis water sanitation plant by supplying a water filtering
system. Because of U.S. sanctions, the Vietnamese awarded their business to Asahi
Chemical. The U.S. company’s system had been in the original design, but was sub-
sequently designed out; Japanese equipment was designed in. This was significant
because the plant was a prototype for others of its kind;

—a U.S. consumer products company produces cough drops in Mexico for sale
throughout Mexico, the U.S. and Canada. One key ingredient is sugar, which is pur-
chased from Mexican refiners. An early draft of the Helms-Burton law would have
required companies to certify that there was no Cuban content if the final product
was intended for U.S. distribution. Given the nature of the Mexican sugar refinery
industry, which buys sugar from all over the Caribbean, it was impossible to iden-
tify Cuban sugar. Although the provision was not included in the final bill, it illus-
trates the problem of foreign subsidiaries that are unable to comply with U.S. sanc-
tions law;

—the U.S. power generation industry lost $15.8 billion in nuclear power genera-
tion business in China as the result of sanctions imposed following the 1989
Tiananmen Square crackdown. Canada, Germany and Japan got the business. Be-
yond losing this significant business, this has had the result of completely isolating
the U.S. from the Chinese nuclear energy program.

(2) How can sanctions policy be reformed to avoid these sorts of costs and at the
same time contribute to an effective and coherent U.S. foreign policy?

The most important point I would like to make to you today is that the U.S. pri-
vate sector makes its greatest contribution to free market democracy through con-
structive involvement in economies and societies around the world. We are urging
common sense reforms that will support this role and help the U.S. to pursue more
effective policies with less self-inflicted cost.

This morning Chairman Crane and Congressman Hamilton have taken the lead
in introducing legislation that would establish a more deliberative and disciplined
approach to U.S. sanctions policy. The key to this bill is that it requires due process
in considering the costs to U.S. security and diplomatic relationships, as well as eco-
nomic costs of proposed sanctions. It would require consideration of the likelihood
that proposed sanctions will achieve their stated objectives. It would scrutinize ef-
forts to pursue alternatives to unilateral sanctions, such as multilateral initiatives
and diplomacy. Importantly, the ‘‘Enhancement of Trade, Security and Human
Rights through Sanctions Reform Act,’’ would require presidential waiver authority,
ensure contract sanctity, authorize compensation for American farmers injured by
unilateral sanctions, and require a two-year sunset on all such measures. Independ-
ent annual reports are also mandated to assess the cost and success of existing U.S.
sanctions programs.

This legislation would not seek the repeal of any existing sanctions legislation, nor
would it prevent the President or the Congress from imposing sanctions whenever
the foreign policy or national security of the United States dictates. It seeks to en-
sure a sensible and deliberative process so that sanctions measures are driven by
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common sense instead of being taken to counter-productive ends by politics and
emotion.

The business community has a major contribution to make in ensuring that the
kind of world that will evolve following the Cold War respects the rule of law, the
rights of individuals, and international norms. This is the kind of world in which
most of the peoples of the world and certainly the American people aspire to live.
It will not be achieved by the absence of private American institutions, but only by
deeper commitment and engagement in the world by the United States.

I thank the Chairman and the Subcommittee for the privilege of testifying today.

f

Chairman CRANE. Thank you, Mr. Kittredge.
Mr. Kruse.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES KRUSE, PRESIDENT, MISSOURI
FARM BUREAU; AND MEMBER, BOARD OF DIRECTORS,
AMERICAN FARM BUREAU FEDERATION

Mr. KRUSE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am Charles Kruse. I am
president of Missouri Farm Bureau, and also serve on the board of
directors of American Farm Bureau. I am a fourth generation farm-
er and operate a corn, wheat, soybean and cotton farm in Stoddard
County, Missouri. I am very proud to be here today representing
the 4.7 million member families of American Farm Bureau.

Farm Bureau has longstanding policy opposing artificial trade
constraints such as sanctions. We believe that opening trade sys-
tems around the world and engagement are the most effective
means of reaching international harmony and economic stability.
Our members depend on world markets for over one-third of all the
sales that we produce in this country. It seems in a way somewhat
contradictory that I’m here today to address the issue of establish-
ing a reasonable framework for economic sanctions at the same
time that I am here in Washington stressing the importance of
passing fast track trade negotiating authority.

This Subcommittee has provided outstanding leadership in intro-
ducing sound legislation that would provide fast track trade nego-
tiating authority to this and future administrations. It is inter-
national trade that has moved our economy one of the most stable
times in our history. To maintain that role, our negotiators must
have the ability to work with our trading partners to continue to
open new and expand existing markets.

Farm Bureau believes that all agricultural products should be
exempt from all embargoes except in the case of armed conflict.
Should a trade embargo or restrictions be declared under such cir-
cumstances, the embargo should apply to all trade, technology and
exchanges. An embargo should not be declared without the consent
of Congress.

The threat of embargoes or other restrictions adversely affects
markets, and is an inappropriate tool in the implementation of for-
eign policy. If an embargo is enacted, farmers should be com-
pensated by direct payments for any resulting loss. All export con-
tracts calling for delivery of agricultural commodities or products
within 9 months of date of sale should never be interfered with by
the U.S. Government except following an embargo consented to by
Congress. This sanctity of contracts is essential to maintain the
United States as a reliable supplier.
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Our policies are dedicated to more open trading systems around
the world, not more sanctions or embargoes. For 50 years, the
United States has followed a reasonably consistent policy of en-
gagement with the entire world to promote peace and freedom. Re-
cently however, the United States has begun to depart from the
longstanding preference for engagement. In just 4 years, the
United States has imposed 61 unilateral economic sanctions on 35
countries. These countries from which the United States is isolat-
ing itself contain approximately 40 percent of the world’s popu-
lation.

To continue to impose sanctions during a time when we are
working to secure freer trade through the World Trade Organiza-
tion and international agreements gives our trading partners very
conflicting signals. We can look back to the Soviet grain embargo
which cost U.S. agriculture approximately $2.8 billion. When we
withheld our wheat from the Soviet Union, our other competitors
and suppliers around the world, France, Canada, Australia, and
Argentina stepped right in and gladly took the markets away from
us.

In far too many cases, we don’t recover from these types of situa-
tions. I must stress that when any type of sanction or embargo is
imposed, either political or trade, agriculture is the first to be hit
in retaliation. While we in agriculture depend upon exports for our
economic well being and future growth, no country is totally de-
pendent upon the United States for its food. Our customers turn
to our competition when our ability to deliver is disrupted by politi-
cal or other market distorting actions. Sanctions and embargoes
not only cost us in immediate loss of sales, but also destroy cus-
tomer confidence in the United States as a secure and reliable sup-
plier. Our customers find other suppliers and then are very hard
and sometimes almost impossible to win back.

America’s prosperity is tied to our ability to remain competitive
in global markets. Over 12 million working Americans and their
families depend upon U.S. exports and access to global markets for
their jobs. Sanctions and embargoes are sanctions against our own
people, and only serve to disrupt the marketplace on which we de-
pend.

Let me conclude, Mr. Chairman, by saying that we believe that
the Hamilton-Crane-Lugar sanctions reform bill addresses many of
the concerns of our members, and provides a reasonable common
sense approach to establishing a framework for consideration of
unilateral economic sanctions. I commend you, Mr. Chairman and
Members of this Subcommittee, for your work in this regard, and
I pledge to you that we in Farm Bureau look forward to working
with you to make this legislation a reality. Thank you.

[The prepared statement follows:]
Statement of Charles Kruse, President, Missouri Farm Bureau; and

Member, Board of Directors, American Farm Bureau Federation
Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, I am Charles Kruse, President of

the Missouri Farm Bureau and a member of the AFBF Board of Directors. I am
here today representing the American Farm Bureau Federation as well as the Mis-
souri Farm Bureau. The American Farm Bureau represents 4.7 million member
families in the United States and Puerto Rico. Our members produce every type of
farm commodity grown in America and depend on sales to the export market for
over-one third of our production.
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Farm Bureau has longstanding policy opposing artificial trade constraints such as
sanctions. We believe that opening trading systems around the world and engage-
ment are the most effective means of reaching international harmony and economic
stability.

Former President Ronald Reagan said, ‘‘the freer the flow of world trade, the
stronger the tides of human progress and peace among nations.’’ These same senti-
ments were spoken by General Colin Powell last January at the Farm Bureau’s An-
nual Meeting in Nashville, Tennessee.

In the last decade, democracy has ascended amidst economic liberation in Taiwan,
Korea, Poland, Hungary, Slovenia, the Czech Republic, Chile, Argentina, Bolivia,
Peru, Brazil, Uruguay and Ecuador. The opportunities for peaceful American en-
gagement and influence in the world are greater than ever before.

Let me review some Farm Bureau policies that express the deep commitment of
our members to opening and keeping open markets—not closing doors as happens
when sanctions or embargoes are enacted:

Farm Bureau believes all agricultural products should be exempt from all embar-
goes except in the case of armed conflict.

Should a trade embargo or restrictions be declared under such circumstances, the
embargo should apply to all trade, technology and exchanges. An embargo should
not be declared without the consent of Congress.

The threat of embargoes or other restrictions adversely affects markets and is an
inappropriate tool in the implementation of foreign policy. If an embargo is enacted,
farmers should be compensated by direct payments for any resulting loss.

All export contracts calling for delivery of agricultural commodities or products
within nine months of date of sale should never be interfered with by the U.S. gov-
ernment, except following an embargo consented to by Congress. This sanctity of
contracts is essential to maintain the United States as a reliable supplier.

As you can see, our policies are dedicated to more open trading systems around
the world—not more sanctions or embargoes.

For 50 years, the United States has followed a reasonably consistent policy of en-
gagement with the world to promote peace and freedom. Recently, the United States
has begun to depart from the long-standing preference for engagement. In just four
years, the United States has imposed 61 unilateral economic sanctions on 35 coun-
tries, according to the U.S. Alliance for Effective Engagement. These countries, from
which the United States is isolating itself, contain about 40 percent of the world’s
population.

Professor Donald Losman of the U.S. Industrial College of the Armed Forces has
stated, ‘‘Comprehensive economic sanctions almost always fail to achieve their polit-
ical goals, while at the same time opening a Pandora’s box of economic and inter-
national relations headaches. They tend to strengthen offending regimes and poli-
cies. Pain without gain is probably the best description.’’

The Institute for International Economics estimates that unilateral economic
sanctions cost the United States $15–19 billion in lost exports in 1995. This trans-
lates into the loss of more than 200,000 American jobs. A 1994 Council on Competi-
tiveness report found that eight unilateral sanctions episodes cost the U.S. economy
$6 billion in annual sales and 120,000 export related jobs.

To continue to impose sanctions during a time when we are working to secure
freer trade through the World Trade Organization and international agreements
gives our trading partners very conflicting signals.

The Soviet grain embargo cost the United States about $2.8 billion in lost U.S.
farm exports and U.S. government compensation to American farmers. When the
United States cut off sales of wheat to protest the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan,
other suppliers—France, Canada, Australia and Argentina—stepped in. They ex-
panded their sales to the Soviet Union, ensuring that U.S. sanctions had virtually
no economic impact. Russia still appears to restrict purchases of American wheat,
fearing the United States may again use food exports as a foreign policy weapon.

I must stress that when any type of sanction or embargo is imposed, either politi-
cal or trade, agriculture is the first to be hit in retaliation. We are dependent upon
exports for over one-third of all sales. However, no country is totally dependent upon
the U.S. for its food. They go to our competition.

Sanctions and embargoes not only cost us in immediate loss of sales, but also de-
stroy customer confidence in the United States as a secure and reliable supplier.
Our customers find other suppliers and are very hard to win back.

America’s prosperity is tied to our competitiveness in global markets. Agricultural
trade accounts for over 30 percent of U.S. production. Over 12 million working
Americans and their families depend upon U.S. exports and access to global markets
for their jobs. Sanctions and embargoes are sanctions against our own people and
only serve to disrupt the marketplace on which we depend.
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The United States still has an unprecedented opportunity to promote its values
throughout the world by peaceful engagement. Reaching out through engagement,
not withdrawing behind sanctions or embargoes, is the best way to achieve change.

Thank you for the opportunity to speak on behalf of American agriculture.

f

Chairman CRANE. Thank you, Mr. Kruse.
Mr. Berry.

STATEMENT OF WILLARD M. BERRY, PRESIDENT, EUROPEAN-
AMERICAN BUSINESS COUNCIL

Mr. BERRY. Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee,
thank you for the opportunity to testify today. I’m Willard Berry,
president of the European American Business Council. Our 80
member companies include many of the largest United States and
European firms operating in the United States. The Council strong-
ly opposes economic sanctions, and is alarmed that Federal, State
and local authorities are increasingly adopting them.

We have witnessed a proliferation of economic sanctions in recent
years. Experience shows that these measures have had almost no
success in achieving their stated aims, namely, changing the be-
havior of the target country. What these measures have done is se-
riously harm business, and in doing so have eroded the competi-
tiveness of U.S.-based companies, cost American jobs, and strained
relations between America and its closest allies.

In my testimony, I will highlight the recent findings of the study
undertaken by our council to assess the negative impact of these
measures, that they have had on companies and the overall U.S.
economy, and suggest alternative approaches.

To give policymakers a better understanding of how sanctions
harm business, the council conducted a survey to quantify the im-
pact on both European and U.S. companies. U.S. authorities are
often, too often adopting these measures without looking at the
price tag. Economic sanctions usually involve tradeoffs with other
important policy goals such as job creation and economic growth.
According to our survey’s findings, U.S. economic sanctions have
harmed the global operations of 80 percent of the companies sur-
veyed. That’s 94 percent of the U.S.-owned companies in this study.

Looking exclusively at their U.S. operations, sanctions have had
a negative effect on 65 percent of the companies surveyed. Forty
four percent of the companies surveyed said they had been forced
to forego a business opportunity to comply with U.S. sanctions
laws.

It is difficult to accurately assess the aggregate volume of busi-
ness lost to sanctions. Generally companies do not like to report
these losses. However, in our study 18 cases were reported in
which sanctions forced companies to miss out on a total of $1.9 bil-
lion in business opportunities. U.S.-owned companies reported most
of these cases, averaging about $130 million in lost opportunities
for each case cited.

One of the primary goals of the study was to determine what
business effects are the most likely consequences of sanctions. We
asked companies what specific harmful effects would result if each
of nine types of sanctions were imposed. The loss of joint venture
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opportunities, something highlighted by Ambassador Yeutter ear-
lier, a critical element of global competitiveness was cited most fre-
quently. Almost as many companies said they would reduce em-
ployment in the United States. This was followed by the loss of
supply relationships.

The study also looked carefully at individual sanctions. Denying
U.S. entry visas to overseas executives, one of the Helms-Burton
sanctions, would harm a greater share of companies than any other
type of sanction examined. Especially a large number of European
companies reported that this sanction would harm their business.
Seventy percent of those surveyed say they would be forced to cut
back on investment in the United States, and there is $416 billion
of European investment in the United States, and 65 percent said
they would cut back on U.S. employment. European investment
supports around 6 million jobs. Denying most-favored-nation status
to strategic countries could jeopardize the operations of more U.S.
firms than any other of the sanctions examined.

As for the existing sanctions laws, State and local sanctions af-
fected 70 percent of the surveyed companies. Iran and Libya af-
fected 66 percent. Sixty four percent said they had already been af-
fected by the Helms-Burton law, even though it has been only ap-
plied in limited circumstances.

There are a number of proposals and bills before the Congress
currently that we oppose. These are listed in the testimony.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, I would like to mention while we oppose
these measures, we strongly support your efforts and those of Rep-
resentative Hamilton and Senator Lugar to enact a sanctions policy
reform bill. We urge the other Members of the Subcommittee to
support this legislation as it is considered this year.

In conclusion, we would like to encourage the Congress and the
administration to work more closely to minimize the unintended
negative consequences of sanctions. We also recommend that policy
makers exhaust other foreign policy options before enacting eco-
nomic sanctions, and make every effort to take action on a multi-
lateral basis before imposing unilateral measures.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee,
for the opportunity to testify.

[The prepared statement follows:]
Statement of Willard M. Berry, President, European-American Business

Council
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, thank you for the opportunity to

testify today. I am Willard Berry, President of the European-American Business
Council. The Council is the only truly transatlantic business organization that pro-
vides actionable information on policy developments and works with officials in both
the US and Europe to secure a more open trade and investment climate. Our 80
member companies include many of the largest US and European firms. The Coun-
cil strongly opposes the increasing number of unilateral and extraterritorial sanc-
tions adopted by US federal, state and local authorities.

Since 1993, US authorities have enacted 81 sanctions laws and executive actions
against 36 countries. Several new measures are pending before Congress in the cur-
rent legislative session. Experience shows that these measures have had almost no
success in achieving their stated aims namely changing the behavior of the target
country. What these measures have done is seriously harm business and in doing
so have eroded the competitiveness of US-based companies, cost Americans jobs, and
strained relations between America and its closest allies.

In my testimony today, I will highlight the recent findings in a study undertaken
by the Council to assess the negative impact these measures have had on companies
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and the overall US economy. I also will highlight what is at risk if these policies
continue to proliferate and suggest an alternative approach to considering economic
sanctions.

SANCTIONS STUDY RESULTS

To give policymakers a better understanding of how sanctions harm business, the
Council conducted a survey to quantify the impact on both European and US compa-
nies. Our hope is that legislators here, in state capitals, and in cities throughout
the country will see that sanctions measures bring with them considerable economic
costs which are generally understood. Sanctions measures usually involve trade-offs
with other policies which are given high priority in the Congress and elsewhere. I
have brought a number of copies of the study with me, and am happy to offer them
to you and your colleagues. The study was released earlier this month and EABC
representatives have since been meeting with House and Senate staff to explain the
results.

Overall, US economic sanctions have harmed the global operations of 80 percent
of the companies surveyed, including 94 percent of the US-owned companies in the
study. Looking exclusively at their US operations, sanctions have a negative effect
on 65 percent of the companies surveyed, including 83 percent of US-owned compa-
nies. Forty-four percent of the companies surveyed said they have been forced to
forego a business opportunity to comply with a sanctions law.

It is difficult to accurately assess the aggregate volume of business lost due to
sanctions, but anecdotal figures gathered in the study illustrate an extraordinary
impact. (13) Companies reported 18 cases in which US sanctions forced them to
miss out on a total of $1.9 billion in business opportunities. US-owned companies
accounted for most (87 percent) of this total, averaging almost $130 million in lost
opportunities for each case cited.

One of the primary goals of the study was to determine what business effects are
the most likely consequences of sanctions measures. The EABC asked companies
what specific harmful effects would result if each of nine types of sanctions were
imposed on them. The loss of joint venture opportunities was cited most frequently,
a critical element of global competitiveness. Almost as many companies said they
would reduce employment in the US, followed by the loss of supply relationships
and a retraction in outbound investment.

The study also looked carefully at individual sanctions measures. Denying US
entry visas to overseas executives would harm a greater share of companies than
any other type of sanction examined. An especially large number of European com-
panies report that this sanction would harm their business. Seventy percent of those
surveyed say they would be forced to cut back investment in the US, and 65 percent
said they would cut back US employment. Other sanctions that our study found par-
ticularly harmful are those that would deny US bank loans and credits, ban imports
from overseas companies, and deny US export licenses. US-owned firms said that
denying most-favored-nation status to strategic countries could jeopardize their op-
erations more than any of the other sanctions examined.

As for existing sanctions laws, state and local sanctions (such as the Massachu-
setts law targeting Burma) have affected 70 percent of the surveyed companies. The
Iran and Libya Sanctions Act (ILSA) has affected 66 percent of the companies sur-
veyed. Sixty-four percent said they had already been affected by the Helms-Burton
law, even though it has only been applied in limited circumstances. US export con-
trols have harmed 61 percent of the respondents. Among US embargoes, the ban
on trade with Cuba has affected 61 percent of the companies, followed by embargoes
on Iran (60 percent), Iraq (60 percent), Libya (47 percent), and North Korea (42 per-
cent).

We are aware that Congress is considering amendments to strengthen Helms-
Burton and that some members have called for aggressive enforcement of ILSA. Ac-
cording to our survey, these actions would further threaten joint ventures involving
US-based companies and reduce foreign investment and jobs in the US.

We have found that both US- and European-owned companies are greatly affected
by sanctions, but in somewhat different ways. US-owned companies tend to be more
aware of sanctions and report in greater numbers that they are affected by them.
European-owned companies, however, are significantly harmed. Sixty-eight percent
report that their global operations have been affected and 50 percent say that their
US operations have been affected. These are significant figures, as European-owned
companies account for 54 percent of all foreign direct investment in the US and sup-
port nearly 6 million US jobs.
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LEGISLATIVE ISSUES

The Council opposes several bill under consideration in the Congress.
The Council opposes two amendments included in the Foreign Policy Reform Act,

H.R. 1757. The first amendment, offered by Rep. Ileana Ros-Lehtinen (R–FL), would
impose new reporting requirements about the implementation of Helms-Burton. The
second, offered by Sen. Jesse Helms (R–NC), would essentially apply the visa denial
provisions of the Helms-Burton law to every market in the world. We are similarly
opposed to H.R. 2179, legislation introduced by Rep. Bill McCollum (R–FL) that
would repeal the waiver of title 3 of Helms-Burton, thereby opening the door to law-
suits against foreign companies doing business in Cuba.

Each of these measures could seriously disrupt talks between US and EU officials
on creating multilateral disciplines for expropriated property and the use of
extraterritorial laws. Negotiators hope to incorporate a bilateral agreement into the
proposed Multilateral Agreement on Investment (MAI) being negotiated in the Or-
ganization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD). Therefore, the
Council believes it would be better for the US to give those negotiations a chance
to succeed rather than to endanger them by acting unilaterally. A binding multilat-
eral agreement would be a better solution for everyone involved. Such an agreement
would improve the prospects for individuals and business not to be harmed by ex-
propriation without compensation, while avoiding a trade dispute caused by US ac-
tion that is considered extraterritorial by all of its trading partners.

The Council is similarly opposed to the Freedom from Religious Persecution Act,
H.R. 2431, and its Senate counterpart, S. 772. This legislation would impose eco-
nomic sanctions against countries that persecute religious groups. Like other unilat-
eral sanctions measures, this legislation has the potential to hurt the competitive-
ness of US companies without achieving its aims. The Council strongly believes that
the best way to address human rights violations, such as religious persecution, is
through engagement.

The Council strongly supports the efforts of Rep. Lee Hamilton (D–IN) and Sen.
Richard Lugar (R–IN) to introduce a sanction policy reform bill. The legislation,
which was introduced this morning, offers a more deliberative and disciplined ap-
proach for policymakers considering economic sanctions proposals. The bill strives
to maximize US foreign policy flexibility, calling for all future sanctions measures
to include Presidential waivers for national interest, sunset provisions, protections
for contract sanctity, and mandates that a cost analysis be made of any sanctions
bill before it is passed. We urge you to support this legislation as it is considered
this year.

CONCLUSION

Our study shows that both US- and European-owned companies have experienced
a number of different negative effects from sanctions. While noting that other stud-
ies have shown that sanctions measures almost always fail to achieve their goals,
the EABC has demonstrated that they impose significant costs on business. Fur-
thermore, enacting new sanctions or strengthening existing sanctions would have a
detrimental effect on the US economy and US workers.

The EABC recommends that the US Congress and Administration establish
guidelines such as those proposed by the Lugar-Hamilton bill to evaluate sanctions
measures before they are enacted. In addition, Congress and the Administration
should work more closely together to minimize the unintended negative con-
sequences of sanctions. The EABC also recommends that policymakers exhaust
other foreign policy options before enacting economic sanctions and make every ef-
fort to take action on a multilateral basis before imposing unilateral sanctions.

Thank you, Mister Chairman and members of the committee, for the opportunity
to testify today.

f

Chairman CRANE. Thank you, Mr. Berry.
Mr. Kavulich.
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STATEMENT OF JOHN S. KAVULICH II, PRESIDENT, U.S.-CUBA
TRADE AND ECONOMIC COUNCIL, INC.

Mr. KAVULICH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the op-
portunity to appear today to discuss a country that has been the
subject of unilateral trade sanctions almost longer than any other.
Cuba is the largest Caribbean Sea area country, larger than nearly
all of the islands within the Caribbean Sea area combined, and
with nearly one-third of the combined populations. Almost as large
as the State of Pennsylvania and approximately as long as the
State of Florida. With its 11 million citizens, the population is ap-
proximately the same as the State of Illinois, your State. If Cuba
were a State within the United States, it would rank seventh in
population.

Between 1980 and 1992, the value of licensed United States-
owned foreign subsidiaries trade with Cuba was $4.5 billion, from
almost 3,000 licenses issued to more than 100 United States com-
panies, a number of which have certified claims, yet continue to
choose to trade with Cuba when permitted.

The implementation of the Cuban Democracy Act in October
1992 eliminated virtually all United States-owned foreign subsidi-
aries trade with Cuba. In the absence of an unrestricted commer-
cial and economic presence by United States companies, Cuba is
importing from, exporting to, obtaining financing from, and invest-
ments from other countries. From Canada, Canadian companies
have announced, committed or delivered investments of more than
$2 billion in the mining, energy, tourism, health care, transpor-
tation, and agricultural sectors. From Italy, active companies in-
clude Fiat, Stet International, Benetton, Costa, San Pellegrino, and
Olivetti. Costa will cease to operate its cruise ship venture in 1998
because U.S.-based Carnival cruise lines has purchased the com-
pany, and U.S. regulations require that the agreement be severed.

From Spain, hundreds of millions of dollars have been targeted
toward tourism, tobacco, fishing, production of tubing, and real es-
tate. From France, Devexport and Babcock, and Gemco will up-
grade a powerplant. Sieta provides financing for the tobacco crop.
ELF Aquitaine plans to supply gas stoves and cooking gas. Club
Med has a hotel. Companies are exporting poultry, producing con-
trol panels for power plants, and operating bakeries. Societe Gen-
eral and Alcatel have offices in Havana. Citroen, Renault, and
Peugeot all export vehicles.

From the United Kingdom, the first foreign investment fund to
operate in Cuba since the revolution. BAT produces tobacco prod-
ucts. Castrol has a joint venture to produce lubricants.

From the Netherlands, Unilever has a partnership with Cuba’s
Suchel to make the deodorant, soap, shampoo, toothpaste, and per-
fumes, including Pepsodent brand. Shell Caribbean has an office in
Havana. ING Bank became the first foreign bank in Cuba since the
revolution.

From Mexico, Banamex has a joint venture to process receivables
from credit cards. TIMSA operates a cellular telephone system.
Raw materials are provided for the production of footwear.

From Germany, Mercedes Benz installs heavy equipment motors,
has a contract to sell 480 buses, and exports vehicles. Siemans and
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Brucker have exported MRI and CAT Scan equipment. Adidas has
a $5 million sponsorship contract with Cuban athletic teams.

From Sweden, Volvo exports vehicles and has a joint venture to
replace as many as 100,000 truck motors, assemble buses, and
other heavy motorized equipment. From South Africa, Atlantis Die-
sel Engines has an $85 million contract to supply 10,000 engines
for the sugar industry. From Brazil, Telebras is seeking contracts
for 50,000 public telephones and the exportation of digital switch-
ing equipment. From China, Cuba has imported more than 1 mil-
lion bicycles.

From Japan, Casio watches and calculators are being assembled
in the Pinar del Rio region of Cuba. Sharp products are exclusively
distributed by a Canadian company. Canon photocopiers and fac-
simile machines have an overwhelming market share. Panasonic
exports air conditioners, heavy construction equipment from
Komatsu, Hitachi, and Mitsubishi. Mizuno has a $5 million spon-
sorship contract with Cuban teams. Nissan, Suzuki, Mitsubishi and
Toyota vehicles are exported.

From South Korea, Samsung and Goldstar products are im-
ported. Goldstar assembles televisions in Cuba. Daewoo construc-
tion equipment and Diahatsu vehicles are exported. From Israel,
joint ventures to produce metal, plastic, and cardboard containers
for chemical products; and operate a citrus plantation, exporting
the fruit to Europe and the Middle East. Finally, from Australia,
Western Mining Co. is negotiating a $500 million mining venture.

The value of unrestricted annual United States-Cuba trade has
been estimated to be as high as $7 billion, with perhaps 70 percent
or $4.9 billion being exports from the United States to Cuba. Ac-
cording to the U.S. Department of Commerce, for each $1 billion
in U.S. exports, 20,000 new employment opportunities can be cre-
ated. United States-Cuba trade could be responsible for creating
perhaps 100,000 or more new employment opportunities for Amer-
ican workers.

According to the U.S. Department of Commerce, the value of the
United States exports to China in 1996 was approximately $12 bil-
lion. China has more than 100 times the population of Cuba, yet
Cuba’s import potential from the United States may be nearly 40
percent of the current value of the United States exports to China.

Which United States companies would export to Cuba? Perhaps
Kemper Insurance and Motorola from the Chairman’s district, Dow
Chemical from Representative Camp’s district, Corning and Dress-
er Industries from Representative Houghton’s district, Cargill from
Representative Ramstad’s district, Packard Bell and Blue Diamond
from Representative Matsui’s district, Sylvia’s from Representative
Rangel’s district, Boeing from Representative McDermott’s district,
and the Port of New Orleans from Representative Jefferson’s dis-
trict. Thank you.

[The prepared statement follows:]
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Statement of John S. Kavulich II, President, U.S.-Cuba Trade and Economic
Council, Inc.

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, thank you for the opportunity
to appear before this hearing on the ‘‘Use and Effect of Unilateral Trade Sanctions’’
to discuss one country which has been the subject of unilateral trade sanctions in
varying degrees by the United States for longer than almost any other country.

SECTION ONE-CUBA AND THE UNITED STATES

Cuba is the largest Caribbean Sea-area country, larger than nearly all of the is-
lands within the Caribbean Sea-area combined, and with nearly one-third of the
combined populations. Nearly as large as the State of Pennsylvania and approxi-
mately as long as the State of Florida. With 11 million citizens, the population is
approximately the same as the State of Illinois, the home of Chairman Crane. If
Cuba were a state within the United States, it would rank 7th in population.

Cuba, like the United States, was a founding signatory of the General Agreement
on Tariffs and Trade (GATT). Cuba, like the United States, is a member of the
World Trade Organization, unlike the People’s Republic of China and Russia, for ex-
ample. The United States and Cuba share membership in many international orga-
nizations and are signatories to many of the same international treaties.

Between 1980 and the end of 1992, for example, the value of licensed United
States-owned foreign subsidiaries’ trade with enterprises within Cuba was US$4.563
billion-US$2.637 in exports and US$1.926 billion in imports from 2,938 licenses
issued to more than 100 United States companies, a number of which have certified
claims, yet continued to choose to trade with Cuba when permitted.

Some of the companies receiving licenses included: Alcoa, Beckton Dickinson, Con-
tinental Grain, Corning, Del Monte, Dow Chemical, E.I. du Pont de Nemours,
Exxon, Ford Motor Company, General Electric, Goodyear Tire and Rubber, Honey-
well, ITT, Ingersoll-Rand, Johnson & Johnson, 3M, Otis Elevator, Pfizer, Caterpil-
lar, Cargill, Carrier, Picker International, Tenneco, Union Carbide, Vulcan Hart,
and Westinghouse among many others.

NOTE: Some of the same companies that have chosen to trade with Cuba have also
chosen to register their trademarks and patents within Cuba. During the last several
years, these registrations have increased at an exponential rate. Many United States
companies have continued to maintain their trademark and patent registrations
since before the 1959 revolution. A number of well-known United States companies,
including McDonald’s, Victoria’s Secret, and Toys-R-Us, for example, each spent tens
of thousands of dollars in legal fees upon their return to South Africa because their
trademarks had lapsed due to a lack of use, and other companies were now using
their names. Members of the Subcommittee on Trade might find interesting that two
years ago, when the Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) of the United States De-
partment of the Treasury failed to continue the authorization for United States com-
panies to make the required payments within Cuba to maintain the registration of
their trademarks and patents, the Chamber of Commerce of Cuba notified each of
the United States companies that all protections would be continued until the United
States Government reinstated the authorization. The authorization was reinstated,
but one year later. Cuba has not, to date, become a market for pirated United States-
branded products, as continues to be symptomatic with some of this country’s signifi-
cant trading partners.

The implementation of the Cuban Democracy Act in October of 1992 eliminated
virtually all United States-owned foreign subsidiaries’ trade with Cuba.

SECTION TWO-CUBA AND OTHER COUNTRIES

In the absence of an unrestricted commercial and economic presence by United
States companies, the government of Cuba, Cuba government-operated companies,
Cuba-based joint ventures, and Cuba-based economic associations are importing
from, exporting to, obtaining financing from, and investments from other countries.

As of October 1997, the estimated value of announced investments within Cuba
by private sector companies and government-controlled companies from twenty-five
countries is US$5.9 billion, of which US$1.3 billion is estimated have been commit-
ted and/or delivered.

From Canada, the United States’ principal trading partner, companies have an-
nounced, committed, or delivered investments of more than US$2 billion in the min-
ing, energy, tourism, health care, transportation, and agriculture sectors. Canadian
companies export everything from air conditioners to food to telephones to construc-
tion materials.
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From Italy, active companies include Fiat (automotive), Stet International (com-
munications), Benetton (clothing), Costa Crociera (passenger ship port and pas-
senger cruise operations), San Pellegrino (beverages), Olivetti (computers and cash
registers), Moneblanco (soda fountains), and Fantinel (winery). Various companies
have exported equipment used in the production of pharmaceuticals. A yacht con-
structed in 1938 for Hollywood singer Kathleen Baker, and now owned by an Italian
entrepreneur, is plying the island’s waters with tourists. Costa Crociera will cease
to operate its cruise ship during the first quarter of 1998 as United States-based
Carnival Cruise Lines has purchased the company, and United States Government
regulations require the severing of the Cuba commercial dealings.

From Spain, hundreds of millions of dollars have been targeted toward tourism,
agriculture, fishing (exclusive marketing rights), production of tubing, and real es-
tate. A Spanish company finances the production of, and imports, and distributes
the majority of Cuba’s tobacco products. Recording contracts with Cuba-based musi-
cians and groups from which a Canary Islands-based company reported that it aver-
aged 100,000 sales per compact disc produced.

From Panama, Caribbean International Motors S.A., reported vehicle sales to
Cuba exceeding US$62 million in 1996, a nearly 100% increase from 1995.

From France, Devexport and Babcock & Gemco will upgrade a power plant. Sieta
S.A. provides the financing for the tobacco crop. ELF Aquitaine, the oil and chemical
conglomerate, plans to supply 100,000 eastern Cuba homes with gas stoves and
cooking gas by the year 2002. The gas, which will eventually amount to 40,000 tons
annually, will initially be imported and then bottled on the island. Companies are
exporting poultry, producing control panels for power plants, operating bakeries,
and investing in tourism (Club Med). Societe General and Alcatel (many telephones
are from this company) have offices in the Republic of Cuba. Citroen, Renault, and
Peugeot export vehicles.

From Russia, Cuba imports a substantial quantity of its oil, Russia purchases
sugar. The value of the bilateral trade exceeds US$500 million annually.

From the United Kingdom, British American Tobacco (BAT) has an agreement to
produce various types of tobacco products for multiple export markets. The govern-
ment is providing millions in financing and financing guarantees. The first foreign
investment fund to operate in Cuba since the 1959 revolution is from the United
Kingdom. Britain’s Burmah Castrol Group, through its Dutch subsidiary, has a joint
venture to use excess Cuban refining capacity to process lubricants for sale in the
Caribbean.

From The Netherlands, Unilever PLC has a partnership with Cuba’s Suchel to
make deodorant, soap, shampoo, toothpaste, perfumes and other products. Shell
Caribbean has an office in Havana. ING Bank NV became the first foreign bank
to operate within Cuba since the 1959 revolution.

From Mexico, a company will produce plowing equipment designed in Cuba. The
equipment will be sold in Mexico, Cuba, Latin American-area countries. Banamex
has a joint venture to process receivables from credit cards. TIMSA, an US$8 mil-
lion joint venture, operates cellular telephone systems. Raw materials are provided
for the production of footwear.

From Germany, Mercedes Benz has been installing heavy equipment motors for
more than two years in Cuba. The company also signed a contract in 1996 for the
sale of 480 buses, with a ten-year parts guarantee, to the city of Havana. Mercedes
Benz vehicles can be rented in Cuba and are being used as taxicabs in some cases.
Eurowings LTDA, announced that it was negotiating in Cuba a series of invest-
ments and trade agreements for the European and Latin American companies it
represents. A government official proposed a US$1 billion project to reconstruct the
island’s railway system. Siemans and Brucker have exported MRI and CAT Scan
equipment. Adidas has sponsorship contracts, valued at an estimated US$5 million,
with Cuba teams.

From Sweden, Volvo has negotiated a joint venture that could result in the com-
pany replacing as many as 100,000 truck motors, assemble buses and other heavy
motorized equipment. Volvo vehicles may be rented in Cuba.

From South Africa, Atlantis Diesel Engines has a US$85 million contract to sup-
ply 10,000 engines for the sugar industry.

From Namibia, negotiations to establish a joint venture to produce and package
vaccines and other pharmaceuticals.

From Brazil, Telebras is seeking the contracts for as many as 50,000 public tele-
phones during the next seven years, and contracts to export digital switching equip-
ment.

From China, Cuba has imported more than 1,000,000 bicycles. Letters of intent
to construct a hotel, operate a restaurant, and produce footwear.
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From Japan, Casio brand watches and calculators are being assembled. Cuba is
the first Latin American country to assemble Casio brand products. Other Casio
products are planned to be assembled in Cuba as well. Meiwa, the electronics com-
pany, has an office in Cuba. Sharp Electronics products are exclusively distributed
in Cuba by a Canadian company. Canon photocopiers and facsimile machines have
the overwhelming market share in Cuba. Panasonic exports air conditioners. Heavy
construction equipment from Komatsu, Hitachi, and Mitsubishi. Mizuno, the Japan-
based athletic equipment manufacturer, has sponsorship contracts, valued at an es-
timated US$5 million, with Cuba teams. Nissan, Suzuki, Mitsubishi, and Toyota ve-
hicles are exported.

From South Korea, Samsung products are imported. Goldstar products are im-
ported and the company assembles televisions in Cuba. Daewoo construction equip-
ment. Diahatsu vehicles are exported.

From Israel, a US$1 million joint venture within Cuba to produce metal, plastic,
and cardboard containers for chemical products; and a US$22 million joint venture
which operates a 115,000 acre citrus plantation, exporting the fruit to Europe and
the Middle East.

From Australia, Western Mining Company is negotiating an agreement to operate
mining ventures in the country. The total value of the investments may exceed
US$500 million.

From Vietnam, a company is producing and distributing Cuba-developed insecti-
cide.

From Argentina, CODEMAR S.A. has a computer software joint venture.
From Lebanon, Fransabank has an office in Cuba.

SECTION THREE-CUBA’S POTENTIAL

The value of unrestricted annual United States-Cuba trade has been estimated
to range from US$3 billion to US$7 billion-with, perhaps, 70%, or US$2.1 billion to
US$4.9 billion being exports from the United States to Cuba.

According to the United States Department of Commerce, for each US$1 billion
in United States exports, 20,000 new employment opportunities can be created.
United States-Cuba trade could be responsible for creating perhaps 100,000 or more
new jobs for United States citizens.

According to the United States Department of Commerce, the value of United
States exports to the People’s Republic of China in 1996 was approximately US$12
billion. The People’s Republic of China has more than 100 times the population of
Cuba, yet Cuba’s estimated import potential from the United States may be nearly
40% of the current value of United States exports to the People’s Republic of China.

Which United States businesses would export to Cuba? Perhaps, Kemper Insur-
ance and Motorola from Chairman Crane’s district. Dow Chemical from Representa-
tive Camp’s district. Corning and Dresser Industries from Representative Hough-
ton’s district. Cargill from Representative Ramsted’s district. Packard Bell and Blue
Diamond from Representative Matsui’s district. Sylvia’s from Representative Ran-
gel’s district.

Mr. Dwayne Andreas, Chairman of Archer Daniels Midland Company,
headquartered in Chairman Crane’s state, has said that the current Cuba market
could be a several hundred million dollar per year opportunity for his company. Mr.
James Perrella, Chairman, President, and Chief Executive Officer of the Ingersoll-
Rand Company has expressed his company’s interest toward Cuba. Mr. Oscar
Wyatt, Chairman of the Executive Committee of The Coastal Corporation, has said
that an ability to access opportunities in Cuba would be of value to the United
States. Mr. Lee Iacocca, former Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of Chrysler
Corporation, who has visited Cuba, has spoken of the value to the United States
business community and consumers in having access to the island’s developing mar-
ket. Mr. Curtis Carlson, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of Carlson Compa-
nies, the US$20 billion hospitality conglomerate headquartered in Minnesota wants
to operate Radisson Hotels, T.G.I. Friday’s restaurants, and CarlsonWagonlit travel
agencies in Cuba.

The tourism sector, for example, is receiving the most direct attention of the
Cuban government. In 1997, Cuba expects to receive 1,190,000 tourists and earn
gross revenues of nearly US$1.7 billion—a nearly 15% increase from 1996. Approxi-
mately forty foreign airlines are providing services to Cuba. Since 1962, Delta, Con-
tinental, and United Air Lines have held route authorities to Cuba from various
states including Illinois, Florida, New York, California, and Massachusetts. SH&E,
the world’s largest civil aviation consultancy, estimates that United States-Cuba air
travel could reach 5.2 million passengers annually; that the economic impact upon
United States airlines might approach US$1 billion annually; and that there may
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be a potential for up to US$2 billion in aircraft sales to Cubana Airlines, not includ-
ing general aviation aircraft and helicopters. Cubana Airlines currently operates
U.S.S.R.-built aircraft, two leased DC–10’s through a Mexican company, and a small
fleet of Fokker turboprop aircraft. The Europe-based consortium, Airbus, and Cana-
dian manufacturers, among others, are currently seeking export opportunities.

The State of Arkansas was the largest supplier of rice to Cuba before 1959. Today,
Cuba imports from the People’s Republic of China, Vietnam, and Thailand what
amounts to approximately 15% of current United States rice exports. Cuba Rice im-
ports have been decreasing as the People’s Republic of China and Vietnam, among
other countries, provide Cuba with new growing and cultivation methods. In 1996,
Cuba imported 350,000 tons, spending approximately US$135 million.

Burger King, which is owned by Grand Metropolitan of the United Kingdom, has
more than 100 restaurants in Puerto Rico, with one-third the population of Cuba.

SECTION FOUR-QUESTIONS

Generally, if a country institutes a unilateral trade sanction, the government and
citizens of the targeted country will design and implement short term, medium
term, and long term commercial and economic strategies designed to minimize the
impact of the unilateral trade sanction. Over time, a unilateral trade sanction be-
comes an expected ‘‘cost of doing business.’’ Those governments which choose to
maintain commercial and economic relations with the targeted country and those
companies which choose to maintain commercial and economic relations with the
targeted country factor this ‘‘cost of doing business’’ into the relationship.

The government and business sector of a country under a unilateral trade sanc-
tion may, after a period of time, no longer expect, or count upon, the re-entry of
United States companies. If the government and business sector are no longer plac-
ing the United States into their short term, medium term, or long term development
strategies, United States competitors may become confident that the market is
theirs and will be theirs in the years to come.

A long-term unilateral trade sanction by the United States may lessen the likeli-
hood that within the targeted country there will be many citizens old enough to re-
member any advantages of having an unrestricted commercial and economic rela-
tionship with the United States. Thus, a necessary advocacy constituency may not
have influence. Then, a question to consider: How does the United States demon-
strably show the value of a relationship if no tangible evidence of a positive relation-
ship currently exists within the targeted country for its citizens to support?

Thank you.

f

Chairman CRANE. Thank you. Let me ask just one quick ques-
tion. What are in your collective minds the appropriate steps that
Congress should go through before considering unilateral sanc-
tions?

Mr. KITTREDGE. Well, if I might take a swing at that to begin
with, Mr. Chairman. As the legislation tries to point out, there
needs to be a finding or an assessment whether the sanctions have
a chance of being successful or not. Second, there needs to be a
finding as to what the cost to the U.S. economy is in the overall.
Then there needs to be an evaluation of how much have we tried
to multilateralize the effort, as you have heard so many people says
the difference between unilateral and multilateral is critical. Then
if sanctions are considered, there should be contract sanctity, and
there should be a sunset provision. There’s one other thing in the
beginning that I left out. There should be a finding as to what im-
pact does it have on our other agreements, on our relationships
with our trading partners and with our allies.

Chairman CRANE. Can you think right off hand of a successful
unilateral sanction that we have imposed that achieved the objec-
tive at less cost than we paid for it?

Mr. KITTREDGE. I certainly can’t. But you wouldn’t expect me to.
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Chairman CRANE. Any of the rest of you?
Mr. BERRY. No, sir.
Chairman CRANE. Mr. Matsui.
Mr. MATSUI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to ask on

behalf of Mr. Rangel a couple of questions of the panel. Mr. Rangel
would be here, but he is managing a bill on the floor at this time.
He has been since about 12:45. So he is not able to be here. That
bill will probably continue on until 3. So he has requested that two
questions basically be asked. Then I would like to ask questions of
my own.

To Mr. Kavulich, and I think you may have answered some of
these already, and I’m going to ask the entire question. It’s actually
three questions are asked here. In terms of the fact that you have
received your license to visit Cuba and obviously market their
health care products, Mr. Rangel has asked well what are the con-
sequences of all this in terms of how it affected your organization?
Two, do your members support the expansion of these opportuni-
ties? I would imagine your answer is yes. Then what about your
sales factors? I think you did answer that. But perhaps you can,
for the record, very briefly answer all three of those again on behalf
of—the question on behalf of Mr. Rangel.

Mr. KAVULICH. Thank you, Mr. Matsui. In terms of health care,
the Clinton administration last October began to permit United
States companies under license to go to Cuba to explore sales op-
portunities, and also take product samples. Since that time, a num-
ber of companies have gone. The first such company did go last Oc-
tober and did receive an order. So this willingness on the part of
the Cuban health care companies to purchase from American com-
panies when they can is real. More and more companies are taking
advantage of it. It would be nice if some of the license requests
moved a little faster through the Office of Foreign Assets Control
at Treasury, but I know they are working on it.

As far as the other combined questions, and this might sound
like it’s taking a political position, but I’m not. I just haven’t found
a chief executive officer of a major American company that either
supports current policy toward Cuba or would not choose to have
an opportunity to trade with Cuba today as their decision, as op-
posed to someone else’s. The interest level is growing exponentially.

Mr. MATSUI. Thank you for your response. I think that segways
into the second question Mr. Rangel requested I ask. That is, what
do all five of you believe has been the positive effects or negative
effects of Helms-Burton. I think Mr. Kavulich, you did answer that,
that obviously——

Mr. KAVULICH. If I can add one quick element to it. That is, with
unilateral sanctions in general, Cuba is a unique case, because
we’re talking 38 years of varying degrees, and there have basically
been three generations of Cuban citizens who have grown up under
existing United States policy.

One of the problems or one of the challenges, let’s say, I’m trying
to be nonpolitical about it, for any administration or any Member
of Congress when they are discussing the use of sanctions, as in
the case of Cuba, we haven’t been there for so long that many of
the individuals in Cuba today who are running these new compa-
nies and who are the technocrats per se, and who are going to be
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in their thirties and forties and around for the next 20 years, they
have absolutely no idea, no recollection of the value of having
United States business in the country. All they know is from old
movie reels about what it was like in the fifties. That’s a problem,
the lack of face-to-face contact.

Mr. MATSUI. Thank you.
Mr. KITTREDGE. Maybe Clayton Yeutter said it best, I think it

was Clayton just before, that 37 years or whatever that the sanc-
tions have been in place, and it ought to be time to think of a new
way to look at it. It certainly has not had any success in its original
intention.

Mr. MATSUI. Yes, Mr. Albrecht.
Mr. ALBRECHT. It’s difficult to find something positive as a result

of the Helms-Burton legislation, but I think one positive result
would be a greater awareness of the futility of unilateral sanctions
on the part of America.

Mr. MATSUI. Mr. Berry.
Mr. BERRY. In the testimony I mentioned that in the survey, 64

percent of the respondents said they had been harmed in one way
or another. That fails I think to mention the chilling effect. One of
the substantial things there I think, which is hard to measure, is
how European companies in particular have had to review their in-
vestments in the United States, which is the largest location for
European investment and is sizeable.

The last thing that I would mention is traveling to European a
lot, what it really has done in terms of the relationship between
the United States and the European Union, I think that has been
improving since April, but I think a lot of other things on the agen-
da could not be advanced in any way because Helms-Burton had
just irritated people so enormously on the other side of the Atlan-
tic.

Mr. MATSUI. Thank you.
Mr. Kruse.
Mr. KRUSE. Yes, sir. I think whether we’re talking about in this

case Helms-Burton or any unilateral trade sanctions, I think the
issue that applies and one of the features of this legislation or
many of the features that we find very positive is that it will cause
us to take a deliberate, disciplined approach in looking at, as you
mentioned, Congressman Matsui, what are the outcomes of this.
How many jobs are we talking about losing? How does this impact
our economy? So many times in agriculture, the history has been
very clear. We look back and the unintended consequences of trade
sanctions and embargoes hit us right between the eyes in this
country, not just the producers, but the people whose jobs depend
on the success of agriculture and all the other businesses rep-
resented here.

So I think as we look ahead, we need to make sure, and I think
this legislation goes a long way in making sure that unilateral
trade sanctions are the last tool out of the box, not the first, and
that we really understand the impact of what’s going to happen if
we in fact impose these sanctions.

Mr. MATSUI. Thank you. I thank all five of you.
If I may just ask one question or make an observation and then

perhaps put it in the form of a question in terms of my time. One
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of the areas I am concerned about, and I think one or the two of
you may have brought up fast track, and it does follow up on what
Mr. Kruse said. Trade sanctions should be the last alternative, the
last resort. I’m afraid what’s going on is that it’s become the first
resort.

If you think about the whole issue of China, we conditioned MFN
with respect to China right after Tiananmen, and it was trade
sanctions we decided rather than using diplomacy and perhaps
other forms of international discussions. I have given this a lot of
thought and it’s been my point of view, particularly in view of
what’s been going on with the fast track issue and how difficult it’s
been, is that many people throughout the country in America and
within the beltway now look upon trade and the economic advan-
tages of trade as being secondary, and that it’s really not that im-
portant.

Now I don’t know whether it’s because of our economy or the 78
months of economic growth, or is it because we just don’t care, or
maybe we just need to rethink this over again, and we have to go
through a whole new educational process. Perhaps every genera-
tion does need to do this. But it seems to me that recently there
has been a significant increase in unilateral sanctions over the past
decade is just because trade has taken a secondary role rather than
a primary role in terms of our international discussions.

That’s why the fundamental problem seems to be trying to ex-
plain to the American public, to our colleagues, and to everybody
that is involved in the opinion making in leadership, the impor-
tance of trade, both in terms of I think as all of you have sug-
gested, moving to democracy in terms of transporting our values to
other countries very indirectly, and also in terms of the economic
advantage between both countries.

I am surprised at the number of my colleagues, and Mr. Crane
and I are both working this fast track issue along with other Mem-
bers, that don’t even understand or know what the word or phrase
comparative advantage means. In fact, there was a recent article
in this week’s National Journal, which I would all suggest that you
read.

It was suggested that we shouldn’t trade with less developed
countries because their wages are so low. Of course if that’s the
point of view we take, Britain shouldn’t have traded in the 1890’s
and early 1900s. They were trying to colonize every country they
could find that was less developed. We shouldn’t have been trading
with Japan or Europe after World War II because obviously their
wages were much lower than ours. In fact, we should only be trad-
ing with countries that have the mirror image of our economy, in
which case we wouldn’t be, because we would have no comparative
advantage between us.

Somehow, we have to recreate a discussion about this issue be-
cause it’s really creating major damage. I think fast track is in
deep deep trouble. You all know that. I think this is permeating
the entire discussion. I really believe that this is kind of the root
problem of the whole issue of unilateral sanctions. It’s easy, let’s
just take a shot at Cuba, let’s take a shot at some country and let’s
do it by economic sanctions because that doesn’t hurt. That’s the
point of view people have.
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Mr. Kittredge.
Mr. KITTREDGE. Well, the point you make is a fundamental one.

If the country doesn’t understand the benefits of trade, it’s almost
impossible to get support for fast track or antisanctions legislation
or a better way to go about it. I think we all recognize we have to
do, and that’s everybody, has to do a better job of trade education.
The BRT has a program and Boeing probably is one of the best
companies in that regard. The chairman of the NFTC, National
Foreign Trade Council, who wasn’t here today but was at the press
conference this morning, from Ingersoll Rand, Jim Perella, his com-
pany has done a very good job in getting the message out. But it’s
hard to do.

It seems that the other side, if you will, has a very short mes-
sage. Trade equals loss of jobs, and you go from there. We all have
to do much better—the chairman of Procter and Gamble was here
at a fast track hearing earlier in the year. He said exactly that.
The whole group, you all, we, everybody has to do a better job in
explaining——

Mr. MATSUI. I’m not suggesting you’re not doing a good job. I’m
just saying that there’s some communication——

Mr. KITTREDGE. Well, I don’t think—we have got to do a lot bet-
ter job.

Mr. MATSUI. Right. Right.
Mr. BERRY. I think you make a very good point, Congressman

Matsui. I think it’s reflected in the proliferation of sanctions meas-
ures at the State and at the local level. There are 17 or 18 things,
we have some of them listed in our study, that have been enacted.
There are others. Even in a State like New Jersey, where the State
authority says that there will be a $2 billion cost, the legislature
still ignores it.

So there is a fundamental educational problem. I think that’s a
very good point.

Mr. MATSUI. Yes. Mr. Kruse.
Mr. KRUSE. Yes, sir. I think you make an excellent point too in

reference to the fact that the economy is doing really well right
now. Unfortunately, as we look at fast track and our ability in the
next few years to be at the table, and that’s what we’re talking
about, this country being at the table and trying to negotiate trade
agreements. These negotiations are going to go on whether we are
a part of them or not. Somewhere down the road, you know the old
saying what goes up is going to come down some day, and this
economy at some point is going to start looking perhaps a little dif-
ferent. We all hope that’s not the case, but I think realistically we
would think that that’s a high probability.

Then we’re going to start realizing the impact of losing jobs in
this country because we have not had the opportunity to be at the
table and to be a partner in all these trade agreements that are
being formulated.

Mr. MATSUI. Particularly agriculture. They are part of the WTO,
World Trade Organization, negotiations.

Mr. KRUSE. Yes, sir.
Mr. MATSUI. Very shortly. I know I’m thinking the unthinkable

for the first time, that fast track, who knows what might happen.
But I want to thank all five of you for your obviously excellent tes-
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timony, but all the effort and work you have been doing as well on
behalf of free trade. Thank you.

Chairman CRANE. I want to follow up just briefly on what Mr.
Matsui said. That is to compliment you for what you are doing. But
in addition, Mr. Kavulich, you mentioned Motorola and Kemper. I
also have the corporate headquarters of Ameritech, Sears Roebuck,
and United Airlines. Right across my current border is Baxter and
Abbott Laboratories. I thought, ‘‘Wow, we’ve got all these major ex-
porters in my district.’’ We had a Trade Subcommittee hearing
back home, and we are the fifth largest export State in the Nation.
Over 90 percent of our State exporters are companies employing
500 or less.

I had a fellow that came in to see me who was doing business
in the Persian Gulf. He says, ‘‘Congressman, have you any idea
how many companies in your district are doing business over
there?’’ I said, ‘‘No, I really don’t.’’ He said, ‘‘Over 150.’’ He had a
breakdown name by name of those businesses. I looked that list
over, and I never heard of one of them. These were infinitely less
than 500 employees. I have been trying to communicate with chief
executive officers of our big corporations, but the little businesses
are more important than that, to explain to their employees the im-
portance of exports to the business, to their job preservation and
growth. That message apparently is not getting out all that well
because at town meetings back home, when I bring up the question
of trade, people start drifting off to sleep. We’re not communicating
properly. We need more of that direct communication.

If I get called by a chief executive officer like the head of
Ameritech or something, surely he’s got my attention. But do his
employees call? I don’t get all that input from the employees of the
biggies or the little ones. I am not sure they understand it. Other-
wise, they wouldn’t show that kind of boredom, especially when you
consider, as someone already mentioned today, that one-third of
our economy is our trade. It’s the most dynamic component. God
forbid we don’t get fast track this year, because if we don’t, we
won’t get it until the next millennium.

I personally believe that’s going to cause a recession before the
end of this century. So whatever thoughts you have and sugges-
tions and recommendations, in that vein, please communicate them
not just to us, but get them out there to some of those businesses
that are actively involved in this, and really their futures depend
on it.

I thank you all for your participation today. With that, I will let
you gentlemen depart and welcome our next panelist. That is Hon.
Brent Scowcroft, president of the Forum for International Policy
and former National Security Advisor.

Mr. Scowcroft, you can proceed, and if you want, condense in
your oral presentation your written presentation. But the written
will be a part of the permanent record. With that, proceed.
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STATEMENT OF HON. BRENT SCOWCROFT, PRESIDENT,
FORUM FOR INTERNATIONAL POLICY; AND FORMER
NATIONAL SECURITY ADVISOR

Mr. SCOWCROFT. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. It’s a
great pleasure for me to be here with you to discuss the very im-
portant issue of unilateral sanctions. I don’t actually have a pre-
pared statement, but I do have a few opening remarks, Mr. Chair-
man.

First, a word about economic sanctions in general, not simply
unilateral ones. Economic sanctions, at least in theory, are the mid-
dle ground of actions against objectionable behavior by other states
between diplomatic discussions and negotiations on the one hand,
and the use of force on the other hand. Now there’s a lot of space
in between and sanctions really have been devised to fill that
space. I would comment that one other device we used to use was
covert action, which has now fallen into almost complete disuse.

There are really two, perhaps three objectives against which
sanctions are applied. The first is to prevent an offending state
from doing something it otherwise would be likely to do. That’s the
nature of our sanctions against Iraq, to keep it from aggressive
military action which we think they would otherwise undertake.
Another example of this kind of sanctions which are really fairly
rare, would be CoCom during the cold war.

A more common objective of sanctions is to change the behavior
of an offending state, which is basically what is behind our sanc-
tions against Iran, Cuba, and many others. That is a much more
difficult task.

Finally perhaps, we use sanctions simply to punish behavior of
which we disapprove. Perhaps an example of that is the case of the
Soviet invasion in Afghanistan when we stopped selling grain and
refused to go to the 1980 Olympics.

Sanctions inflict pain, economic pain. They also require the im-
posing state or states to incur pain. Clearly, the objective of sanc-
tions is to make the pain inflicted exceed by as much as possible
the pain incurred by imposing the sanctions.

Now basically how have sanctions worked in a multilateral set-
ting? The kinds of sanctions we imposed and are imposing on Iraq
are working very effectively. Changing behavior as an objective of
sanctions has not worked well at all. The case most frequently
cited for the success of economic sanctions is that of South Africa
and the destruction of apartheid. But even there, the evidence is
mixed. There, there was a special circumstance of a huge domestic
ally that we had in South Africa to make a success of those sanc-
tions.

Sanctions against Libya in part, perhaps, have been successful,
but not enough to achieve the goals of those sanctions. The sanc-
tions have made Gadhafi nervous, but since oil is not included in
those sanctions, they have not inflicted sufficient pain to convince
him to release the accused criminals of PanAm 103 for trial.

Now the issue of unilateral sanctions. The big problem with mul-
tilateral sanctions is that one has to go to the lowest common de-
nominator. Unilateral sanctions avoid all the negotiating and wa-
tering down and dealing with other countries to get a sanctions re-
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gime. Thus, they have become a favorite weapon to deal with of-
fending behavior of almost any kind.

They seem to have many advantages. They allow us to say we’re
doing something about an unpleasant situation. Therefore, they
make us feel good. They let us shed responsibility. We have done
something and don’t have to follow it up and we can just go about
our way. They allow us to avoid serious thinking about how we can
actually do something useful to change a situation. Finally, they
calm all sorts of domestic pressure groups who are agitated by the
offending behavior. Last, there are no readily identifiable costs in-
volved, like the obvious costs involved in the use of force.

The first problem with unilateral sanctions, however, is that they
don’t work. I have mentioned that even multilateral sanctions have
a dismal track record. Unilateral sanctions have an unblemished
record of failure. I can not think of a single case where they have
achieved their objective. Of course, the most outstanding record of
how they don’t work is the 30-odd years in which we’ve had unilat-
eral sanctions on Cuba. It’s difficult to see that Castro’s position is
any less secure than it was when we began.

When the world community applies sanctions as a group, the in-
flicted costs on the offending party are greatly disproportionate to
those small costs incurred by any individual member of the sanc-
tion committee. That is not nearly so true with unilateral sanc-
tions. Indeed, the offending state may actually be able to avoid any
significant pain through the acquiring of substitute suppliers.

But if it were only that unilateral sanctions didn’t work, it still
might be useful to use them to signal our disapproval of certain ac-
tions. Unfortunately, there are costs to us as well. Some of them
are quite heavy. Let me mention just a few. Once sanctions are im-
posed, taking them off, short of success, and I can think of no sin-
gle case of success of unilateral sanctions, represents a humiliation
and a signal of U.S. impotence.

Evidence of their ineffectiveness as well, reduces the possibility
that the next time they are imposed they will be even as effective.
They impose clear costs on U.S. business and in many cases hand
U.S. markets over to others. I think the recent case of Conoco and
Total with respect to Iran is an excellent example of that. In the
process, they undermine confidence in the commercial reliability of
U.S. firms. Indeed, they may actually benefit the sanctioned state
by giving its leaders a scapegoat for its own economic ills, as in
‘‘the great Satan’’ called up by the Iranian leadership. They can
also be used to whip up nationalist fervor and thus increase sup-
port for regimes that we find reprehensible. They also hurt those
internationally oriented groups in the target country, those groups
that we least want to have suffer.

We sometimes also damage an entire relationship of major im-
portance to us by the imposition of sanctions. Here, I would cite
sanctions against Pakistan for its nuclear weapons program. Paki-
stan is a state of great importance to us, and our overall relation-
ship has suffered greatly because of that one issue. We certainly
create frictions with our friends and allies who may differ with us
on the imposition with sanctions. Thus, we reduce our ability to
lead them on other unrelated issues.
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When we impose third-party boycotts, those disagreements can
turn relationships very poisonous. After all, we have fought third-
party boycotts, especially in the Middle East with the Arab boycott
in Israel, for decades. To turn around and apply it ourselves is not
helpful.

Last, more intangible, but perhaps in the long run most damag-
ing, unilateral sanctions often appear to other countries as U.S. ar-
rogance or as the exercise of cultural imperialism. In sum, Mr.
Chairman, I believe unilateral sanctions do not work and they do
serious damage to larger U.S. interests. Thank you.

Chairman CRANE. All I can say, Mr. Scowcroft is amen. Let me
also though compliment you on this article that was in the Wash-
ington Post. Bob and I are going to get this distributed to all of our
colleagues with both of us signing off on it, because as I’m sure you
are aware, fast track is at risk. God forbid, too, because I share
your view that the most civilizing influence we have exerted world-
wide has been through economic ties.

Mr. SCOWCROFT. Yes.
Chairman CRANE. I think it holds the greatest hope for improv-

ing the lives, as it’s already demonstrating in China, of more people
than ever before in the span of recorded history. So we thank you
for that.

Mr. SCOWCROFT. Thank you.
Chairman CRANE. I now yield to my distinguished Minority

Member Mr. Matsui.
Mr. MATSUI. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I also want to commend you on this fast track piece, Mr. Scow-

croft. I read it Sunday morning and it was one of the best pieces
on fast track that I have read in all the years I’ve been in Con-
gress, I have to tell you, and it’s been 19 years. So I really appre-
ciate it. I just wish that all of the Members, my colleagues could
have seen it. Obviously, with Chairman Crane’s leadership here,
we’ll get it out to all of our colleagues.

Mr. SCOWCROFT. Thank you.
Mr. MATSUI. Can I just ask you one question? I’m torn on this,

so this is a stream of consciousness question more than anything
else. There is a time when the United States should offer or engage
in sanctions on a country, and I’m posing this as a question, if that
country is so bad and so much out of step with world norms, I
would imagine that we would have to impose sanctions or at least
cutoff diplomatic and all ties, economic, diplomatic, and other ties
with that country. When that happens, when other countries, third
countries begin and still deal and still engage that rogue country
or country we would consider to be a rogue country, how do we deal
with that? Because that seems to be the case in Iran and with the
French now with Total being involved with them.

I happen to take the side that we should do everything we can
to get the French to not give that contract or not engage in that
contract because it gives the Iranians hard currency, which would
then allow them to continue to develop in a short time their nu-
clear weapons capability. But on the other hand, I know that there
are others that feel strongly in the other way. This does go against
my whole notion of supporting open, free trade.
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So perhaps you can help me work my way through this because
I am having a very difficult time with this particular issue, and
other issues similar to it.

Mr. SCOWCROFT. Well, Mr. Matsui, you certainly raise what is
the real problem. As I say, there is this broad gulf between simply
diplomatic talks and the use of force. We have to fill it somehow.
Sanctions, even if they’re not effective, sometimes are essential to
impose. But I think we really ought to try to avoid the feel-good
result of sanctions and try to do something that is useful.

In the case of Iran, for example, there’s no doubt that Iran is a
regime that we would like to change—for which we’d like to change
the behavior. Unilateral sanctions are not going to do it in Iran, es-
pecially if others replace us. It actually could be of benefit to Iran
to have a dispute among the industrial democracies, for example.

It seems to me, one of the things we ought to start out doing is
go to our friends in Europe, for example, and in Japan and so on,
sit down with them and say now look, some of the Iranian behavior
is obnoxious to all of us. The export of terrorism is against all civ-
ilized norms of behavior. Now what can we agree to do that would
help, that would send a message to Iran, that would hurt Iran. I
guess I would say fewer sanctions universally imposed might well
be more effective than total sanctions by the United States only.
But there are a number of different things I think we can try.

Sometimes we may feel we have to impose unilateral sanctions.
But if we do, and there are very useful comments in the bill about
this, we ought to do it with the full understanding of the fact that
not only is it unlikely to achieve our goals, but the costs might be
very high.

Mr. MATSUI. The Libya Iran bill that was passed last year, and
of course the Ways and Means Committee actually added to that
an exception for——

Mr. SCOWCROFT. Yes.
Mr. MATSUI. One of the exceptions we added onto it gives the

Secretary or the President the authority now to negotiate with
other countries to try to set up kind of a European-U.S.-Asian
group.

It seems to me, and maybe I understand this better, maybe we
do have commonality here in the sense that the problem with the
legislation, it’s a direct affront to a country rather than if we did
it quietly through diplomacy, perhaps if we weren’t so visible with
the French right now——

Mr. SCOWCROFT. That’s right.
Mr. MATSUI. Perhaps it might work better because we’ve stiff-

ened the backs of the French. They feel they can’t back down. Be-
fore you know it, we have a confrontation. It’s a whole issue of na-
tional sovereignty rather than an issue of joint security against a
rogue country.

Mr. SCOWCROFT. That frequently is the way it is perceived. When
we do it publicly as the legislation requires us to do, then it’s taken
as an affront to their sovereignty.

Mr. MATSUI. I truly believe that had we not been so public with
China in the early nineties perhaps, when I say that, I am talking
about Democrats and Republicans, Members of the House and Sen-
ate, all of us, we might have had more success. But what we did
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was we obviously confronted them. Then we obviously had to back
down because they weren’t going to work. Perhaps we would have
been somewhat further along, it’s hard to say, than the way we are
now.

Mr. SCOWCROFT. Well, I think back to the days of Jackson-Vanik.
When we were working quietly with the Soviet Union behind the
scenes to get Jewish immigration out, we got the numbers up fairly
high. As soon as we passed Jackson-Vanik and imposed it publicly,
they went to zero.

Mr. MATSUI. Well thank you very much. I really appreciate your
testimony and your being here.

Mr. SCOWCROFT. Thank you, Mr. Matsui.
Chairman CRANE. I too, Mr. Scowcroft. I know you have had a

busy schedule today, but we deeply appreciate the fact that you did
it.

Mr. SCOWCROFT. I appreciate the opportunity. Thank you very
much.

Chairman CRANE. Our final panel today will include Kimberly
Ann Elliott, research fellow for the Institute for International Eco-
nomics; Marino Marcich, director of International Investment and
Finance of the National Association of Manufacturers; and Mat-
thew Massaua, regional director of international policy and market
development at the USA Rice Federation. If our witnesses will be
seated, we shall proceed in the order in which I introduced you.

Before you proceed though, I have here the recent report of the
President’s Export Council on the subject of unilateral export sanc-
tions. I ask unanimous consent that this valuable report be placed
in the hearing record. I thought it would be unfair since you have
to depart for another meeting, Bob, if I reserved that request for
myself alone.

[The report follows:]

f
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Chairman CRANE. All right. Our first witness will be Ms. Elliott.

STATEMENT OF KIMBERLY ANN ELLIOTT, RESEARCH
FELLOW, INSTITUTE FOR INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS

Ms. ELLIOTT. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Let me
apologize in advance. I may have to leave a bit early, in fact, to
go to a conference on sanctions. I will summarize my remarks and
request that they be included in full in the——

Chairman CRANE. Oh yes. Without objection all of your full state-
ments will be made a part of the permanent record.

Ms. ELLIOTT. Thank you. In 1919, when he was promoting the
League of Nations, President Wilson envisioned sanctions as an
‘‘Economic peaceful, silent, deadly remedy . . . which in my judg-
ment no modern nation could resist.’’ The reality of course has been
quite different. The global comprehensive and vigorously enforced
sanctions against Iraq and the former Yugoslavia have produced at
best, limited and tenuous results. Unilateral sanctions, even when
imposed by the largest economy in the world, face far larger chal-
lenges. Even against such small and vulnerable targets as Haiti
and Panama, military force eventually was required to achieve
American goals.

Extensive empirical research by myself and my colleagues Jeffrey
Schott and Gary Hufbauer on the effectiveness of economic sanc-
tions throughout this century suggests that those two cases are not
unusual. Since 1970, unilateral U.S. sanctions have achieved for-
eign policy goals by our estimation in only 13 percent of the cases
in which they have been imposed. There’s a table in my testimony
that gives all of the numbers behind that.

Other recent research that we have done and that I guess has
been discussed earlier today, suggests that sanctions in 1995 cost
the United States nearly $20 billion in potential exports, and per-
haps 200,000 or more jobs in the relatively highly compensated ex-
port sector.

Our research addresses the issue of the effectiveness of sanctions
through empirical research, through assessment of the outcomes in
115 cases of economic sanctions from World War I through 1990.
In addition to assessing outcomes, our research also identifies the
conditions under which sanctions are most likely to achieve foreign
policy goals. We judged 35 percent of those 115 cases throughout
this century to have at least partially achieved their goals, and con-
cluded that sanctions are most likely to be effective when the goal
is relatively modest and the target country is much smaller and
weaker than the country imposing sanctions; when the sanctioner
and target are friendly toward one another prior to the imposition
of sanctions and conduct substantial trade with one another; and
when the sanctions are imposed quickly and decisively to maximize
impact. For example, the average cost to the target, as a percent-
age of its GNP, gross national product, in successful cases was 2.4
percent, but only 1 percent of GNP in failed cases. Finally, sanc-
tions we found would be more effective when the sanctioner avoids
high costs to itself.

Our forthcoming edition will add probably 30 to 40 cases to the
current 115. Our results so far as very preliminary, but we don’t
expect the fundamental results to change very much.
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1 The views expressed are the author’s and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Insti-
tute’s Board of Directors, Advisory Committee, or staff.

2 Quoted in Saul K. Padover, ed., Wilson’s Ideals (Washington: American Council on Public
Affairs, 1942, p. 108).

Of the 115 cases, the United States was a participant in 78, usu-
ally as the leading sanctioner, and often alone. A striking result of
our analysis is the declining utility of U.S. economic sanctions, es-
pecially when they are unilateral. In cases where American policy-
makers received little or no cooperation from other countries, the
United States was successful 70 percent of the time from 1940 to
1970, but in the seventies and eighties, again, only 13 percent of
U.S. unilateral sanctions achieved any success at all.

While the benefits of economic sanctions are elusive, the costs
are not. Trade sanctions deprive the United States of the gains
from trade, and frequently penalize exporting firms that are among
the most sophisticated and productive in the U.S. economy. In a $7
trillion economy, the $15 to $19 billion that I mentioned may not
be huge, but they are tangible, and they do hit some of the most
productive and sophisticated firms.

I would just like to cite very quickly some research by my col-
league David Richardson and Karin Rindal, who found that work-
ers in plants involved in exporting are more productive and more
highly compensated than workers in comparable plants that do not
export. Employment growth is nearly 20 percent higher in export-
ing firms and plants than in those that never exported or have
stopped. Finally, exporting firms and plants are less likely to go
out of business in an average year. They also concluded that the
communities that host these exporting operations, as well as the
workers and shareholders, benefit from having a more stable, grow-
ing, and high performance work force and tax base.

In sum, a rapidly changing global economy means that unilateral
economic sanctions are decreasingly useful, yet increasingly costly.
If sanctions are to have any chance at all of producing favorable
outcomes, they must be multilateral, they must be carefully formu-
lated, and they must be vigorously enforced. Thank you.

[The prepared statement follows:]

Statement of Kimberly Ann Elliott,1 Research Fellow, Institute for
International Economics

A nation that is boycotted is a nation that is in sight of surrender. Apply this eco-
nomic, peaceful, silent, deadly remedy and there will be no need for force. It does
not cost a life outside the nation boycotted, but it brings a pressure upon the nation
which, in my judgment, no modern nation could resist.

PRESIDENT WOODROW WILSON, 1919 2

The reality, alas, has been far different from what President Wilson envisioned.
The global, comprehensive, and vigorously enforced sanctions against Iraq and the
former Yugoslavia have produced at best limited and tenuous results. Unilateral
sanctions—even when imposed by the largest economy in the world—face far more
difficult challenges, especially in an increasingly integrated international economy.
Even against such small and vulnerable targets as Haiti and Panama, military force
eventually was required to achieve American goals.

Extensive empirical research on the effectiveness of economic sanctions through-
out this century suggests that these two cases are not unusual. Since 1970, unilat-
eral US sanctions have achieved foreign policy goals in only 13 percent of the cases
where they have been imposed. In addition to whatever effect repeated failure may
have on the credibility of US leadership, other recent research suggests that eco-
nomic sanctions are costing the United States $15 billion to $19 billion annually in
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3 Gary Clyde Hufbauer, Jeffrey J. Schott, and Kimberly Ann Elliott, Economic Sanctions Re-
considered: History and Current Policy, second edition, rvd. (Washington: Institute for Inter-
national Economics, 1990). The third edition of this research should be available early next year.
See also Gary Clyde Hufbauer, Kimberly Ann Elliott, Tess Cyrus, and Elizabeth Ann Winston,
‘‘US Economic Sanctions: Their Impact on Trade, Jobs, and Wages,’’ Institute for International
Economics Working Paper, April 1997.

potential exports. This, in turn, translates into 200,000 or more jobs lost in the rel-
atively highly compensated export sector.3

POTENTIAL BENEFITS OF SANCTIONS AS A FOREIGN POLICY TOOL

The Institute’s research program on economic sanctions began in the early 1980s,
in the wake of the grain embargo, imposed in response to the Soviet invasion of Af-
ghanistan, and the pipeline sanctions, imposed in response to the Soviet role in the
Polish crackdown on the Solidarity trade union. The conventional wisdom then was
that sanctions never work, that they are costly politically and economically, and
that their use should be constrained.

Our research addresses these issues empirically, through assessment of the out-
comes in 115 cases of economic sanctions beginning with World War I and ending
in 1990. In addition to assessing outcomes, our research also identifies the condi-
tions under which sanctions are most likely to achieve foreign policy goals.

We judged 35 percent of these cases to be at least partially successful and con-
cluded that sanctions are most likely to be effective when:

(1) The goal is relatively modest. This also lessens the importance of multilateral
cooperation, which often is difficult to obtain.

(2) The target country is much smaller than the country imposing sanctions, eco-
nomically weak, and politically unstable. (The average sanctioner’s economy was
187 times larger than that of the average target.)

(3) The sanctioner and target are friendly toward one another prior to the imposi-
tion of sanctions and conduct substantial trade. The sanctioner accounted for 28 per-
cent of the average target’s trade in success cases but only 19 percent in failures.

(4) The sanctions are imposed quickly and decisively to maximize impact. The av-
erage cost to the target as a percentage of GNP in success cases was 2.4 percent
and 1 percent in failures.

(5) The sanctioning country avoids high costs to itself.
Our forthcoming third edition will extend this dataset by roughly another 30 to

40 cases. Although the results to date are preliminary, we do not expect these con-
clusions to change significantly.

Of the 115 cases studied, the United States was a participant in 78, usually as
the leading sanctioner and often alone. The results for US sanctions are broadly
similar to those described above because the United States has been the dominant
user of economic sanctions. Thus, the 33 percent success rate for US sanctions was
virtually identical to that for the sample as a whole.

A striking result of our analysis, however, is the declining utility of US economic
sanctions as a foreign policy tool, especially when they are unilateral (see table 1).
Prior to the 1970s, sanctions in which the United States was involved, either alone
or with others, succeeded at least partially just over 50 percent of the time. Between
1970 and 1990, however, US sanctions succeeded in just 21 percent of the cases ini-
tiated.

Table 1. Effectiveness of Economic Sanctions as a Foreign Policy Tool

Number of
successes

Number of
failures

Success ratio
(successes as
a percentage

of total)

All cases ........................................................................... 40 75 35%
Cases involving US as a sanctioner:

1945–90 ............................................................. 26 52 33%
1945–70 ............................................................. 16 14 53%
1970–90 ............................................................. 10 38 21%

Unilateral US sanctions:
1945–90 ............................................................. 16 39 29%
1945–70 ............................................................. 11 5 69%
1970–90 ............................................................. 5 34 13%
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4 The US Department of Commerce estimated that, in 1992, $1 billion of goods exported sup-
ported 15,500 jobs. Adjusting that figure for subsequent productivity growth gives an estimate
of 13,800 jobs; multiplied by $15 billion to $19 billlion gives a figure of 200,000 to 260,000 jobs.
See US Department of Commerce, US Jobs Supported by Exports of Goods and Services (Wash-
ington, November 1996). This same study, along with research by Richardson and Rindal, also
estimates that jobs in the export sector pay 12 percent to 15 percent better than comparable
jobs in other sectors. Based on an average annual wage in manufacturing in 1995 of $34,020,
the export sector wage premium would have been over $4000. See Hufbauer, et al. (1997), and
J. David Richardson and Karin Rindal, Why Exports Matter: More! (Washington: Institute for
International Economics and the Manufacturing Institute, February 1996).

The results for unilateral US sanctions, those in which American policymakers re-
ceived either no or only minor cooperation from other countries, are even more strik-
ing. In 55 post-war episodes, the success rate for such cases was only slightly below
that for all cases involving the United States, 29 percent versus 33 percent. How-
ever, more than two-thirds of those successes occurred in the early post-war period,
when the United States was successful nearly 70 percent of the time. In the 1970s
and 1980s, a mere 13 percent of unilateral US sanctions achieved any success at
all (table 1).

Many factors contribute to these results but a large part of the explanation must
be the effects of globalization. The United States is no longer as dominant in the
world economy as it once was and its leverage has declined concomitantly. Given
that these trends have continued in the 1990s, or even acclerated, there is little rea-
son to expect that the utility of unilateral sanctions has improved in recent years.

COSTS OF ECONOMIC SANCTIONS

While the benefits of economic sanctions are elusive, the costs often are not. Trade
sanctions deprive the United States of the gains from trade and frequently penalize
exporting firms that are among the most sophisticated and productive in the US
economy. As American sanctions have expanded and proliferated over the past 20
years, they have also led to increasing tensions between the United States and its
allies and trading partners around the world.

In a recent extension of the IIE research, my colleagues and I estimated that eco-
nomic sanctions cost the United States $15 billion to $19 billion in forgone merchan-
dise exports to 26 target countries in 1995. The analysis tentatively suggests that
even limited sanctions, such as restrictions on foreign aid or narrowly defined export
sanctions, can have surprisingly large effects on bilateral trade flows (see table 2).

Table 2. Estimated change in trade due to sanctions, 1995 (percent)

Scope of sanctions imposed a All countries, ex-
ports plus imports b

OECD countries, ex-
ports only

United States, ex-
ports only

Limited ............................................... c ¥21/5 c

Moderate ............................................ ¥31.2 ¥33.1 ¥68.0
Extensive ........................................... ¥91.9 ¥78.0 ¥96.8

Notes:
a. Limited sanctions include narrowly defined trade, financial, trade, or cultural sanctions, such as suspen-

sion of foreign aid or restrictions on exports of narrow categories of goods or technologies; moderate sanctions
cover more broadly defined categories of trade or finance; extensive sanctions usually encompass most trade
and financial flows between two countries.

b. There are 88 countries in the database.
c. The coefficients on these variables suggest that even limited sanctions depress trade by 15 to 20 percent

but in these tests the regression coefficients were not statistically significant at normal confidence levels.

Lower exports of $15 billion to $19 billion would mean a reduction of more than
200,000 jobs in the relatively higher-wage export sector and a consequent loss of
nearly $1 billion in export sector wage premiums.4 Though the estimates were cal-
culated using trade in the base year of 1995, similar costs accrue each year that
similar sanctions remain in place.

These effects could be overstated to the extent that exporters are able to redirect
their goods to other markets. There are several reasons, however, to think the cu-
mulative effects could be greater than suggested in this analysis. First, the study
excludes investment flows and services exports, which in 1995 equalled nearly 40
percent of the value of goods exports. Second, one would expect the long-term effects
of sanctions to be relatively more severe for suppliers of sophisticated equipment
and infrastructure equipment than for exports as a whole.

Indeed, many American businessmen claim that the effects of even limited unilat-
eral US sanctions go well beyond targeted sectors and that the effects linger long
after they are lifted because US firms come to be regarded as ‘‘unreliable suppliers.’’
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Sanctioned countries may avoid buying from US exporters even when sanctions are
not in place, thus giving firms in other countries a competitive advantage in those
markets. Exports lost today may also mean lower exports after sanctions are lifted
because US firms will not be able to supply replacement parts or related tech-
nologies. Foreign firms may also design US intermediate goods and technology out
of their final products for fear of one day being caught up in a US sanction episode.
If perceived as precedents that are likely to be repeated, the secondary boycotts and
extraterritorial sanctions passed last year in the Iran/Libya Sanctions Act and the
Helms-Burton Act could exacerbate this unreliable supplier effect. This effect could
explain why the estimated impact on US exports is higher than for the OECD coun-
tries as a group (table 2).

In a $7 trillion economy these costs may not be huge but they are tangible. More-
over, they are concentrated on sectors and firms involved in international trade and
investment that are often the most sophisticated and competitive in the American
economy. Research by my colleague J. David Richardson and Karin Rindal shows
that:

• workers in plants involved in exporting are more productive and more highly
compensated than workers in comparable plants that do not export;

• employment growth is nearly 20 percent higher in exporting firms and plants
than in those that never exported or have stopped exporting; and,

• exporting firms and plants are less likely to go out of business in an average
year.

Richardson and Rindal also conclude that the communities that host exporting op-
erations, not just the workers and shareholders in those operations, benefit from
having a relatively more stable, growing, and high-performance workforce and tax
base.5

In sum, a rapidly changing global economy means that unilateral economic sanc-
tions are decreasingly useful yet increasingly costly. If sanctions are to have any
chance at all of producing favorable outcomes, they must be multilateral, they must
be carefully formulated, and they must be vigorously enforced.

f

Chairman CRANE. Thank you very much. You check your sched-
ule and when you have to depart. Don’t feel embarrassed. We ap-
preciate your participation very much.

Ms. ELLIOTT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman CRANE. Mr. Marcich.

STATEMENT OF MARINO MARCICH, DIRECTOR,
INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT AND FINANCE, NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF MANUFACTURERS

Mr. MARCICH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. May I submit for the
record the report we did with Georgetown University Law School?

Chairman CRANE. Without objection, so ordered.
[The report is being retained in the Committee files.]
Mr. MARCICH. In November 1995 Ken Saro-Wiwa and eight other

environmental activists were hanged by the military government in
Nigeria right after a trial that according to most observers lacked
international standards of due process. The Burmese dissident,
Nobel Prize winning dissident Suu Kyi remains under virtual
house arrest. The American public has recently been treated to wit-
nessing Mexican officials bribe their top antinarcotics official. Cap-
tured on tape we hear Cuban pilots joke about downing a civilian
aircraft over international waters.

Is it any wonder that Americans increasingly prefer to not watch
the news, particularly when it concerns international issues? I
don’t think anyone can help but be moved by such scenes. Brutal
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repression is far too common on this century of world war and to-
talitarian governments. As we contemplate how to respond to ter-
rorist acts, torture, violations of basic human rights, there is a
temptation to react with all the severity our anger can muster,
which is why we increasingly resort to unilateral economic sanc-
tions.

The problem with this approach is very simple. It’s been high-
lighted by numerous speakers today. Unilateral sanctions simply
don’t work. Earlier this year, seven U.S. Senators wrote the Presi-
dent urging him to enact a new sanctions law against Burma,
which the President eventually did. Yet in the letter, the Senators
write that ‘‘Since the Burma sanctions bill was signed into law, the
situation has gone from bad to worse.’’ Although the letter’s signers
would argue to the contrary, they unintentionally make my point.

In March of this year, the NAM, National Association of Manu-
facturers, released the study I mentioned on unilateral economic
sanctions for foreign policy purposes from 1993 to 1996. What we
really discovered was a real bewildering array of good intentions
gone awry. In just 4 years, 61 U.S. laws or executive decisions tar-
geted against 35 countries. Kimberly mentioned the study by the
Institute for International Economics that concluded about a $15 to
$19 billion loss as a result of sanctions in 1995 alone. When you
consider that plants or firms that export experience almost 20 per-
cent faster employment growth and pay about 12 to 15 percent
more in wages, you get a better idea of how closely linked the issue
of unilateral economic sanctions is to our future long-term economic
prosperity.

To be frank, there is more however to the national interest than
market share. I think our U.S. industry and the American people
expect the U.S. Government to play a leading role in the promotion
of human rights. Make no mistake about it. If you read the State
Department annual report on human rights, to be frank, I looked
at all the 35 countries that were sanctioned in that 4-year period.
It’s not a pretty picture. It troubles our consciences and makes us
want to act. But action taken without calculation of its effect is
mere shadow boxing, an exercise that achieves nothing. Diplomacy,
negotiation, and when our national security is directly at stake,
military resolve, are the appropriate tools by which we can alter
unacceptable behavior.

It’s quite clear that these sanctions have not worked to change
the behavior of rogue regimes. I intend to follow up the NAM study
with a brief updated report on the effectiveness of sanctions. What
I did was basically compare the stated objective of each of the sanc-
tions measure adopted in this 4-year period with the conclusion
drawn in the 1996 human rights and global terrorism and narcotics
control reports produced by the State Department. I used a very
liberal methodology on assessing the State Department’s conclusion
as to whether any improvement had taken place. The results
shouldn’t surprise anyone and are fully consistent with other testi-
mony you have heard today. We get about 90 percent failure rate.

If unilateral economic sanctions have not worked to change the
behavior of a targeted country, then it’s quite clear the United
States should examine other weapons in its arsenal. Take the case
of Burma. Before the ink was dry, Burmese officials were saying
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the action would have no effect on their policies. Japan indicated
it would not go along with the policy. Burma’s neighbors indicated
they were not going to go along with it. ASEAN admitted Burma
in July 1997. Statistics appear to indicate that foreign direct in-
vestment in Burma has increased in 1996, not withstanding the
United States decision to bar new investment.

When Nelson Mandela himself, no stranger to a repressive re-
gime or the issue of sanctions, was asked if South Africa would
boycott Burma, he declined, stating that sanctions would only
cause chaos and suffering in Burma, and that South Africa pre-
ferred to act through international bodies such as the United Na-
tions.

What can U.S. business do to promote, support human rights? I
think it would be a mistake to say that American trade and invest-
ment will bring about immediate revolutionary change in many
countries targeted by sanctions. Expect U.S. business to play the
leading role in this effort, would perhaps lead to some unfulfilled
expectations. But I can say that trade and investment promote im-
proved conditions of life in developing countries through increased
economic growth, employment, and improved working conditions.
In the words of a former U.S. Secretary of Labor, ‘‘where capitalism
lurks, democracy is just around the corner.’’

Similar logic concerning the failure in the human rights context
can also be applied in the annual antinarcotics certification debate.
As a result of the decertification of Colombia, the Export-Import
Bank shut down in that country, leading to about $500 million
worth of lost exports and thousands of jobs with it.

Mr. Chairman, I don’t think that throwing Americans out of a job
will corral any drug barons in Colombia. Nearly 2 decades ago,
former Secretary of State George Schultz warned against the dan-
gers of light switch diplomacy. I believe this warning is more rel-
evant now than ever. As of August 31, 46 separate initiatives were
pending at the Federal, State or local level, authorizing sanctions
against 38 countries, including allies such as Costa Rica, Turkey
and Mexico, India, Indonesia, and Switzerland as well. Our com-
mercial relationships are not an electrical current. For the sake of
American prosperity and interests, we should leave the light switch
alone. Thank you.

[The prepared statement follows:]
Statement of Marino Marcich, Director, International Investment and

Finance, National Association of Manufacturers
Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, I appreciate the opportunity to

testify in today’s hearings on the use and effect of unilateral trade sanctions. My
name is Marino Marcich, director of international investment and finance at the Na-
tional Association of Manufacturers. I am submitting for the record A Catalog of
New U.S. Unilateral Economic Sanctions For Foreign Policy Purposes 1993–96 (with
analysis and recommendations), a report the NAM produced with Professor Barry
Carter of Georgetown University Law School in March, 1997.

On November 5, 1995, Ken Saro-Wiwa and eight other political activists in Nige-
ria were hanged by the military government after a trial that, according to most
observers, ignored fundamental standards of legal process. Burmese Nobel Peace
Prize winning dissident Aung San Suu Kyi remains under virtual house arrest. We
watch as Mexican officials bribe their country’s top anti-narcotics official. And cap-
tured on tape, we hear Cuban air force pilots joke about shooting down American
citizens as they fly over international waters. Is it any wonder that Americans in-
creasingly prefer not to watch the news, particularly when it concerns international
issues?
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No one can help but be moved and angered by such scenes. Brutal repression, far
too common in our century of world war and totalitarian governments, stretches like
an ugly scar across the landscape of our times.

As America contemplates how to respond to terrorist acts, torture and violations
of basic human rights, there is a temptation to react with all the severity our anger
can muster—which is why we turn to unilateral economic sanctions.

The problem with this approach is simple: unilateral sanctions don’t work. Earlier
this year, seven U.S. Senators wrote the President urging him to invoke a new sanc-
tions law against Burma, which the President eventually did. Yet, in the letter, the
Senators write that, ‘‘Since the (Burma sanctions) bill was signed into law, the situ-
ation has gone from bad to worse.’’ Although the letter’s signers would argue to the
contrary, they unintentionally make my point.

On March 4, 1997, the NAM released a new study on the use of unilateral eco-
nomic sanctions for foreign policy purposes from 1993 to 1996. What we found was
a bewildering array of good intentions gone awry. In just 4 years, 61 U.S. laws or
executive decisions were adopted authorizing unilateral economic sanctions targeted
against 35 countries that account for 42 percent of the world’s population and $790
billion worth of export markets. A new study by the Institute for International Eco-
nomics concludes that U.S. exports to 26 target countries were reduced by $15–19
billion in 1995 as a result of economic sanctions. Resulting job losses in the export
sector may have been as high as 200,000. When you consider that plants or firms
that export experienced almost 20 percent faster employment growth and pay about
12–15 percent more in wages, you get a better idea of how closely linked the issue
of unilateral economic sanctions is to America’s long-term prosperity.

This is just the tip of the iceberg. A disturbing trend we’ve noticed over the years
is what we call the ‘‘de-Americanization’’ of products that once used American com-
ponents. Under various U.S. laws, U.S. components suppliers are obligated to certify
that the end product will not be exported to any country subject to a U.S. embargo.
In the same way as a consumer avoids buying a product from a supplier with unreli-
able service, foreign purchasers avoid becoming dependent on suppliers who rep-
resent a political risk. And the rash of sanctions measures have made U.S. suppliers
precisely that.

Where Airbus once relied solely on U.S.-built engines, two of its latest models are
designed for non-U.S. engines. In the wake of the pipeline and grain embargoes of
a decade ago, European purchasers avoided U.S. components suppliers except where
such components were unavailable from other sources. China and India hedge
against potential sanctions by maintaining a significant Russian share in their
fleets. In the wake of the grain embargo, Brazil, Argentina and others grew to be-
come significant long-term competitors of U.S. farmers and are so to this very day.

There is, however, more to the national interest than market share. Americans
expect the U.S. Government to play a leading role in the promotion of human rights,
and U.S. industry understands, respects and supports this. Make no mistake about
it, the panoply of evil is large and vivid. It troubles our consciences and makes us
want to act. But action taken without calculation of its effect is mere shadow box-
ing, an exercise that achieves nothing. Diplomacy, negotiation, and, when our na-
tional security is directly at stake, military resolve, are the appropriate tools by
which we can alter unacceptable behavior.

Economic sanctions have not worked to change the behavior of rogue regimes. I
have since followed up the NAM study with a brief updated report on the effective-
ness of sanctions, which will be released shortly. I compared the stated objective of
each of the sanctions measures targeted against the 35 countries with the conclu-
sion drawn in the 1996 human rights, global terrorism and narcotics control reports
produced by the State Department. A very liberal methodology was adopted when
assessing the State Department’s conclusion as to whether any improvement in the
targeted country’s behavior had taken place. Where the State Department annual
report pointed to signs, however modest, of improvement in human rights or
counter-narcotics efforts, the result was tabulated as ‘‘partially successful.’’

The results should not surprise anyone. Federal sanctions enacted from 1993 to
1996 failed to change the behavior of the targeted country 86 percent of the time.
For 11 percent of the targeted governments, a partial success was achieved. In only
one instance, or 4 percent of the cases, was the sanction considered a complete suc-
cess.

The results are fully consistent with previous studies concluding that sanctions
did not achieve their stated foreign policy objectives over 80 percent of the time in
the 1970s and 1980s. There is reason to believe that the failure rate will increase
due to the effects of globalization, as more and more countries are able and willing
to fill the void left when U.S. companies are denied the opportunity to export and
invest.
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If unilateral economic sanctions have not worked to effectively change the behav-
ior of the targeted country, then the U.S. must examine other weapons in its arse-
nal. A failure rate of almost 90 percent suggests a need for reflection and caution.
Consider the recently-applied sanctions against Burma. Before the ink was dry,
Burmese officials were saying that the action would have no effect on its policies.
Japan indicated that it would not go along with the U.S. approach. Burma’s neigh-
bors were not willing to go along with the U.S.-inspired approach. ASEAN admitted
Burma in July 1997. Statistics appear to indicate that foreign direct investment in
Burma increased in 1996, notwithstanding the U.S. decision to bar new U.S. invest-
ment. And when Nelson Mandela—himself no stranger to a repressive regime or the
issue of sanctions—was asked if South Africa would boycott Burma, he declined,
stating the sanctions would only cause chaos and suffering in Burma and that South
Africa preferred to act through international bodies such as the UN.

What can American business do to support human rights? I cannot say that
American trade and investment will bring about immediate revolutionary change in
many countries targeted by sanctions. To expect U.S. business to play the leading
role in this effort would perhaps lead to unfulfilled expectations. But I can say that
U.S. trade and investment improve conditions of life in developing countries through
increased economic growth, employment and improved working conditions. In the
words of a former U.S. Secretary of Labor, ‘‘where capitalism lurks, democracy is
just around the corner.’’

Sanctions, however, do the exact opposite, causing chaos, suffering and hardship
for the very people they are designed to help. It is argued that trade with rogue
regimes is immoral. But could someone explain how causing economic dislocation
and pain for people in developing countries is any less immoral, or whether deepen-
ing their poverty will cause people to rise up against their well-armed oppressors?

Similar logic can be applied not only in the human rights context, but in the an-
nual anti-narcotics certification debate. As a result of the de-certification of Colom-
bia, the Export-Import Bank shut down in that country, leading to $500 million in
lost U.S. exports and thousands of jobs with it. Throwing Americans out of a job
will not corral any drug barons in Colombia.

Nearly two decades ago, former Secretary of State George Schultz warned against
the dangers of ‘‘light-switch’’ diplomacy; the belief that commercial relations could
be turned on and off like a switch. This warning is more relevant now than it was
two decades ago. As of August 31, 1997, 46 bills were pending in the 105th Congress
authorizing unilateral economic sanctions against 38 countries, including China,
Costa Rica, India, Indonesia, Mexico, Switzerland and Turkey. Fourteen sanctions
measures were pending at the state and local level targeting 17 countries. Our com-
mercial relationships are not an electrical current. For the sake of American pros-
perity and interests, let’s leave the light switch alone.

Thank you.

f

Chairman CRANE. Thank you very much, Mr. Marcich.
Our final witness, Mr. Massaua.

STATEMENT OF MATTHEW MASSAUA, REGIONAL DIRECTOR,
INTERNATIONAL POLICY AND MARKET DEVELOPMENT, USA
RICE FEDERATION

Mr. MASSAUA. Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman. My name is Mat-
thew Massaua. I am regional director for international policy and
market development at the USA Rice Federation. I appear here on
behalf of the USA Rice Federation, the national trade association
of the U.S. rice industry, which is working to advance the common
interests of this country’s rice farmers, millers, marketers, and al-
lied industry segments.

Trade has historically been and will continue to be critical to the
U.S. rice industry. The United States is exporting approximately
half of the rice it produces, and consistently ranks as the second
or third leading rice exporter in the world. The U.S. share of world
rice trade has ranged from 12 to 28 percent. Today, U.S. rice is sold
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in over 100 countries around the world, recognized for its quality
and reliability. The United States is also considered a reliable di-
versified supplier, exporting long, medium and short grain varieties
of rice with a wide range of processing options.

Our major export destinations include the European Union, Mex-
ico, Japan, Turkey, Canada, Haiti, and South Africa. In addition,
we’re working to develop markets in other countries which have
provided greater market access under the Uruguay round agree-
ment.

Of all the grains exported by the United States, rice has been hit
particularly hard by unilateral trade sanctions. For example, before
President Clinton’s Executive order on the U.S. trade embargo with
Iran in 1995, that country was emerging as one of the largest mar-
kets for high quality U.S. rice. Similarly, the largest importer of
U.S. rice in 1989 was Iraq, which was closed to U.S. rice exporters
by executive order in 1990. Trade restrictions imposed by the U.S.
Government, however well justified, do impact U.S. rice exporters
and consequently the entire rice sector in this country. Despite oc-
casional exemptions, such as general license programs, trade re-
strictions currently in force effectively reduce the size of the world
rice market available to U.S. commercial exports.

The recent scenarios in the Middle East have their counterpart
in the Cuba of 1960. At that time, Cuba was the largest single im-
porter of United States rice, preferring to buy the United States
product on a commercial basis because of quality, proximity, and
reliable supply. In 1951, Cuba imported a peak volume of approxi-
mately 250,000 metric tons of United States rice, which rep-
resented about half of total United States exports at the time. In
1996, a 250,000 metric ton market would have accounted for ap-
proximately 10 percent of our total exports.

Cuba’s share of total United States exports varied considerably
from year to year, ranging anywhere from 17 to 51 percent in the
10-year period prior to the embargo. Since the embargo, Cuba’s an-
nual imports have averaged around 300,000 metric tons, with pri-
mary import origins from Thailand, China, and Vietnam.

The United States rice industry believes once the United States
Government has lifted the embargo, Cuba will again become a sig-
nificant market for United States rice. Because of the structural
changes that have occurred in Cuba and changing food consump-
tion patterns, it’s possible that a post-embargo Cuba may not im-
mediately be in a position to commercially import the same high
quality United States rice it had in the past. However, our industry
views the Cuban market as one of great potential. Once the embar-
go is no longer in place, the U.S. industry will expect to reenter the
Cuban market and will work closely with the U.S. Government to
make use of any government programs which may assist in maxi-
mizing potential gains in this important market.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, the trade sanctions currently in
force are allowing other rice exporting nations such as Thailand
and Vietnam to gain major competitive advantages over the United
States rice industry. Furthermore, for 1997 and 1998, when the
United States is expected to harvest its third largest rice crop on
record, U.S. Department of Agriculture estimates that more than
13 percent of projected global rice import demand will be subject
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to unilateral trade sanctions. This represents a very significant de-
gree of lost marketing opportunities for the U.S. rice industry.

I again thank you for this occasion to appear before the Sub-
committee.

[The prepared statement follows:]
Statement of Matthew Massaua, Regional Director, International Policy

and Market Development, USA Rice Federation
Good morning Mr. Chairman, my name is Matthew Massaua. I am Regional Di-

rector for International Policy and Market Development at the USA Rice Federa-
tion. I appear here this morning on behalf of the USA Rice Federation, the national
trade association of the U.S. rice industry which works to advance the common in-
terests of this country’s rice producers, millers, marketers and allied industry seg-
ments. The Federation is composed of three charter members—the U.S. Rice Pro-
ducers Group, the USA Rice Council and the Rice Miller’s Association.

U.S. RICE TRADE

Trade has historically been, and will continue to be, critical to the U.S. rice indus-
try. The U.S. exports approximately half of the rice it produces, and consistently
ranks as the second or third leading rice exporter in the world. The U.S. share of
world rice trade has ranged from 12 percent to 28 percent. The U.S. industry’s larg-
est global competitor is Thailand, which maintains an average market share of
about 30 percent. Today, U.S. rice is sold in over 100 countries around the world
and is widely recognized for quality. The U.S. is also considered a reliable, diversi-
fied supplier, exporting long, medium and short grain varieties of rice with a wide
range of processing options.

Current major export destinations for U.S. rice include the European Union (EU),
Mexico, Japan, Turkey, Canada, Haiti, and South Africa. In addition, the U.S. rice
industry is working to develop markets in other countries that have provided great-
er market access under the Uruguay Round agreement.

THE U.S. RICE INDUSTRY AND GLOBAL TRADE ISSUES

Of all grains exported by the United States, rice has been hit particularly hard
by unilateral trade sanctions. For example, before President Clinton’s executive
order on the U.S. trade embargo with Iran in 1995, that country was emerging as
one of the largest markets for high quality U.S. rice. Similarly, the largest importer
of U.S. rice in 1989 was Iraq, which was closed to U.S. rice exporters by executive
order in 1990. Trade restrictions imposed by the U.S. government, however well-
justified, do impact U.S. rice exporters and consequently the entire rice sector in
this country. Despite occasional exemptions, such as ‘‘general license’’ programs,
trade restrictions currently in force effectively reduce the size of the world rice mar-
ket available to U.S. commercial rice exports.

U.S. AND CUBA RICE TRADE

The recent scenarios in the Middle East have their counterpart in the Cuba of
1960. At that time, Cuba was the largest single importer of U.S. rice, preferring to
buy the U.S. product on a commercial basis because of quality, proximity and reli-
able supply. In 1951, Cuba imported a peak volume of approximately 250,000 metric
tons of U.S. rice which represented about half of total U.S. exports at the time. In
1996, a 250,000 metric ton market for U.S. rice would have accounted for approxi-
mately 10 percent of total exports.

Cuba’s share of total U.S. exports varied considerably from year-to-year, ranging
from 17 to 51 percent in the ten-year-period prior to the embargo in 1963. Since
the embargo, Cuba’s annual imports have averaged around 300,000 metric tons,
with primary import origins of Thailand, China and Vietnam.

The type of rice purchased by Cuba from the U.S. was a high quality U.S. long
grain product. In the years since the embargo, Cuba has imported a lower grade
product, both long and medium grain.

The U.S. rice industry believes once the U.S. government has lifted the embargo,
Cuba will again become a significant market for U.S. rice. Because of the structural
changes that have occurred in Cuba and changing food consumption patterns, it is
possible that a post-embargo Cuba may not immediately be in a position to commer-
cially import the same high quality U.S. rice it had in the past. However, the U.S.
rice industry views the Cuban market as one of great potential.
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Once the embargo is no longer in place, the U.S. industry will expect to re-enter
the Cuban market and will work closely with the U.S. government to make use of
any government programs which may assist in maximizing potential gains in this
important market.

CONCLUSION

Mr. Chairman, the U.S. trade sanctions currently in force are allowing other rice
exporting nations such as Thailand and Vietnam to gain major competitive advan-
tages over the U.S. rice industry. Furthermore, for 1997/98 when the U.S. is ex-
pected to harvest its third largest rice crop on record, USDA estimates that more
than 13 percent of projected global rice import demand will be subject to unilateral
trade sanctions. This represents a significant degree of lost marketing opportunities
for the U.S. rice industry.

f

Chairman CRANE. Well, we thank you for your participation.
While it’s not directly related to unilateral sanctions which obvi-
ously all of our witnesses but one I think today agreed on, I would
urge you also to please try and get the word out, to communicate
about the urgency of fast track extension before this session is
over. Because while we’re taking a hit on sanctions economically,
and a big hit, I fear if we don’t get fast track extended this session,
it won’t happen until the next millennium. Based upon the impor-
tance of trade, considering we’re 4 percent of the world’s market
here in terms of consumers, our trade growth is the most dynamic
component of our economy. You folks are aware of it, certainly.
Please get the word out and communicate to colleagues here on the
Hill, because we have many who unfortunately, well most, the vast
majority, have not heard the presentations that you folks have
made. They need to get that information.

With that, I thank you very much for your testimony. That con-
cludes our hearing. The record will be open until November 6.

[Whereupon, at 2:52 p.m., the hearing was adjourned, subject to
the call of the Chair.]

[Submissions for the record follow:]
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Statement of Robert P. O’Quinn, Heritage Foundation
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Statement of Hon. Jim Ramstad, a Representative in Congress from the
State of Minnesota

Mr. Chairman, thank you for calling this hearing to discuss the use and effect of
unilateral trade sanctions.

While I do not disagree with the foreign policy goals of many of the sanctions bills
Congress has passed, since there are real consequences for real people tied to these
sanctions, we need to make sure they achieve the intended goals.

I am aware that a 1997 report by the National Association of Manufacturers
found few cases in which sanctions had effectively changed the behavior of targeted
governments.

I am also aware that the 1997 report of the President’s Export Council deter-
mined that sanctions hurt the reputation and credibility of U.S. firms in the inter-
national marketplace and that ‘‘a large portion of the negative impacts on U.S. eco-
nomic interest could be reduced with no significant impact on foreign policy inter-
ests.’’

More importantly, however, I have heard from a number of constituents who—
while not questioning the intentions of our legislation—have strong concerns about
the impacts of sanctions legislation on U.S. leadership in the global arena and their
own businesses.

Knowing all this, I appreciate this opportunity to hear expert testimony on the
impact of American sanction policy. I also look forward to learning more about the
Chairman’s recently introduced legislation to give Congress and the Administration
a thoughtful framework in which to devise effective sanction policy.

Thank you again, Mr. Chairman, for calling this hearing. I look forward to hear-
ing from today’s witnesses about the effectiveness of unilateral sanctions and possi-
bilities for improving our methods for achieving our foreign policy goals.
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Statement of U.S. Association of Former Members of Congress, Hon.
James W. Symington

This report summarizes highlights and reflections of the U.S. Association of
Former Members of Congress (FMC) delegation who visited Cuba from December
9 to 14, 1996 under the auspices of the U.S. Association of Former Members of Con-
gress (FMC). The delegation’s composition was unique in that no such bipartisan po-
litical group of current or former Members of Congress has visited Cuba in the past
25 years. The delegation was chaired by Association President former Representa-
tive Louis Frey (R/FL) and former Representative James Symington (D/MO) served
as Vice Chairman. The Congressional component consisted of two current Members
of Congress, Toby Roth (R/WI) and Jon Christensen (R/NE) and four former Mem-
bers of Congress: Senator Dennis DeConcini (D/AZ) and Representatives Michael
Barnes (D/MD), Frey and Symington. The delegation also included, and was greatly
aided by, Walter Raymond, Senior Advisor to the Association and former Special As-
sistant to the President for National Security Affairs, and Ambassador Timothy
Towell, who formerly served in the U.S. Interests Section in Havana and as U.S.
Ambassador to Paraguay.

This program initiative of the U.S. Association of Former Members of Congress
was funded by a grant from the Ford Foundation. The purposes of the trip to Cuba
were to look and listen, to have a frank exchange of views with a cross section in
the country, become better informed about conditions and attitudes on the Island
and share American attitudes with the Cubans. The Cubans responded positively
to this effort to have a broad and candid dialogue. The delegation will share its im-
pressions and ideas with public and private groups in the United States.

The delegation was based in Havana and met a broad range of senior Cuban Gov-
ernment officials, municipal and local authorities, university leaders and students,
individuals in ‘‘self-employed’’ enterprises, Western diplomats, religious leaders and
a number of representatives in the democratic opposition (dissidents). Members of
the delegation also took opportunities to reach out and talk to individual Cubans
on the street to broaden their view of daily life in Cuba. The delegation had the
opportunity to visit Matanzas Province and to discuss local and regional issues with
municipal and provincial level leaders. In the course of the five days, visits were
made to a variety of facilities including schools, at the primary as well as at the
university level, an oil refinery, cooperative farm, church, community health center
and teen club. The resort facilities along the Varadero Beach were held up as an
important example of ‘‘Western capital investment.’’ These facilities also serve to
highlight the disparity in quality of life between the average Cuban and the foreign
tourist. Animosity toward the latter is tempered by recognition of their importance
to the economy. For its own part, the delegation encountered no hostility from any
quarter. The delegation’s itinerary and meeting agenda is attached.

As its observations and exposure to Cuban opinion were limited by time, the dele-
gation’s conclusions must be deemed tentative. Its members do not profess instant
expertise on Cuba. However, having devoted a fair portion of their professional lives
to politics—domestic and foreign—they were able to bring such experience to bear
in their discussions and subsequent analysis. The end of the Cold War and the end
to massive Soviet subsidies augurs for fundamental structural change in the Cuban
economy and the underlying assumptions upon which Cuba’s current political sys-
tem rests. The next two to five years will be critical for the future directions of
Cuba. This view was shared by a cross-section of people encountered. It would ap-
pear to offer the United States policy options which heretofore were unavailable.

The state of mind of Cuba. Cuba’s island mentality sets it apart from the attitudes
and experience of the peoples of Central and East Europe as they sought to break
from communism. It also tends to foster a ‘‘siege mentality’’ in the country. Less po-
rous than the Iron Curtain, Cuba’s ocean moat has thus far repelled the successful
infiltration of new ideas. Moreover, in the Cuban view of history, the West, and par-
ticularly the United States, is not perceived as a force which helped support an
independent Cuba. Current Cuban historians, bureaucrats and students stress that
America’s entry into the war for Cuban independence from Spain was unnecessary
and exploitative.

In the course of the delegation’s discussions in Havana, the members received a
variety of mixed comments about the Cubans who have left the island. Many look
upon those who have fled with mixed emotions. There is a sense of relief for family
members and friends, envy for those who struck it rich and resentment against
those who would employ the power of a super-state to take or regain property, pre-
rogative and power in their former homeland. Paradoxically, the departure for al-
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most 40 years of significant numbers of the class of potential leaders has left the
island with a more limited prospect for active internal dialogue, not to mention a
more focused struggle for democratic change. By contrast, in Central and East Eu-
rope, after the communist takeovers, most of the population (including the potential
political elite) remained in country, while in Cuba. Most of the political elite have
been killed, jailed or systematically forced to leave.

The Castro regime has created a system which its spokesmen say has no exact
parallel. They call it ‘‘Cuban Socialism.’’ The Cuban officials say they want to avoid
moving from ‘‘communism to corruption, as has happened in Russia.’’ Politically,
there is no moderation and Cuba continues as a tightly controlled police state.
Maintenance of the status quo and the public acceptance of its ‘‘advantages’’ re-
quires close supervision and severe limitations on personal freedoms, a centrally
controlled Government press and frequent human rights violations. Cuban children
are propagandized from the start. As an example, during a visit to an elementary
school, the delegation was treated to a lively patriotic song by a typically friendly
group of five year olds, which called on the fellow citizens ‘‘to fight to the death
against the great enemies of their country and the revolution.’’ The controlled
Cuban press diligently fills in the details of the challenge. At the same time, grass
roots citizens efforts and self-help projects developed by residents in one of the poor-
er districts in Havana were genuine and impressive. The vitality, character and in-
nate goodness of the Cuban people continue to survive despite all the obstacles that
exist.

There is dissatisfaction with the Government, but Castro is not universally
blamed. Spokesmen for the regime underscore that, in the past 35 years, a genuine
effort has been made to promote social and economic justice. They take pride in the
improvements which have been recorded in the fields of education and public health.
In this context, the Revolution still is discussed in positive terms. At least among
ruling circles—and we suspect perhaps beyond—there is a strong sense of pride, in-
cluding pride in fighting its most powerful neighbor to a standstill. As one senior
Cuban official stated, adjustments could be considered in all areas except com-
promise in the social and economic progress achieved by the Revolution and as long
as such changes can be made without causing the Cubans to appear weak internally
and in the world’s eyes. A policy to resist U.S. domination resonates in Cuba, al-
though there is little ill will toward the United States, rather a general puzzlement
about current U.S. policy toward Cuba. This attitude, articulated by officials, provin-
cial workers, farmers, university students and others, is shared to an extent by the
independent democrats and dissidents. Where differences emerge is over what politi-
cal, economic and social policies should be adopted to meet the needs of the Cuban
people.

The economy is in very bad condition despite the best face put on it by senior
Cuban officials. Two members of the delegation, who had visited Cuba in 1994, were
able to identify limited positive economic changes in Havana, which probably were
carried out largely by necessity. Doctors’ and lawyers’ salaries are roughly $8 per
month; tobacco factory workers earn about $6 per month. Western companies in
Cuba make salary payments for their workers directly to the Cuban Government
in dollars and approximately five percent of the dollar value (in the open market)
is passed to the Cuban worker in pesos. There are instances where doctors, lawyers
and other professionals work and earn more as bellhops and make more money. In
the long run, such anomalies will diminish interest in advanced education. Signifi-
cant workers’ benefits exist covering medical, educational and retirement expenses,
although there is no social security system and retirement payments derive from
general revenue. The Minister of Economy pointed out that the Cubans were faced
with an incredible challenge with the sudden cut off in 1991–92 of the Soviet sub-
sidy of at least $6 billion per year. He stated that the Russians had provided an
additional $1.2 billion military subsidy annually. The Minister commented that the
economy hit bottom in 1993–94, began to turn around in 1995 and is rallying up-
ward in 1996. There may be some truth to this, but the increase does not begin to
cover the 40 percent loss of GNP in the 1992–94 time frame. Another indication of
Cuba’s economic decline is the drop in annual oil consumption from 13 million tons
in the days of Soviet support to eight million tons today. Cuba’s own oil production
meets about 15 percent of this lowered requirement. The rest much be purchased
in what the Cubans describe as their ‘‘Caribbean market.’’ The country has the ap-
pearance of a ‘‘socialist state’’ economy with sparse stores, limited products, poor
transportation and a breakdown of facilities. Food is available but supplies and vari-
ety are limited. As an example each Cuban has a ration of six to eight eggs per
month. The desperate character of the economy is reflected in the high incidence
of prostitution, forced on young women out of necessity. Dissident economists point-
ed out that the Cuban Government numbers are wrong and that the economy is
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‘‘dead in the water.’’ Havana’s darkened streets, decaying structures, makeshift con-
veyances and universally inadequate plumbing lend credence to this suggestion.

There have been tentative steps taken to move toward reform, including: the es-
tablishment of areas where self-employment is permitted, not including professions
such as medicine, law and engineering; the legalization of the dollar and inter-
changeability with the peso; the move from state farm to cooperative in the agricul-
tural sector; the relaxation of certain restrictions in foreign investment; and the ex-
pansion of tourism. Many of the best tourist facilities, including Varadero Beach,
exclude the local population. Western observers label this practice as ‘‘apartheid
tourism.’’ Such tourism brings revenue to the country, but increases resentment
from the citizens as a result of their exclusion. The delegation learned that the
owner of the private restaurant (paladares) in which it dined grosses $7,000 per
month. This is significant in light of the fact that each paladares can only seat 12
customers and can employ only family members. Even after expenses, which include
a $750 monthly license tax for each paladares, this is a step toward the establish-
ment of a private business sector. In the agricultural sector, the delegation met di-
rectly with farmers in the newly formed cooperatives. It is claimed that incentives
are built into the process and that farmers who work hard and produce more earn
more both in cash payments and in a greater share of the produce from the farm.
There is a safety net, and farmers who are ill on the job receive a 70 percent salary
payment and those who are ill for non-job related reasons receive a 50 percent pay-
ment. Permission for open farmer markets to be established has the potential for
strengthening the ‘‘private’’ agricultural sector. It has brought more food to market
but at significantly higher prices. Each step, to date, has been so carefully cal-
culated and circumscribed as to vitiate real benefits to the economy. Nevertheless,
it was the delegation’s perception that the modest reforms are a start and should
be nurtured wherever possible.

Castro retains his powerful place in Cuban life and governance, and is feared by
all, but with fewer manifestations of hands-on daily management. The two delegates
who had been in Cuba before saw fewer Castro icons dominating Havana. The dele-
gation noted with interest consistent reminders of Jose Marti and other revolution-
ary leaders of the late 19th Century.

The challenge to managing the Cuban economy after the end of the Soviet subsidy
has been addressed in several ways:

(1) There is a concentrated effort to attribute all Cuba’s economic problems to the
policies of the United States. Opposition to the embargo is now supplemented by
strident exploitation of the Helms-Burton Act as the current cause for their pain.
By systematically pressing this propaganda theme, the Cubans are attempting to
buy time with the propaganda tactic. The average Cuban knows much more about
‘‘Helms Burton’’ than his counterpart and the delegation noted this point to Cuban
officials. Nationwide public meetings address the subject. School students discuss
and debate the issue. Ministers can quote the law verbatim. The Cuban Government
has scheduled an international conference, involving Cubans living in Cuba and
overseas (Spain, Mexico, Venezuela and the United States), in Havana on January
18 and 19.

(2) There has been belt tightening and the traditional propaganda point that the
social and economic justice that has been established by the Revolution must not
be lost is emphasized repeatedly. There is some popular support—not dissimilar to
that encountered in Central/East Europe and the NIS—for the belief that changes
should jeopardize social benefits of the Revolution, including free medical care, edu-
cation and pension rights. These are vital for a population that has little, if any,
reserve.

(3) There are limited ‘‘reform’’ steps being taken. While modest and carefully cal-
culated, they represent more creativity than at any time in the past 20 years. Some
of the more forward leaning members of the Castro Government may want to move
faster, but they are unwilling to get too far out in front. The ‘‘modernists’’ in the
regime realize that one day (probably after Castro), if these experiments are to
work, they will need to be given more space. One Cuban official implied that they
are starting to have labor problems. The Government tried for two years to pass
an income tax bill but it has not been able to convince or overcome the opposition
of the labor unions. The delegation noted that while some officials echoed the party
line, others went beyond and were prepared to engage in reasonable exchange. The
old leaders are still in evidence, but a new generation is preparing to take the field.
While members of this new team may see the world differently, they are not yet
certain whether they can make any viable changes in policy in Cuba. By exercising
a senior statesman role (witness the exploitation of Castro’s visit with the Pope),
Castro permits a potential successor team of political and economic leaders to cope
with the economic crisis created by the end of the Soviet subsidy. If they move too
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far out in front or appear to show a lack of revolutionary commitment, Castro can
preemptively remove them from office.

The delegation’s tentative conclusion is that Castro has politically weathered more
than 30 years of an American embargo and the more recent challenge created by
the end of the Soviet subsidy and today, while impacted by the Helms-Burton Act,
still remains solidly in control. As will be noted, the negative impact of Helms-
Burton may be offset by its use to divert national attention from the innate effi-
ciencies of the system. Western diplomats concurred with Cuban officials that
Helms-Burton has been successful in limiting some new foreign investment. The
total economic impact of U.S. action since 1962 has been devastating, but Cuba has
lived with this reality. While the Soviet subsidy was of vital importance, in recent
years the Cubans have coped without it. Non-U.S. investment has been of modest
help in meeting the shortfalls and this probably will grow. A key unanswered ques-
tion will be whether the Cubans will press forward with modest economic reforms
which would make the country a more attractive market for foreign investors. The
delegation was advised by certain Cuban officials that the anger and concern in
Cuba over the Helms-Burton Act appears greatest over Titles I and II which expand
the U.S. embargo and the U.S. commitment to support internal democratic proc-
esses in Cuba.

Views from the diplomatic community. The delegation was briefed by Mexican,
Czech and Canadian Embassy officials. The Mexicans and Canadians predictably
thought Helms-Burton was counterproductive. The Mexicans believed Cuba is
changing, more economically than politically, and that the Cubans will not be able
to control the economic forces that will be created by internal reform dictated by
necessity. The Mexicans think that the Pope’s visit also will play an important part
in strengthening ‘‘people power.’’ The Canadian Ambassador also believes changes
would continue out of necessity and that Cubans authorities think they can control
the changes. Should such changes get out of hand and/or should the succession of
executive authority not be handled effectively, he was less sanguine about the avoid-
ance of violence and a return of U.S. military involvement. There is a fear of succes-
sion among the Cubans, but the subject is avoided by Cuban authorities. The Cana-
dian Ambassador noted that the Concilio Cubano was deemed a threat because of
the promise it held for bringing the dissidents together. The Concilio was a coalition
of a large number of unofficial groups and individuals, established in October 1995
and crushed by the Cuban authorities in February 1996. The Czech diplomat said
that despite the fact that the democratic opposition is weak and fragmented, it is
necessary to support the democratic movement as a moral force. He sees no evidence
of an emerging civil society and expects change will come from above and from ex-
ternal pressure. The Czech was alone among the diplomats in arguing for a continu-
ation of the embargo. One diplomat envisioned that Castro would be out of power
in two years, possibly violently, and that the OAS would provide support for free
elections.

The church as a moral force. The delegation made a concerted effort to determine
the role of religion in Cuba, particularly with the possibility of a visit by the Pope
within a year. The decrease in Catholic Church total attendance and membership
reflects its vigorous suppression by the regime in the 1960s. Cardinal Ortega noted
that in 1961, the number of Catholic priests was cut from 800 to 200 and the num-
ber of nuns dropped from 2,500 to 200. The Catholic University was closed, and ac-
cess to means of communication was cut. The church was ‘‘reduced to silence.’’ He
added, however, that he believes the Church in Cuba has been experiencing a reli-
gious reawakening since the late 1980s. Recent surveys suggest that two percent of
the Cuban population regularly attend mass while about seven percent of the popu-
lation is Catholic. He believes the projected visit of the Pope will stimulate religious
awareness and energize the population. The Cardinal echoed the Pope’s views on
the embargo and believes that after more than 30 years, it is time for a change.
Three representatives of different Protestant denominations with whom the delega-
tion met also suggested that there is a greater interest among the population in
church matters and in the faith. Another approximately seven percent support one
of the 52 separate Protestant denominations. The Protestant groups appeared to be
more willing to seek accommodation with the Castro regime. The largest number
of Cubans supports Santeria, a derivative of the Catholic Church mixed with the
faith, religious practices and beliefs brought to Cuba by Africans several hundred
years ago. This practice is particularly prevalent among the black population of
Cuba, which is over 50 percent.

The democratic opposition. Discussions with the democratic political opposition/
dissidents, who were identified to the delegation by human rights groups in the
United States and by diplomats in Havana, produced some surprising statements.
The majority of the group opposed Helms-Burton, although it is not clear how many
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of these want to drop the embargo. One dissident called it the Helms-Burton-Castro
Act, in view of the opportunity it provides Castro for blaming the United States fur-
ther for Cuba’s economic problems. Several dissidents said that an opening of the
economy at this point is the best way to effect genuine political change. One said
that the EU posture was helpful as EU member states were both exploring economic
opportunities and supporting the democratic movement. Another said that ‘‘if the
doors were wide open and one million Americans came to Cuba next year, Castro
would fall immediately.’’ The dissident thought the Cuban economy needed infusions
of risk capital to reinvigorate and enfranchise the people. They believed this would
speed the transition to a civil society and of democratic processes. Investments,
properly managed, bring more people into the process. One of the dissidents pre-
sented a formal letter calling for changes in the embargo including a call for ‘‘the
unconditional lifting of the embargo of food and medical supplies for Cuba.’’ This
echoes the view of Cardinal Ortega who would welcome food and feed grains via
Title III of Public Law 480 which provides for distribution through such voluntary
agencies as Caritas.

Another dissident recognized that, realistically, Helms-Burton will remain for a
while and suggested that the United States press vigorously for ‘‘Sullivan/Arcos
Principles’’ to be established for all Western companies trading with Cuba. The Sul-
livan Principles were a code of business conduct supportive of labor which Western-
ers adopted to put pressure on the former South African Government to end apart-
heid. Senior Cuban dissident Arcos has drafted a similar set of ‘‘principles’’ designed
to assure that Western companies trading with Cuba would use that opportunity
to raise the standard of living of Cuban workers and their families. This suggestion
is consistent with Stuart Eizenstat’s efforts to press allies to insist on Western busi-
ness practices in Cuba which include safe work places and fair wages. They would
also required Western businesses to hire and pay workers directly which is not now
allowed under Cuban law.

One dissident underscored the extreme difficulty in building political support from
a population that has been so crushed and subjugated. In referring to the Concilio
Cubano, which brought together a large number of dissident groups for the first
time, one Cuban said that it was a great idea but lacked sufficient support from
the United States and the EU. Moreover, cooperation and coordination of efforts
within the dissident community appears difficult to achieve. There were even dif-
ferences of approach and some mutual suspicions within the group the delegation
met. These sentiments were fueled by the dissidents own sense of permanent threat
from the Castro regime. Several said that they probably would be picked up and
interrogated after their meeting with the delegation, and one dissident thought he
might be arrested.

Continued detentions. The delegation discussed the plight of political prisoners
with key members of the Cuban Government, including Minister of Justice Robert
Diaz Sotolongo and the President of the National Assembly Ricardo Alarcon. The
point was strenuously made that the continued arrest and imprisonment of Cuban
citizens for political reasons has a direct and continuing negative impact on Amer-
ican and international opinion about Cuba. The delegation made the point to both
Cuban leaders in separate meetings. At the meeting with Minister Sotolongo, who
had been appointed earlier, members of the delegation noted that the violation of
human rights and political repression were critical barriers to an improvement in
the bilateral relationship, more so even than the expropriation issues. It was sug-
gested that Mr. Sotolongo, as a new minister, could make a fresh start, reexamine
previous actions and take some ameliorating initiatives.

The Minister deflected a discussion of specific cases, but said the Ministry would
assess past actions to determine if judicial errors had been made. He rejected the
delegation urging that the Concilio be accredited because ‘‘the aims it pursued were
not helpful in building our own society...therefore it is not possible to allow space
for the Concilio Cubana.’’ While time constraints prevented exploring this statement
further, the delegation pressed the case for recognition of individual human rights
and fair trials. The delegation emphasized that changes in this area, including the
release of Concilio members still in jail, could impact directly and positively on U.S.-
Cuban relations. In closing, the Minister of Justice defended the Cuban Administra-
tion of Justice, but added that he had taken careful notes of the American concerns
and will consider them. He also indicated a willingness to meet again. To confirm
its concerns, the delegation forwarded to Castro a formal request for the release of
17 political prisoners by name.

Background on policy considerations. The delegation is committed to political
change and the respect for human rights in Cuba. The delegation is not recommend-
ing any lessening of that commitment. To ‘‘get there from here’’ may require, as has
been the case with China, a more nuanced policy than that which has been in place
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for nearly four decades. Castro has withstood the U.S. embargo since 1962, plus the
shock of the loss of more than $7 billion in annual Soviet subsidies. It can probably
withstand the current low level of Western economic engagement. In contrast to
Central/East Europe, the internal opposition, while well-intentioned and a moral
force, does not now constitute, nor hold out the promise of being an alternative
power base. There appears no likelihood that, in the near term, Cubans in opposi-
tion to the regime will be able to assume power. The military command has troop
loyalty. The Castro Government has taken key steps to insure adequate funding to
the military, even by engaging them in civilian economic enterprises—such as run-
ning the tourist trade—to avoid the financial problems that have beset the Russian
Army. Further, Castro has assembled a competent network of young party
nomenklatura leaders—one step from the top—and they are prepared to take on
more responsibilities. The contrast with Central/East Europe is again instructive.
When the old leadership fell in the Revolution of 1989, there was a vacuum filled
by the intellectual and popular opposition. Over time, much of this leadership has
been filled by rising nomenklatura—espousing their democratic commitment—such
as Kwasniewski in Poland, Horne in Hungary and their counterparts in other coun-
tries. With Cuba’s primary political opposition in exile, Castro hopes to finesse this
stage and leave new leadership in place which is committed to the goals and meth-
ods of the Revolution. If there were to be conflict in Cuba in a post-Castro period,
in the short term, it would more likely be between a reform wing and a law-and-
order wing within the current Castro government. This could lead to civil strife
which would be a matter of great national security concern to the United States.

Such hypothetical scenarios invite a renewed examination of the policy options.
The facts that Russia is no longer Castro’s provider and Castro has lost the capabil-
ity to export subversion in the Western hemisphere are major changes in the na-
tional security equation. It is the delegation’s judgment that the timing is right for
some adjustments in policy in 1997, as there appears to be some soul-searching in
Havana and the United States is not facing any elections. Castro is in the final
chapters of his rule, although at this juncture he will probably continue until his
death or incapacitation. As stated previously, there does not appear to be a basis
for anticipating an internal overthrow of Castro and his government. Some of the
dissidents urged the United States to let up the pressure so that they can grow in-
ternally and ultimately be prepared to win a battle with Castro and/or his succes-
sors.

The visit confirmed the delegation’s impression that trust between the Cuban and
U.S. Governments is almost negligible. The realities around which policies must be
crafted are that Castro is not going to fall and Helms-Burton is not going to dis-
appear. At the same time, the delegation uniformly believes that we should seek to
identify policy initiatives which are acceptable to the United States and which will
help the Cuban people who are suffering. To make such initiatives viable, the
Cuban Government will need to see these initiatives as also in their national inter-
ests. To traverse so great a distance, each country will have to begin taking small
but significant steps.

Such a step on the Cuban side was taken, in the judgment of the delegation, when
Cuban authorities turned over to the U.S. Coast Guard six tons of cocaine inter-
cepted by Cuban naval elements in Cuban waters. Given America’s preoccupation
with international drug trafficking, this step deserves appropriate recognition and
response. Members of the delegation, however, made it clear that it will be very dif-
ficult to move forward, in any appreciable degree, without a unilateral step by Cuba
concerning political prisoners as discussed with the Minister of Justice and re-
quested in writing of President Castro. A second major question which must be ad-
dressed is that of a negotiated settlement regarding expropriated property. The
point has been made by EU members that this is an issue to be settled between
Cuba and the United States as governments have to settle expropriation claims di-
rectly and not through third parties. When the delegation raised this with the
Cuban officials, the latter stated that they have virtually no funds available to meet
these claims, certainly not in terms of 1996 values. Again, while both of these points
require discussion, the delegation focused its attention on the human rights con-
cerns of the American people and the Congress.

How can we help the transition to democracy? The time is ripe to look for opportu-
nities to open up the country to people, ideas and information. We need to play
cards that will open the avenues to a peaceful transition. In the likelihood of a
nomenklatura takeover after Castro, lacking the mystique of Castro, they will have
to demonstrate their success in economic terms. As soon as the economy starts to
move forward, the people will begin to become ‘‘economically enfranchised’’ and sup-
ply and demand pulls will start to shape domestic policy. The engagement by non-
American Western investors, tourists and students will begin a process which could
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lead to the establishment of a civil society and a peaceful transition to not only an
economic but also a political open society. This may take ten years, but it is an op-
tion that can be achieved with limited, if any, violence.

In summary, some of the basic precepts on which U.S. policy is formulated need
to be re-examined. Castro is not going to fall nor will he be pushed off his pedestal
by Helms-Burton. Engagement is more likely to achieve the path, primarily in the
economic section but coupled with ‘‘Sullivan Principles’’ to insure that trade has the
desired social dimension and supports an emerging working class. Policies which in-
crease the probability of violent confrontation should be avoided and are not needed.
Members of the delegation encourage Stuart Eizenstat’s continued efforts to try to
develop some common strategies with the EU to accomplish U.S. foreign policy
goals. The United States should continue to press the EU to work for the adoption
of the ‘‘Sullivan/Arcos Principles’’ which would guarantee a greater role for the
Cuban workers and we should press the EU to work for the adoption of the ‘‘Sulli-
van/Arcos Principles’’ which would guarantee a greater role for the Cuban workers,
and urge Cuba to release political prisoners still incarcerated. If these steps are
taken, several basic building blocks will have been laid to establish a civil society
in conjunction with EU allies. This could give the United States a basis for modify-
ing Titles III and IV.

POSSIBLE ACTIONS ENVISIONED BY THE DELEGATION TO BE TAKEN IN 1997 INCLUDE:

(1) A comprehensive bilateral program to reduce drug trafficking. The effort which
led to the recent 6-ton cocaine bust should be expanded. Consideration might be
given to developing joint counter-narcotics interdiction strategies, including under-
taking joint naval patrols in the Bahamas and in Cuban and U.S. waters.

(2) Visit by the International Human Rights Law Group to monitor the judicial
process. This idea was raised with Minister of Justice Sotolongo who said he re-
ceived many visits, but he was not closed to the idea. He said Cuban sovereignty
and principles would have to be observed. The delegation urged the Minister to re-
view all convictions, as a satisfactory resolution of cases concerning prisoners of con-
science would evoke a positive U.S. response.

(3) Consultation with U.S. nuclear experts before completion and operation of
Cuba’s first nuclear plant. The delegation urged closer international supervision and
were advised that IAEA had paid a visit. The plant is being built with Russian
equipment and technology and, with the precedent of the Chernobyl plant disaster
in Ukraine, is a cause of international concern. The Cuban officials took pains to
remind the delegation that they are as interested as the United States in construct-
ing a safe facility. An offer of a visit by a technical group from the southern United
States (possibly Florida) whose citizens would be the most directly affected by any
nuclear waste, emissions or malfunction should be considered.

(4) Support for human rights in Cuba. The delegation urges the U.S. Government,
in conjunction with the EU, to press for the initiation of a process permitting free
and open elections, maintained by a responsible international body. Further, the Cu-
bans should be urged to invite the International Committee of the Red Cross to ex-
amine the conditions of Cuban prisons. Such a demarche to the Cubans would prob-
ably most effectively be pressed through the appropriate third party from the EU
or Central Europe. The concurrent release of a number of political prisoners, esti-
mated by the dissidents at 300–500, would be a dramatic gesture with little down-
side. In the judgment of the delegation, the political prisoners are considered as po-
litical chips and insurance rather than a security threat.

(5) An offer to open property settlement discussions. The Cubans acknowledge
that this is still an outstanding issue in the bilateral relationship, but politics aside,
they have neither the funds nor the will to make a new offer, unless it is part of
a larger negotiation concerning bilateral relations. Nevertheless, an effort should be
made to establish a process with a payment schedule even if actual funding is de-
ferred to a future date.

(6) The elimination of barriers to two-way communication. This could range from
the current—and significant—establishment of the CNN Bureau, to the sale of
Western books, magazines and papers and the removal of impediments to Internet
connections. In this regard, the delegation was advised by the democratic opposition
that TV Marti is never heard in Cuba except by party officials who have satellite
dishes. Ordinary Cubans cannot own a satellite dish. Congress should explore how
effective TV Marti actually is and if it proves to be as ineffective as the delegation
was advised, funding should be stopped for TV Marti. These funds, however, should
continue to be allocated for informational programming to Cuba. The delegation be-
lieves the estimated $12 million currently allocated for TV Marti could be effectively
spent on more informational and academic exchanges and improvements to other
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communications channels including the provision of a broad Internet capability. In
addition, serious program attention should be given to developing and broadcasting,
via a variety of communication channels, basic educational materials concerning the
development of a political and economic democracy. Paralleling U.S. programming
to Central/East Europe and the NIS, the time is right to provide materials to sup-
port a peaceful transition in Cuba.

(7) Lifting of restrictions on air travel from the United States to Cuba. This could
be done on a step-by-step basis, such as for holidays, to monitor the new arrange-
ments. However, it should be noted that Americans do get to the island now through
a very complicated routing. The FMC delegation, for example, traveled via Costa
Rica and Mexico. Others go via Nassau and, in comparatively large numbers, travel
onward to Cuba by charter. In other words, travel restrictions are finessed and the
difficulties imposed are counterproductive. These restrictions do not appear to have
any redeeming value. Lifting them would facilitate and energize a range of contacts
between Cubans in Cuba, their relatives in the United States and with the wider
American community. Such contacts would provide a source of physical and moral
support to the Cuban citizens and could temper the conduct and course of the re-
gime itself.

(8) The removal of barriers to humanitarian assistance. Discussions with Caritas,
the international arm of the U.S.-based Catholic Relief Services, were very positive
and members of the delegation will be in further communication with it. Other
channels may also be explored. The Cuban-American community in the United
States has been very helpful in assisting their families, but the current restrictions
have reduced this assistance. The delegation sees no reason to create obstacles to
such assistance.

(9) The removal of remaining impediments to exchange programs. Significant in-
creases in exchanges should be authorized and, as needed, financed. On the basis
of our discussions with faculty and students, stringent visa restrictions—which they
said appeared to be getting tighter—have directly hampered two-way student and
professor exchanges involving the University of Havana. On the basis of the knowl-
edge of the important role such exchanges have played in the past and continue to
play in Central/East Europe and the NIS, the free flow of information can directly
benefit the democratization process.

(10) A U.S. Government call for the formal adoption of the ‘‘Sullivan-Arcos Prin-
ciples’’ by the foreign investment community (EU, U.S. and others) as an integral
component of their business arrangements in Cuba. International and domestic
trade unions should be urged to enlist their support and intercession with Western
governments and the business community.

(11) Enhanced foundation support for academic and scholastic programs. The
MacArthur and Kellogg Foundations currently support the Center for American
Studies at the University of Havana. Others with equivalent interests should be en-
couraged to determine if such programs (see Paragraph 5 above) meet their criteria
for support.

(12) Development of a Speakers Program. Encourage the extension of speaking in-
vitations from non-governmental Cuban groups to U.S. leaders. The delegation
asked if Billy Graham were to visit Cuba could he speak to the Cuban people. The
answer was that if invited by a Cuban institution, Billy Graham and other religious
leaders could visit and speak in Cuba. By this measure, the openings for speaking
engagements for scientific, cultural, farm and business leaders would be consider-
able.

(13) Consideration by Members of Congress of fact-finding trips to Cuba. Hill
staffers from the House and Senate foreign affairs committees have been invited to
visit Cuba and should be encouraged to do so.
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The FMC delegation believes that the contacts developed and candid discussions
which took place in mid-December in Havana were an important start. The biparti-
san quality of the group, its liberal to conservative construction, and its ability to
be one step removed from the direct domestic political pressure that a formal Con-
gressional delegation would have suggest that this opening should be pursued. The
delegation was asked by the Cubans to plan a sequel trip at an appropriate time
in the future and the FMC will consider such a possibility if and when it appears
such a mission could serve a constructive purpose.
Representative Louis Frey, Jr.,
Republican-Florida (1969–1979)
Chairman of Delegation
Representative James Symington,
Democrat-Missouri (1969–1979),
Vice Chairman of Delegation
Representative Toby Roth,
Republican-Wisconsin (1981–1997)

Senator Dennis DeConcini,
Democrat-Arizona (1977–1995)
Representative Jon Christensen,
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Representative Michael D. Barnes,
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Statement of Hon. Malcolm Wallop, Retired U.S. Senator
No argument can be made that the previous sanctions and their expanded Helms-

Burton successors are or have been effective in achieving the foreign policy objec-
tives of the United States. It is laughable to hear American Spokesmen claim to
have seen no improvements from the rest of the world’s policy of engagement, as
though we have even a modest, let alone spectacular list of achievements after our
own forty years of embargoes. Indeed we can more easily believe we have become
the wall against which Castro leans. In the vacuum created by our absence we are
credibly blamed by him as the cause of all problems. Notwithstanding the claims
of its supporters, the case cannot be made that ordinary Cubans blame their leader
for their woes.

In the case of Helms-Burton we have chosen a path unbecoming a great nation.
WE ARE WAGING WAR ON CIVILIANS. Not in Iraq, not in Iran, not in Vietnam,
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not in South Africa, in fact nowhere save in Cuba, have we chosen to add trade in
food, medicine and humanitarian supplies to the embargoed list. We have forbidden
direct travel and the transfer of money from American families to their Cuban rel-
atives. We have declared that nation of 11 million people a national security threat!
We have chosen to punish not only those whom we have accused of violating the
embargo but in an extraordinary act of pettiness punish their families as well. We
have asserted our right to the extraterritorial reach of this law in contravention of
our agreements under GATT, NAFTA, and the Organization of American States. In
short we have offended our world trading partners and regional neighbors, while
achieving nothing but added suffering to those whom we profess to be trying to help.

Let’s examine some of the effects of each of these. By waging war on the civilian
population through the embargo on food, medicine and humanitarian supplies, can
it be argued that in a post Castro Cuba the population will be grateful, or that the
successor government will be inclined to embrace anything we suggest? The pro-
ponents will argue that no such embargo exists on medicine but their outraged re-
sistance to making that clear in law, the virtual impossibility of procuring necessary
permits, and the fact that virtually no trade in medicine has taken place belies their
argument. The recently published study on the effects of this embargo on the health
of Cuban children, women and seniors should cause any American to wince. The in-
creases in malnutrition, the unavailability of breast x-ray, the lack of kidney dialy-
sis, the extended pain and suffering of leukemia sufferers, the lack of ordinary medi-
cines for burn victims and so on are not the tools of war of the America most of
us know. Water borne diseases are increasing because we deny replacement parts
for American built sanitation equipment. Is this how we wish to be remembered?
And the rational proffered for all of this? If ordinary Cubans are not made to suffer,
Castro is the beneficiary. Yet with North Korea for example, a country which can
clearly be called a threat to Americans and American interests, we not only allow
such trade, we are giving food and medical aid, nuclear technology, fuel, and other
necessities. And oh yes they have killed Americans, taken them captive, and done
as much or worse to our South Korean Allies. Why North Koreans should be more
susceptible to engagement than Cubans one can only guess. In Iraq we lifted the
embargo or some sales of oil so they could afford to purchase the permitted trade
in foods and medicines.

There are those who argue that Castro has no desire to trade in these commod-
ities. If that is so, then at least it will be demonstrably his fault that medicine is
unavailable and children are malnourished and Americans need have no further
qualms about our policies. For the time being however, for America this is a new
venture. We seek to fight human rights violations with ones of our own!

Now then the ban on direct flights to Cuba has only made travel more expensive
for those Cubans who wish to visit families, and at the same time turned many of
them into stretchers of the truth as they claim medical or emergency necessity to
qualify for their visits. Somebody gets richer while the ordinary folk pay for this pol-
icy. The same is true of the banned direct transfer of money. It was reported last
week that these family dollars were the largest single segment of the Cuban Econ-
omy. The tortuous route this money must take to arrive there only makes some Ba-
hamian, Honduran or other facilitator richer by up to twenty percent of the transfer.
One of the most predictable, and least desirable consequences of unilateral sanctions
is pure unadulterated graft.

Examine the notion of Cuba as a National Security threat. Does any one doubt
that if this be so we have clearly under funded the defense budget? This island of
11 million is about to storm Florida! Assistant Secretary of State Stuart Eizenstat
has told our world trading partners that National Security is self-defining and can-
not be questioned. But it is laughable, and demeaning as well. Last year Drug Czar
McCaffrey stated that Cuba’s air force was in his words ‘flat on its ass’. This year
in the Senate Armed Services Committee hearing on his appointment to be Com-
mander in Chief of the U.S. Southern Command General Wilhelm responded that
the only threat Cuba posed was that of migration, and they were no longer capable
of force projection. Does anyone believe that you relieve the migration pressure by
making life ever more intolerable for the average Cuban? What of the listening post
at Lourdes? Would we not be endlessly more knowledgeable of its capabilities were
we there in some capacity rather than proudly professing the certain failure of en-
gagement as a potential policy? And lastly, if we worry about the ‘Chernobyl’ style
nuclear reactor would we not be better off treating that problem as we have North
Korea’s by encouraging the use of American technology to prevent the oft stated
threat to the American south of a Kiev style meltdown? If we must have devils can
we not at least design our own defenses?

So our own people save for Secretary Eizenstat claim there is little or no tangible
threat to our security but since it is self-defining according to his lights we can de-
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clare it to be so. But think for a moment what that might mean as a U.S. led world
precedent. Could not China, for example make the same case over Taiwan? Where
would that leave us? We could deny that in that particular instance it was self-
defining, and that only we held the key to the box of definitions. We could abandon
the Taiwan Relations Act and throw our friend to the wolves. We could seek ‘multi-
lateral’ sanctions against China, for clearly any unilateral actions would be self de-
fining in terms of the US economy! Does the Sub-Committee on Trade believe we
would have many takers for multilateral sanctions given the emerging size of the
Chinese economy. We are set on this path without thought to its consequences, and
it’s time we paused. President Clinton claimed in Buenos Aires last Thursday that
it was ‘‘the hardest line people in Miami who are basically responsible for this pol-
icy.’’ It is truly time that America, not Miami, was basically responsible for this pol-
icy, and that all our interests present and future be considered. It is not in our in-
terest to pander to Castro. It is, however, in our interest to consider the fact that
he is mortal, that there will be a successor government, that we will likely not know
much about it or its players by being absent, and that clearly any influence we could
hope to have will not be bought with large sums of U.S. taxpayer dollars so much
as it will be with knowledge acquired and not presumed.

We seem to view Castro, as he views us in return, as some prehistoric rooster.
As we stare at each other across the seventy miles each seems to expect the other
to lay the first egg. Perhaps a great nation could, as a moral undertaking, become
a hen long enough to try something new after forty years of failure.

As to the general utility of unilateral sanctions let me make three points. They
don’t work, and haven’t ever achieved the purposes for which they were imposed.
While failing, they hurt most those whom we say we wish to help, and, while failing,
they deny market access to American business and a great competitive loss which
in most respects will be irretrievable. All the cultural aspects of freedom and democ-
racy which American business carries with it by its very nature, is lost to the fur-
therance of what ought to be American policy. Thirdly, any chance we might have
of gaining knowledge, influencing culture, and embracing the tools of freedom are
lost to us.

The great Yale and Us War College historian Eugene Rostow wrote in his brilliant
book ‘‘Towards Managed Peace’’ that since the Boston Tea Party there has never
been a decade in our country’s history without some unilateral embargo, and that
there is no instance he can cite in which they have achieved the purposes for which
they were imposed. The answer is as the answer has always been, that these are
actions designed to satisfy domestic political needs rather than to achieve some goal
of National American interest. If our interest now is global consistency, hemisphere
stability, Cuban Freedom then it is time to make an American policy to achieve just
that.
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